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The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the role of female labor in the declining

herring industry in Bertie County, North Carolina during the later twentieth century. This

paper argues that women's changing work patterns contributed to the decline of the local

herring industry. Operating in the early spring months and for only short durations, the

herring industry utilized the work of women who were otherwise idle during slow periods

of agriculture. The supplemental work provided much needed income to already

struggling families. Women provided the mobile labor force that supplied labor to

seasonal industries, such as the fishery. Chapter one addresses the role of agricultural

mechanization in the decline of seasonal labor. Chapter two considers the function of race

relations and civil rights that create new opportunities for African American women.

Chapter three assesses the influx of industrialization that provides new possibilities for

women in the region. As race, class, and gender intersect each influence the labor source

available to the herring industry, therefore, contributing greatly to its decline.
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INTRODUCTION

PLENTIFUL FISH AND ABUNDANT HELP;
HIE BERTIE COUNTY HERRING INDUSTRY

‘They won't no job that nobody with no education like I had could do, so I had to

do pick up work."' At twenty-five years old, the sudden death of her husband, a small

fanner, left Lillian Jernigan to care for two young children alone. Living in rural Bertie

County. North Carolina during the 1960’s, Lillian was in need ofwork to support her

family "so anybody that wanted anything done on a farm’' should ask, she quickly took

the Job:"

I locked them youngins in that bedroom around yonder. Put Rodney and Fred on
that bed in the back bedroom. I filled the oF wooden heater full of wood and go
out and lock the door at eleven o’clock. I got off at seven o’clock the next
morning, and come home and unlock that door. Come in here and make a fire, go
in there and get Rodney up and send him to school. I wouldn’t do that now, and I
don't want none ofmy people to do it. Locked them up in the house and left
them.^

Working many times day and night, Lillian is an example of the female worker essential

to the seasonal labor supply in Bertie County, North Carolina throughout the mid to late

twentieth century. Although jobs on area farms were plentiful during the summer months,

women like Lillian felt the need for other employment to supplement the family income

during the rest of the year. Area businesses, such as the Perry-Wynns Fish Company,

were quick to take advantage of this ready and inexpensive labor source. Each spring

Lillian Jernigan Interview, HMW-005, December 19''’, 2003.
¡bid.
Ibid.3
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found Lillian “at the fishery right over, and the same thing right over, and over, and over

again, every year.’'^

It was this growing dependence on female labor during the twentieth century that

was disastrous to the herring industry in Eastern North Carolina. Working in various

aspects of the industry, women were a consistent labor source throughout the history of

herring processing. Females customarily cleaned, gutted, prepared, and salted the

alewives for family consumption. During the antebellum period when area fisheries

peaked, women were found awaiting enormous catches along the shoreline. Each year,

hundreds of African American women cut, cleaned, and removed the roe from the herring

with nothing but a wooden bucket before them and a small filleting knife in hand. Images

portraying women cutting fish at various fishery operations along area rivers, particularly

the best known being Capehart’s Fishery, were printed routinely in publications such as

Harper’s Weekly.^

Although eighteen fisheries were found in Bertie County at the beginning of the

twentieth century, many of these larger operations failed as a shift to smaller family

owned fisheries occurred early in the decade.^ In later times a few small fisheries

remained by relying on processing and packaging the products for commercial sale. In

such operations, black women worked in the cutting rooms gutting and cleaning the

herring. A smaller number ofwhite women worked in the roe house where they cleaned

and canned “Chowan’s Best,” the name under which every Perry-Wynns’s product was

Ibid.
^

Harper's Weekly, (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1857-).
* Arwin D. Smallwood, Bertie County: An Eastern North Carolina History, (Charleston, South
Carolina: Arcadia Publishing, 2002), 122.
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sold/ The brevity of the herring season, which lasted on average two months out of the

year, explained why many scholars have overlooked the vital role of these women. Yet,

the Perry-Wynns Fish Company depended upon these women's labor. When women

found alternative forms of employment, the loss of their labor became a significant cause

in the herring industry’s downfall.

While a few previous studies highlight the herring industry, many oversights

exist. Scholars only briefy mention the industry in discussions of the state's other

seafood industries. In ’’A Cultural History of River Herring and Shad Fisheries in

Eastern North Carolina: The Prehistoric Period Fhrough the Fwentieth Century,” Charles
o

L. Heath, Jr., presents an in-depth description of herring practices. He argues that river

herring have historically supported the area as a food source and created occupations for

local residents. Although his work is the most comprehensive to date, it fails to elaborate

on many of the fundamental issues. Heath tends to focus his anthropological study more

on subsistence patterns rather than key occurrences such as the industry’s demise. In

attempting to explain the decline. Heath relies on previously established explanations for

the industry’s wane such as pollution, over fishing, and a ehange in consumer demand.^

However, Heath fails to consider the significance of raee and gender. His interviews are

lopsided because he considers only one African American man and no women. These

Perry-Wynns Fish Company, product labels. “Flerring Roe”, and “Fish Fillets,” (Colerain, North
Carolina).
* Charles L. Heath, Jr., “A Cultural History of River Herring and Shad Fisheries in Eastern North
Carolina: The Prehistoric Period Through the Twentieth Century.” (M.A. thesis. East Carolina University,
1997).
9 Ibid.
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omissions cause considerable gaps in the understanding of the declining herring industry,

thus leaving much room for revision.

By placing class, race, and gender at the forefront of this investigation, a

significant culprit in the decline of the herring industry in Bertie County, North Carolina

appears more clearly. Women who worked over cutting tables for hours and received pay

by the amount of fish they processed were crucial to the company’s business. Yet,

various changes throughout the twentieth century provided these women newfound

mobility. As a result, the removal ofworking class and African American women as a

labor source was ultimately disastrous for the Bertie County herring industry.

Throughout my research, I discovered that women constituted the mobile labor

force essential not only to agriculture but also many other area businesses well into the

twentieth century. One of the most dependent upon female labor was the herring industry.

Each spring fish migrated into area rivers and tributaries in order to spawn. When the

herring ran, women returned to the shores of the Chowan River in Colerain, North

Carolina. The Perry-Wynns Fish Company, a fish processing company in business under

various owners since the 1920’s, depended on them for employment. The Perry-Wynns

Fish Company employed women to complete the labor-intensive duty of processing

thousands of fish each day.'° Because Perry-Wynns paid by piecework, wages were

completely dependent on the amount of fish a woman processed. Although it may seem

like a simple task, the job required much skill and expertise as a newspaper noted in its

description:

Mrs. L. D. Perry, Transcript of a Radio Broadcast (Greenville, NC: Given by Mrs. L.D. Perry,
President of Colerain Woman’s Club, April 30, 1941).
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After washing, the fish spill onto an overhead eonveyor and are dropped through
slots at intervals onto a long counter below that is flanked by women. Each
woman wears a heavy leather glove on her left hand and wields a sharp knife in
her right. Quick as a wink the fish’s head is cut off and it is eviscerated and
dropped into a large wire basket. The speed of the performance is impressive, and
some of the fastest can decapitate and eviscerate a fish in two seconds."

Women who worked in the fishery felt the pressure of long days, tedious tasks, and at

best very dirty and unpleasant surroundings. As one worker noted, “You had to stand

right there bent over all the time.”'^ Toiling over the tables for hours, “you couldn’t, you

know, straighten up.” She continued commenting that while working in those

conditions, “sometimes our backs would get to hurting us so bad.”" Despite the

backbreaking work, the women diligently returned each year. Without this manual,

abundant workforce the fishery was unable to continually process large numbers of

herring. Thus, with the loss of female labor in the 1960’s the herring industry began its

slow decline.

This study investigates the loss of the female labor force as a culprit in the

declining herring industry in Bertie County, North Carolina during the later twentieth

century. It focuses on three related issues: the role of agriculture mechanization in the

decline of seasonal labor, the function of race relations and civil rights that created new

opportunities for African American women, and the influx of industrialization that

provided new possibilities for women in the region. It not only examines each factor in an

effort to explain a change in the labor patterns of area women, but also illustrates that

' ' Jane Hall, “Lot’s of Herrring- - 13 Million Fish Every Year,” (Raleigh, North Carolina: The News
and Observer, Sunday, May 17, 1970).

Lillian Jemigan Interview, HMW-013, March 16th, 2004
Ibid.
¡bid.14
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class, race and gender define work in the region. For example, working class women

were more dependent on jobs that require periodic seasonal labor in order to supplement

their wages. In terms of raee, this divide was further for African American women

because they were given the dirtiest, hardest jobs. Work in the area was dependent upon

gender roles, as women were given sporadic jobs men considered undesirable.

Furthermore, gender implications certainly influenced area employment options. For

example, during the 1960’s most of the incoming industries, sueh as Blue Bell and Bertie

Industries, geared themselves towards female occupations. Why was the work ofwomen

so important? When did definitions of women’s work change? What does the material

culture associated with this task tell us about this type of work? In the herring industry

specifically, how did labor define men’s and women’s roles? As race, class, and gender

interseet eaeh influence the labor source available to the herring industry, therefore,

eontributing greatly to its deeline.

First, 1 shall examine the peak of the industry, which culminated in the early

1940’s, as female employment reached well over three hundred women each season. The

hundreds ofwomen staffing the fishery daily illustrated the dependence the herring

industry developed on the seasonal labor ofwomen. Throughout interviews, women

repeatedly remarked that once the fishing season ended they went to “work on the

farm.”’^ Without the use of modern machinery, the production of tobacco, the most

prevalent crop in the region, was a labor-intensive task. Most of the year women

chopped, pulled, and cured tobacco as well as other crops, such as corn and cotton.

15 Mae Margaret Leary Interview, HMW-003, December 15*, 2003.
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I lowever, after the tobacco beds were sewn in the early spring months, women

experienced a period of unemployment.'^ The slower farming cycle occurred at the same

time as area waterways tilled with herring that swam upriver to spawn. Local fisheries

hired jobless women to clean, gut, process, and package their products. The symbiotic

relationship felt between the farming and fishing communities guaranteed fishery owners

a manual labor force to process the thousands of fish that filled their cutting tables each

year. '''

fhe arrival of agricultural mechanization initiated changes in Bertie County’s

seasonal labor patterns during the late 1960’s. Women of the working class were reliant

on this cycle of unsteady, shifting employment. As agriculture began to mechanize,

farming jobs available to area women became less and less frequent. Tobaeco curing

barns, pesticides, and harvesting machines moved in to replace the manual labor of

women. Because farming no longer necessitated women’s labor, they started to seek

new avenues for fulltime employment. Area businesses reliant on previously plentiful

female labor suffered since fewer women were available for jobs during their short

durations. New employment opportunities changed the system of seasonal work

dependent upon the mobility of area women. As a result, the number of available women

began to fall each year eausing a negative affect for the herring industry.

African American women experienced a greater disadvantage than any other

portion of the population. Traditionally, they worked in what was considered the

Lee Wynns Interview, HMW-008, December SO*, 2003.
Ibid.
Lillian Jemigan Interview, HMW-005, December 19"’, 2003.
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distasteful, unpleasant jobs that others rejected. In the fishery African American women

worked in a separate house where they cut and gutted the fish. With little opportunities

for employment, they took what jobs became available. Historically, black women in the

county had little opportunity to advance themselves. Civil rights activities in eastern

North Carolina, however, produced some positive changes in race relations. For the first

time, black women saw a chance for improvement in their stature. Nearby towns, such as

Edenton, Plymouth, and Williamston, served as the center for local civil rights activities

in the eastern portion of the state. As activities demanded political and economic change

women experienced some benefits.'*^

Exposure to a new identity allowed black women to create a new outlook on life.

Changes in race relations became evident as Bertie County African American women

took advantage of their newfound autonomy. Some started new businesses, while others

reported discrimination. Consequently, these women obtained more opportunities as a

result of a growing change in area race relations. Black women who previously could not

find employment off of the farm, found new options in the area. For example, Bertie

Industries, a sewing company, provided jobs specifically to African American women.

By challenging boundaries and taking charge of their lives, African American women no

20
longer found themselves dependent upon their previous work cycles.

Baldwin Render, “100 Negros Walk, Talk to Edenton,” Raleigh, North Carolina: The News and
Observer, March 19, 1966)., “Plymouth Still Quiet as ‘Cooling-Off Prevails,” (Greenville, North
Carolina: The Daily Reflector, September I, 1965)., “More Demonstrators Going to Williamston,”
(Greenville, North Carolina: The Daily Reflector, April 1, 1964).

Ambrose B. Dudley, “Negro Is Slowly Penetrating Private Labor Market,” (Greenville, North
Carolina: The Daily Reflector, October 21, 1963).
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The area's reliance on gender-specific labor patterns remains central to this study.

A late onset of industrialization brought new industries into the county during the 1960’s.

The majority of these geared themselves toward the labor ofwomen.Opportunities,

which arose as a result, served to remove women from previous employment cycles. Mae

Margaret Leary, an African American woman who worked at the Perry-Wynns Fish

Company since the 1960’s, as both a seasonal cutter and later as one of the few fulltime

employees, saw the decline firsthand. She notes that while many scholars and state

officials cite a diminishing number offish for the declining work, as she sees it the

people now had fulltime employment and were no longer available for the fishery’s

seasonal jobs.

As time went by I reckon the people got more money to buy machinery with, cut
the people out of a job. They went to places what 1 call, something like Perdue,
and Wrangler, and places like that. And you take some of them, you know, after
the fishing season they didn’t have anything else to do no way so they could just
go out and get them a job. And then when the fishing season come again, see they
couldn’t come work because they got them another job. So as I see it the fish went

22and the people went.

With fewer farm jobs available, women began taking jobs in new industries. The labor

supplies of short-term businesses, such as the fishery, immediately felt the effects of this

change. Shortly after, many of these new industries opened their doors to females as

permanent employees. Blue Bell and Bertie Industries, for instance, offered sewing jobs

to area women.Perdue, a chicken processing plant that opened in 1976, allowed women

North Carolina Fund Records. “Records 1962-1971Choanoke Area Development Association.
(Bertie Principal Industries).

Mae Margaret Leary Interview, HMW-014, March 23, 2004.
Ibid.23
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the same type of tedious work on a year round schedule.When women found steady

jobs, they began removing themselves from the preceding cycle of seasonal employment.

As a result the herring industry lost an invaluable commodity, plentiful labor with a

cheap price tag.

When one considers the influence ofwomen’s labor in Bertie County, it becomes

necessary to revise previous assumptions that explain the declining herring industry.

Meath cited, within the historical portion of his work, three major factors including

pollution and destruction of habitat, and over fishing as culprits in the declining

fisheries.Furthermore, changing consumer demand was regarded as a fourth factor. All

of these factors, remain valid contributors to the decline, however, contemplating these

environmental factors alone fails to reveal the whole story. While Heath contributed

significantly to the understanding of the herring industry, he failed to consider important

historical factors. He glossed over social changes during the twentieth century such as

mechanization, changing race relations, and industrialization. By reviewing the herring

industry with these issues in consideration it is possible to gain a clearer understanding of

the ultimate decline.

Heath’s mentor, David Griffith, has produced several works that relate to the low

wage work found in North Carolina’s seafood industries. In The Estuary’s Gift: An

Alan Watson, Bertie County: A BriefHistory, (Raleigh, North Carolina: North Carolina
Department of Cultural Resources, Division of Archives and History, 1982), 62.

Charles L. Heath, Jr., “A Cultural History of River Herring and Shad Fisheries in Eastern North
Carolina: The Prehistoric Period Through the Twentieth Century.” (M.A. thesis. East Carolina University,
1997), 152.

Charles L. Heath, Jr., “A Cultural History of River Herring and Shad Fisheries in Eastern North
Carolina: The Prehistoric Period Through the Twentieth Century.” (M.A. thesis. East Carolina University,
1997).



Atlantic Coast Cultural Biography, Griffith included a chapter on the “vanishing women”

ot the seafood processing industries. While Griffith focused mostly on the influx of

Hispanic workers who replaced local women in the crab processing industry, he

referenced women who worked in the herring industry. Griffith argues that, “the herring

fisheries may have been the state’s most mammoth fishing operations, hiring the most

workers at the cutting and salting plants.” Yet he, too, dismissed the importance behind

these women's work. He argued that “they operate for only a few weeks a year and in a

narrow region of the state.His later work focused more on seasonal labor patterns. In

Jones 's Minimal: Low-Wage Labor in the United States, Griffith further explained the

state’s seafood business by providing valuable details to the inner workings of the
TA

seafood industry as a result of its dependence on this type of cheap labor. He found that

many seafood business owners frequently pointed out problems in “welfare, low wages,

and labor supply.”^' The problems that Griffith identified plagued the Perry-Wynns Fish

Company. At the Perry-Wynns Fish Company low wage labor was an essential part of

the seafood industry and without it business suffered.

Perry-Wynns Fish Company president and part owner, Lee Wynns, explains that

agriculture and other local industries in the region possess a “symbiotic relationship.” A

“relationship of mutual dependence” is indeed the best way to describe the connection

David Griffith, The Estuary’s Gift: An Atlantic Coast Cultural Biography^ (University Park, PA:
The Pennsylvania State University Press, 1999).

Ibid., 72.
Ibid
David Griffith, Jones's Minimal: Low-Wage Labor in the United States^ (Albany, NY : State

University ofNew York Press, 1993).
Ibid., ix.
Lee Wynns Interview, HMW-012, March 23, 2004.
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found between agricultural work and other area industries.The origins of this low wage

work are found in traditional agricultural practices. Farming jobs paid women very little,

therefore the fishery refused to pay more than the women typically received in

agricultural labor. Furthermore, before 1960, women’s jobs were usually labor intensive,

demanding occupations not historically associated with men’s work.^‘* By the late 1960’s,

machinery became responsible for the south’s transition from low-paying labor to

mechanization. In 1963, one official remarked, “tobacco mechanization may some day

become synonymous with the emancipation of North Carolina farm women.By the

late 1960's the low wage, symbiotic relationship that Wynns describes suffered from the

effect of this transition as many Bertie County women left seasonal jobs in the herring

industry for greener pastures.

Many historians have acknowledged the importance of this transition from low

wage labor to mechanization. During the mid twentieth century, the south maintained a

separate and distinct economy. In Old South, New South: Revolutions in the Southern

Economy Since the Civil War, Gavin Wright notes that the area’s poverty levels, racism,

and poor education were rooted in an isolated labor market that guaranteed high returns

for little investment.^^ Phillip Wood, author ofSouthern Capitalism: The Political

Economy ofNorth Carolina, 1880-1980, argues that in this setting industries such as the

Perry-Wynns Fish Company refused to pay more than the minimum going wage for farm

http://dictionary.reference.com/search?q=symbiotic
Mae Margaret Leary Interview, HMW-014, March 23, 2004
“Tobacco Mechanization Seen As A Liberator of Farm Women,” (Windsor, North Carolina;

Bertie-Ledger Advance, March 21, 1963).
Gavin Wright, Old South, New South: Revolutions in the Southern Economy Since the Civil War.

(New York: Basic Books, Inc., 1986).
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work.^^ Mowever. beginning with changes in the 1930’s, federal policy reconfigured the

southern economy. The introduction of labor laws, public welfare, and other reforms

challenged previous employment trends. While other forms of agriculture experienced

mechanization early in the twentieth century eastern North Carolina did not until much

later. In Breaking the Land: The Transformation ofCotton, Tobacco, and Rice Cultures,

Since 1880, historian Pete Daniel argued that the effects of mechanization did not fully

reach tobacco farmers until the 1970’s. By this time, farm laborers including the

women in Bertie County found machines replacing them in their jobs.

Additionally, race is central to maintaining this type of low wage work. By

restricting African Americans from working next to their white counterparts, black

women were often found in the lowest, dirtiest jobs available. In the fishery, black

women worked across the property in a separate house where they cut and gutted the fish.

Many people considered this the messiest and most unappealing job. In The

Waterman's Song: Slavery and Freedom in Maritime North Carolina, David Cecelski

presents a detailed history of this traditionally low-wage, dirty work, and the

impoverished way of life that followed for African Americans.Historic documentation

of pre civil war fisheries illustrates that the majority of the herring processing staff was

comprised of black women. Therefore, it follows that the same racial practices appear in

Phillip J. V^food, Southern Capitalism: The Political Economy ofNorth Carolina, 1880-1980.
(Durham, North Carolina; Duke University Press, 1986).

Pete Daniel, Breaking the Land: The Transformation ofCotton, Tobacco, and Rice Cidtures, Since
7550. (Urbana: The University of Illinois Press, 1985).

Mrs. L. D. Perry, Transcript of a Radio Broadcast (Greenville, NC: Given by Mrs. L.D. Perry,
President of Colerain Woman’s Club, April 30, 1941).

David Cecelski, The Waterman’s Song: Slavery and Freedom in Maritime North Carolina.
(Chapel Hill, North Carolina: The University of North Carolina Press, 2001).
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later periods. Even in the early 1970s after mechanization and the arrival of new

industries, African American women remained at the lowest rung. They found it more

difficult to find employment when compared to white women. Once they found

employment, they held the worst jobs. For instance, in factory work black women rarely

held jobs above the status of lloor mopping.'^' Discrimination found its way into other

avenues as well. In 1966, Bertie County African Americans complained that welfare

funds were held due to suspicion the individuals participated in civil rights

demonstrations.^^ Furthermore, many black women declared that laws and regulations

often deprived them of essential funds. While a few African American women found

ways to challenge the system such as starting their own businesses, they continued to cut

herring for low wages well into the 1970s.'^^

Women’s labor served as the foundation for the herring industry. In the spring of

1965, a report to the Governor’s Commission on the status ofwomen remarked that

women faced a “big job in North Carolina.Females began to join the workforce ranks

of their male counterparts. The report characterized the importance of this transition.

Historian Lu Ann Jones argues in. Mama Learned Us To Work: Farm Women in the New

South, that women’s labor, although often overlooked, was essential to the support of the

Lillian Jemigan interview, HMW-013, March ló*, 2004.
“Bertie Welfare Funds Cut Off, Negroes Say,” (Raleigh, North Carolina: The News and Observer,

November 2"'*, 1966).
Laura Harrell, “Most Workers Still On Job: Money Woe Haven’t Stopped B. Industries,”

(Windsor, North Carolina: Bertie-Ledger Advance, Thursday, May 19, 1968).
Marie Wood, “Women Seen Facing Big Job In North Carolina,” (Windsor, North Carolina:

Bertie-Ledger Advance, February 11, 1965).
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family and local economy in rural southern communities.'*'’ While designated roles

transform over time, the support women provide does not change.

In Bertie County, women provided essential labor as seasonal workers. Due to the

flexibility of their work schedules women were essential to the support of the family, as

well as community businesses. Yet, as various opportunities entering the county began to

alter the opportunities newly available to area females, it became evident that these

women and the choices they made carried much weight in the community. During the

1960s, for example, over three hundred women worked as seasonal laborers. Actual

numbers far exceeded the reported data as many workers were hired sporadically for only

days at the time. In Out to Work: A History ofWage-Earning Women in the United

States, Alice Kessler-Harris traced the transformation ofwomen’s unpaid and paid work

through similar economic trends.'**’ She illustrated that nationwide women’s employment

patterns parallel technological advancement and social construction. For example in

Bertie County the work ofwomen changed as farm technology advanced. In turn, the

definition of work altered, as it was now acceptable for many women to find permanent

employment away from the home. Hence advancements in mechanization, race relations,

and gender roles possessed undeniable influence in changing work patterns. Furthermore,

new industries dependent upon female fulltime labor began to enter Bertie County during

the 1960s.

Lu Ann Jones, Mama Learned Us To Work: Farm Women in the New South, (Chapel Hill, North
Carolina: The University of North Carolina Press, 2002).

Alice Kessler-Harris, Out to Work: A History ofWage-Earning Women in the United
States. New York: Oxford University Press, 1982.
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Thus, women’s labor offers new insights into the cause of the decline in herring

processing. While pollution, over fishing, and a changing consumer demand are all valid

contributors to the declining herring industry, they fail to encompass the entire picture.

For example, all previous culprits allude to a drop in fish stocks commonly blamed for

the decline that begins in the 1960s. Yet, records show that catch numbers remain steady

well into the 1970s. Many fish coming in were not processed for food, but rather for other

products, such as fish meal. A study in 1956, observed that although numbers remained

steady, many fish never made it to the cutting table:

In 1939, out of a catch of 31 million pounds, nearly 18 million pounds of alewives
were canned, salted, and smoked, but in 1953 only 14 million pounds were
processed out of a catch of 51 million. The remainder was sent to scrap, oil, and
meal plants.**^

Workers comment that this practice was more common during the 1960s when there was

less labor available. Although the number of fish decline in later years, the number of

workers diminish much earlier. My study of the declining herring industry will show the

effect ofwomen’s labor on these transitions.

1 shall also examine women’s participation and choice in the labor force. As

women made new decisions in employment, area labor patterns changed. Therefore, the

workforce available to area businesses dependent on flexible, cheap labor was negatively

affected. I will illustrate that the herring industry suffers as a result of losing women

workers. I have drawn my study from an assortment of primary sources including census

records, agricultural census records, state and local laws, state fishery records. The North

George M. Woodward, Commercial Fisheries ofNorth Carolina: An Economic Analysis, (Chapel
Hill, North Carolina: Bureau of Business Services and Research, School of Business Administration,
University of North Carolina, 1956), 40.

Mae Margaret Leary Interview, HMW-014, March 23, 2004.
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Carolina Fund records from the Choanoke district, an economic study conducted in

Bertie County during the 1960s, North Carolina social services records, state labor

records, and plethora of newspaper accounts. Oral history accounts are central to this

study. I have conducted oral history interviews with various individuals involved in

fishery operations. Furthermore, 1 will consult the Ann Kaplan Collection’s holdings of

the flerring Run Folklife Project housed in the Southern Historical Collection at the

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Numerous interviews conducted by William

Mansfield for the North Carolina Art’s Council will shed further light onto the subject

matter.

While not the sole cause, the loss of female labor during the 1960s produced

significant disruptions in the herring industry in Bertie County. While conducting oral

history interviews for this project I became aware that this study is long overdue. While

listening to these women’s stories, 1 came to realize that their history has remained

hidden for far too long. 1 believe by examining the available sources I will prove that the

influx ofmechanization, a change in race relations, and the arrival of industrialization

came together to present Bertie County women with new options. As a result, women left

seasonal jobs as herring processors. Employers such as the Perry-Wynns Fish Company

found few replacements for their previously flexible, cheap, and plentiful labor.



CHAPTER 1

TALL TOBACCO, LOW WAGES:
AGRICULTURAL MECHANIZATION AND THE DECLINE OF SEASONAL

LABOR

Betty Hill depended upon part time seasonal work to provide additional income

for her family, ‘d worked down there in the spring til’ it got time to go work in the field

making some extra money,” said Hill “cause I didn’t work like twelve months out of the

year.”' Like many women during the early 1960s, Betty Hill, a wife and mother of three,

used seasonal work to support her family. While jobs requiring full time labor were

infrequent and in many cases impossible to find for women, employers provided sporadic

jobs throughout the year. Typical work in the region revolved around agriculture.

Farming served as the primary occupation to the majority of the local population.

However, outside industries such as the Perry-Wynns Fish Company continually relied

upon the labor of out of work local women in their herring processing business. With

periods of slow agriculture during the early spring months out of work women supplied

the fishery with an abundance of willing and able-bodied employees.

So I’d work down there in the fall to pick up extra money. By [marinating the
herring fillets]. Then in the spring [I would] go down there and do that [picking
fish roe]. And then by the time you got through with that it was time to go to work

2in the field making some more money.

Located in a disadvantaged and impoverished area ofNorth Carolina, residents of Bertie

County were familiar with meeting their needs in any way possible. When asked why she

Betty Hill interview, HMW-007, December 30*, 2003 (transcript page 5).
Ibid.2
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worked at the fishery, Betty quickly replies in a soft whispering voice, “money.Like

many women in the area, she accepted work as it became available. However, unlike her

male counterparts, who remained tied to the farm for labor throughout the year, she was

able, as other area women, to take work outside of the home during off months in the

early spring and late fall. Working in the fields most of the year, women quickly became

the backbone to area industries dependent on seasonal labor. Serving as essential laborers

to agriculture and various industries, women felt the effects of agricultural mechanization

firsthand. With the introduction of farming machinery meant to hasten the workday and

eliminate excess labor, women were the first to lose what many of them saw as their life

long jobs. Hence, women began removing themselves from their previous cycle of

seasonal employment. Therefore, area businesses dependent upon the work of these

women during slow periods of farming lost an invaluable resource, the cheap and

abundant labor of women.

Serving as the bulk of seasonal agricultural labor in the area, women’s lives and

work rotated around the farming season. During numerous interviews, a constant theme

repeats with every former Perry-Wynns employee. When questioned about their work

outside of the fishery, each replied that they “go to work on the farm.” Due to the

absence of modem machinery, agricultural production remained an extremely labor

intensive process well into the twentieth century. For example, the production of tobacco

stretched over a period of several months that required field hands for the planting,

chopping, pulling and curing of the crop. While men completed the hardest work that

Ibid.
Mae Margaret Leary interview, HMW-003, December IS'*', 2003.4
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required strength and brawn, area women toiled in the drudgery ofmonotonous labor-

intensive farm work. Yet, as the season drew to an end in late September, a period of

unemployment that stretched into the spring forced area women to seek supplemental

work. For many women, herring industry employment, work that commenced in the early

spring months, dovetailed nicely with spring and summer work in the fields. As this cycle

matured trom the early twentieth century into the late 1950’s, area businesses relying on

women's labor grew dependent upon the reliability and affordability that their labor

carried. For example, the Perry-Wynns Fish Company became dependent upon the

hundreds ofwomen docking to their doors for work each spring. However, resulting

dependence proved fatal for many seasonal industries as the mechanization of agriculture

discontinued the need for a large female labor force and the previous seasonal labor cycle

altered significantly. Beginning in the late 1950s agriculture in the area mechanized, a

feat that ended the need for large numbers of female workers. With nothing to hind the

women to a seasonal work schedule, they pulled themselves from the cycle. As a result,

seasonal employers such as those within spring herring industries, like the Perry-Wynns

Fish Company, lost access to a valuable commodity, abundant labor at a cheap cost.

This chapter investigates the rise of agricultural mechanization in Bertie County,

and highlights its role in the displacement of the area’s female seasonal labor force. The

arrival of farming automation during the 1960s instigated change as employment in jobs

that previously required large numbers ofwomen for manual labor declined. Women,

typically of the working class and in many cases near poverty, relied on a system of

erratic, varying jobs. However, beginning in the late 1950s the introduction of farm
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machinery, tobacco curing barns, and pesticides suppressed the need for large numbers of

field laborers. Shortly thereafter, women left previous cycles of agricultural seasonal

labor. With nothing seeuring the promise of further ineome, women began to seek new

options for steady employment. As a result, area businesses dependent on labor during

periods of slow agrieulture lost an invaluable resouree.

In an effort to explain this transition in area agriculture and women’s labor, this

chapter will address three core issues: an overview of the soeio-eeonomic eonditions in

Bertie County, an account ofwomen's roles in regional farming practices and as a

seasonal labor force, and the role of agricultural mechanization on women’s labor

patterns. For example, these factors highlight living conditions, poverty levels, and

oecupational ehoices available in the county provide insight into women’s labor and work

choices. Furthermore, explaining the prevalence and roles of agriculture in the region

presents insight into the development of this mobile seasonal labor foree, whieh is

primarily female. As regional farmers embraced agrieultural mechanization women were

displaced from farm work and forced to seek new opportunities. This chapter will

illustrate that as mechanization replaced women labor to area businesses operating on

seasonal schedules drop. No longer dependent upon a seasonal pattern of work, women

failed to return to previous oceupations such as the herring fishery. As a result, the

number ofwomen available eaeh spring began to fall with each approaching year causing

a negative affect for the Perry-Wynns Fish Company.

Socio-economic characteristics for Bertie County during the mid twentieth

century suggest an impoverished area with living conditions well below normal. In fact,
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beginning in the early 1940s, more residents left the county than resided in the area over

the long term. Previous scholars characterized Bertie County as a place of “relatively low

incomes, poor housing conditions, and a sizable nonwhite population.”^ An economic

area development report during the 196ÜS found over 24,000 people residing in the

county. Of that statistic, more than 14,000 individuals were African American.^ Women

accounted for over half the residents in the county.^ And while the area boasted a

considerable populace in comparison to some other areas in North Carolina, the

population declined consistently over the next forty years. Lack of work and poor living

conditions forced many residents to leave the area. Figure 1, on page 23, illustrates the

steady drop in area residents. For example, the 1950 census reported over 26,000

residents. By 1960 the area witnessed decreases by more than two thousand inhabitants,

at a rate of 7.9%, population decline in a ten-year span the county as people migrated out
o

of the county. With few industries and little opportunity for betterment, population

growth stilled. Many of those who remained in the county relied on farming, the

traditional means of support. Flowever, area farmers suffered from income levels that

ranked considerably below North Carolina’s average. For example, the median family

income in Bertie County during 1960 was $2117 a year. This figure was well below the

state average of $3956 and significantly lower than the United States average family

^ Richard A. King, J. William Lackey, and Philip R. LoBue, A Profile ofRural Housing In North
Carolina, “Economics Research Report No. 29, ” (Raleigh, North Carolina: Department of Economics,
North Carolina State University, July 1974), 3.
^ North Carolina Fund Records. “Records 1962-1971,” Choanoke Area Development Association.
(Appendix D).
’

Virginia Electric and Power Company, “Bertie County North Carolina; An Economic Study,”
(July 1965), 16.
*

Ibid, I.
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Figure 1. Bertie County Population 1900-1960^

North Carolina Fund Records. “Records 1962-1971,” Choanoke Area Development Association.
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income of $5660 a year.''* Furthermore, many Bertie residents frequently remained far

below the poverty line well into the twentieth century.

Living conditions in the county further reflect the impoverished state of the

region. A 1967 study on rural housing plaeed housing into four eategories according to

their tax value. The majority of homes in Bertie County fell into the lowest category. The

average home possessed a tax value of $899 or less." Overall, the study found that

58.06% of these homes area substandard. Aceording to this criteria, in combination with

the 1960 US census, 782 of the 1,606 houses in this category in Bertie County qualified

as homes that needed “more repair than would be provided in the eourse of normal

maintenance.” Little elaboration is necessary to recognize that few housing options in

Bertie verged far from the poverty scale. While most of the housing in the county was

commonly defined as rural, there was a noticeable difference between rentals or tenure

property and land that families owned outright. Even families who owned their homes

suffered from poor housing quality. For example, most owner occupied homes were built

on a wood frame with brick and frame construction. Furthermore, the majority of these

dwellings featured asbestos siding, considered a more expensive and better insulator. Yet,

rental properties commonly used the cheaper and less sturdy alternative oí wood siding.

North Carolina Fund Records. “Records 1962-1971,” Choanoke Area Development Association.
(Appendix D).
" Richard A. King, J. William Lackey, and Philip R. LoBue, A Profile ofRural Housing In North
Carolina, "Economics Research Report No. 29, ” (Raleigh, North Carolina: Department of Economics,
North Carolina State University, July 1974), 47.

Ibid, 14.
Richard A. King, J. William Lackey, and Philip R. LoBue, A Profile ofRural Housing in North

Carolina, "Economics Research Report No. 29. ” (Raleigh, North Carolina: Department of Economics,
North Carolina State University, July 1974), 62.
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Shabby housing and few work options plagued many Bertie County residents throughout

the twentieth century.

A greater divide in living conditions was present in the case of farm dwellings.

Living conditions present in farm and non-farm housing differed significantly. In many

cases, homes on family farms appeared in detrimental condition when compared to

homes in towns nearby. For example, more than 58% of the homes in Bertie were

substandard. The number rose significantly when just considering rural and farm

dwellings, as the majority fell into this category. In this regard, 66.6% of these homes

were in no way structurally sound and fell well below the substandard category. The best

housing countywide was found in the small, but substantial towns. Furthermore, these

poor living conditions found in the area ran much deeper than meager housing options.

For example, a 1954 agricultural census documented that 2,058 homes in an agricultural

or rural setting were without piped water. In the same year, 379 families on Bertie

County farms had no means of electrification. Although area land provided

underprivileged families with the option of producing their own food for consumption,

few had means to preserve their food. In 1940 a range of 7.5 to 15.0% of residents had

the luxury of home freezers.'”^ By 1960, over 1500 homes in that area still necessitated

adequate electrification.'"’Most homes lacked public sewer facilities, as well. By 1960

Joseph Deutsch, Rural Electrification in North Caro//«a,^(Raleigh, North Carolina: Authority of
the State ofNorth Carolina, based upon “Rural Electrification in North Carolina,” (Chapel Hill, North
Carolina: Thesis submitted to the Faculty of the University ofNorth Carolina, Department of Sociology,
1945), 62-b.

Bertie County ASCS, 1961 Annual Report^ (Windsor, North Carolina: United States Department of
Agriculture, Agriculture Stabilization and Conservation Service, 1961).
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only 14.3% of area homes were connected to a public sewer system.'^ Although attempts

to improve situations were made, many rural families depending on agriculture for a

living found themselves at a disadvantage.

Unfortunately, change was slow in much of the south, including eastern North

Carolina. The area maintained a distinct and separate economy well into the mid

twentieth century. As historian Gavin Wright argues in Old South, New South:

Revolutions in the Southern Economy since the Civil War, the area’s poverty levels

remain entangled in the fact that the region possesses an isolated labor market that

offered few alternatives to unskilled residents.'^ As a result, wages remained low and

poverty conditions crept higher. Furthermore, poverty rates were considerably higher for

those individuals who farmed than for those individuals that did not work in agriculture.’^

Bertie County rested in an economy investing little into the local area. Yet, the area

yielded high returns for its small investment. For example, agriculture brought significant

money into the county, but those individuals doing the hardest labor saw little of it.

Menee, the rich become richer, as the majority of Bertie County residents remained in this

belt of poverty. Few employment opportunities were available. Farming remained the

most important occupation in the county. Statistics reveal that as of 1960, 48% of the area

The Eastern North Carolina Development Institute, “A Survey of Buying Habits in Bertie County,
North Carolina,” (Greenville, North Carolina: East Carolina University, Economic Development Report,
East Carolina University Regional Development Institute, Economic Development Administration, United
States Department ofCommerce, Technical Assistance Project C-235-66, August 1967), 41.
’’ Gavin Wright, Old South, New South: Revolutions in the Southern Economy Since the Civil War.
(New York: Basic Books, Inc., 1986).

Alton Thompson, Albert O. Yeboah, and Sidney H. Evans, “Determinants of Poverty Among
Farm Operators in North Carolina,” from. Agricultural Change: Consequencesfor Southern Farms and
Rural Communities, Joseph J. Molnar ed., (Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press, Inc., 1986), 181.
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workforce engaged in agricultural work.'*^ The graph featured in Figure 2, on page 28,

demonstrates that remaining industries surrounded manufacturing, such as textiles and

food services, and non-manufacturing, such as construction and other non-production

jobs. A lack of occupational choices left the majority of area residents depending on a

sparse income only present during the agricultural season.

Many small farms existed in the area during the early 1960s, but few earned

significant income to support the household through agriculture alone. Farm sizes in

Bertie were larger than the state norm, yet it should not suggest that people survived only

on farming income. On the contrary, most Bertie families lived on plots far too small to

produce sufficient income. Bertie contained numerous large river plantations still in

existence during the mid twentieth century, which raised the average acreage in the

county, but most farms were very small. In fact, in 1959 only 52 farms exceeded 500

acres. Few in number, these large farms were once slave-holding plantations. In contrast

1,307 farming households tended less than 49 acres. Small farms of this nature were

characteristically family operations commonly associated with small independent farms

or tenant farmers with more modest roots in sharecropping. These operations, humble in

comparison, yielded hardly enough income to keep the farmers afloat year to year. With

little earnings left to empty into living situations or the local economy, poverty situations

in the area changed very little. As a result, families were left with few options other than

North Carolina Fund Records. "Records 1962-1971,” Choanoke Area Development Association.,
22 .

Ibid.
Bertie County ASCS, 1961 Annual Report, (Windsor, North Carolina: United States Department of

Agriculture, Agriculture Stabilization and Conservation Service, 1961).
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SMALLER COMMUBITIES EROOIAM
BIRTIE COUNTÏ, NORTH CAROLINA

WORK EXPERIENCE OF ALL REGISTRANTS

Approximately 81 per cent of all the registrants reflected uork ex-
perience in either the agriculture or nonmanufacturing segment of
the econony.

Source: Mobile Team Survey

Figure 2. Work Experience of all Registrants

22 North Carolina Fund Records. “Records 1962-1971,” Choanoke Area Development Association.
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finding ways in which to supplement their yearly income.

At the same time, farms required large numbers of laborers to maintain abundant

fields of tobacco, peanuts, cotton, and other pertinent crops in the region. With little

finances, many operations in Bertie County relied solely upon the family itself for labor.

Men, women, and children worked side by side in the fields, completing labor-intensive

task to keep the fami afloat. Figure 3, on page 29, depicts a family working in the tobacco

fields in Bertie County. Although agriculture typically paid little, farmers occasionally

necessitated outside help for their heavy workloads. While men were typically bound to

the labor intensive tasks and managing requirements, their wives and children were in

many instances able to hire out their labor for aid to other farming operations. Flistorian

Lu Ann Jones points out in her book. Mama Learned Us To Work: Farm Women in the

New South, that women’s labor, although often overlooked, was essential to the support

of the family.Whether working in the home, garden, or fields The vital support women

provided did not change. Though odd jobs were sporadic and limiting in pay, women’s

work was a necessity for these families. In Labor ofLove, Labor ofSorrow: Black

Women, Work, and the Family, Jacqueline Jones explores the rural culture associated

with farm work. She argues that a vast difference in attitudes existed between how

workers perceived their jobs and how owners see the work. For example, owners,

typically white, wanted high returns from field labor, and black workers wanted the

family to work together in the jobs at hand.^"* In most cases, during

Lu Ann Jones, Mama Learned Us To Work: Farm Women in the New South, (Chapel Hill, North
Carolina: The University of North Carolina Press, 2002).

Jacqueline Jones, Labor ofLove, Labor ofSorrow: Black Women, Work, and the Familyfrom
Slavery to the Present, (New York: Basic Books, 1985).
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Figure 3. Family working in the fields in Bertie County

25 Photo courtesy ofNellie J. White
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the mid twentieth century, women worked acres upon acres of cropland with weeding

hoes in hand. Choosing to work outside the home these women were the origin of the

county's growing seasonal labor force. Whether supplementing the family’s modest

income or supporting it as single mothers, women moved outside the home into irregular

farming jobs to make extra money.

Lillian Jemigan found herself dependent on seasonal labor after her husband died

young and left her with two small children. A small veterans pension proved insufficient

to keep the household running. While her mother watched her children in her absence,

Lillian “had to do pick up work.” According to Lillian, during the mid twentieth century,

“you could get all the work you could handle around chopping, and setting out and things

like that.”^^ In many instances women ventured into other farming jobs after the work

was done on their own land. Bertie County encompasses 440,800 acres of land, much of

which was used for farming, guaranteeing that plentiful farm work was always

available. With no pesticides and little machinery, women tended crops by hand.

While the rich soil of the Albemarle region produced many crops, tobacco

remained the largest source of area income. In the later twentieth century, North Carolina

produced the tobacco for over fifty percent of the country’s cigarettes, and Bertie County

farms contributed significantly to this total.In Bertie County the total farm income for

1964 exceeded $21.3 million. Tobacco remained the key cash crop, while peanuts held a

Lillian Jemigan interview, HMW-005, December 19"', 2003 (transcript page 7).
Virginia Electric and Power Company, “Bertie County North Carolina; An Economic Study,”

(July 1965), 2.
D.F. Neuman and J.E. Ikerd, North Carolina Agriculture: facts andfigures about the state as a

place to live and grow, (Raleigh, North Carolina: North Carolina Agricultural Extension Service, April
1974), 14.
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close second.Together the two generated “approximately 75 percent of the total value

of the principal crops grown in the region.” Yet, the wealth coming from these crops

was not without a tremendous amount of labor-intensive work. Tobacco required large

numbers of laborers in all aspects of its production. For example, in early spring tobacco

beds must be sewn by hand. Norman Perry points out, “most people had three to seven or

eight acres of tobacco,” and clusters of fields found in the area required constant

tending.^' After the women covered the beds with plastic to produce a greenhouse like

effect, the plants were ready for setting out in the field in the late spring. One local farmer

notes, “You don’t set out tobacco until the fifth to the tenth ofMay.” In the daunting

task, women carried buckets of tobaeco plants. They dug holes and set out each tobacco

plant by hand. After the planting, farmers took to the task of keeping weeds out of the

field. In the absence of pesticides women used weeding hoes and labored from sun up to

sun down. Once the plant matured, laborers worked pulling the tobacco by hand. In most

cases, a mule pulled a cart through the field. Workers placed arms full of leaves on the

wooden wagon. Once at the barn women wrapped the tobacco on sticks while men

climbed the rafters in large bams for hanging. One worker recalled that, “you worked

when it come light and you worked til it got dark.” With a backdrop of hard work and

long hours, “you put in two bams most of the days.” Since agriculture required

North Carolina Fund Records. “Records 1962-1971,” Choanoke Area Development Association.
(Area Summary).

North Carolina Fund Records. “Records 1962-1971Choanoke Area Development Association.
(Highlights).

Nonnan Perry interview, HlVIW-004, December IS”", 2003
Arnold Perry interview, Herring Folklife Project^ (Chapel Hill, North Carolina: Ann Kaplan

Collection, 23 March 1999)., transcript page 7.
Lillian Jemigan interview, HMW-005, December 19*, 2003 (transcript page 15).
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extensive hand labor, farmers were unable to harvest their tobacco crops without such

workers.

The chopping and harvesting of peanuts required intensive manual labor during

the summer and fall months. At harvest in the late summer and early fall, mules pulled

plows to unearth fields of peanut plants. Workers walked behind the plow shaking the

plants of the dirt one by one. After burying large poles in the fields, workers staeked the

plants around the poles for drying. Once the peanuts dry, usually about ten days after

digging, laborers returned to the fields, fhey carried each plant to a stable eombine, a

type of machine that removed peanuts from the plants. Simultaneously, workers held

buckets, which caught the peanuts falling from the combine. Next they emptied the

buckets into bags and hung them in the field as laborers sewed them closed with a large

needle.^"* While extremely labor intensive, the harvesting season for peanuts was short.

1 lowever the chopping season lasted the entire summer months requiring a great deal of

labor and time. Peanuts in turn required the same methodic and intense labor as tobacco.

Women provided essential labor in these ventures. They worked hard in the heat

of the sun spending most days walking up and down endless fields. Lillian Jemigan

notes, “We ehopped everything, tobacco, com, peanuts.”^ ' During the height of

agricultural season many women formed groups, which worked together from job to job.

These groups aetively sought such work in order to support their families. These women

continually remark they just “get out and work,” because they have no other option. In

34
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turn, Bertie County women transformed what appear as odd jobs into a way of life. As

Lillian Jemigan recalls, she was a part of one such group ofwomen:

We same widow women that was together, there was about six or seven of
us, we advertised ourselves to be choppers. But we sock went to Midway,
Colerain, Trap. We let everybody find out and we chopped com and
tobacco and peanuts. We'd have to be down there and start to work about
seven o’clock of a morning and you didn’t work just eight hours. We
worked to might near dark.^^

While outside options were limited, such jobs were always available somewhere in the

county, if only for a few days of labor. These activities suggest that women negotiate

wages and work commitments as a group. Nellie White, another woman familiar with

farm work added that “there won’t no chemicals to do it, you had to do it with a weeding

hoe.” Remarkably it was the choices of these women to get out and work that began to

alter the face of seasonal labor in Bertie County.

Small farming operations, which required constant tending, defined Bertie County

well into the twentieth century, yet a transition from these family-owned operations

occurred during the 1960’s. While sharecropping and tenant farming remained a way of

life for many in the county, consolidation of farms increased with the preliminary onset

of mechanization. While few tractors littered the county during this time, the beginnings

of this transition were apparent.Feeling the brunt of this change, smaller farmers had a

harder time competing in the new world ofmechanization and progress. Unable to

purchase equipment such farmers could not compete with larger operations that produced

significant pounds and products. Furthermore, those individuals renting land or working
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within a sharecropping system were among the first to lose jobs. With machinery

landowners tended crops in a more cost efficient manner, thus eliminating the need for

such workers. As a result, many of the small fanning operations in Bertie County

disappeared during this time.

Even with the available labor force, families had a harder time making ends meet

with the little land they were able to tend. A study in the early 1960s remarked that “farm

units” in the area are “too small to provide adequate levels of living.Therefore, many

farming operations necessitate outside funds extending beyond the farming income to

support their family. Hence a need to find outside income was apparent in many Bertie

County homes. As one publication notes, a mutual relationship began to develop between

agriculture and other industries in the area, thus unemployment resulted.

Off farm employment is needed to supplement farm income and to help furnish
productive labor for small industries. The trend in farming in the past years on the
larger farms has been from sharecropping to day labor. This trend causes seasonal
unemployment. There are many days of unemployment for a number of farm
persons during off-season farming operation.

While this period of unemployment was nothing new, the critical need for further income

for area families in Bertie County continually grew. Yet many men were unable to

remove themselves from the farm altogether. Although they took odd jobs requiring

partial days labor, many times they were unable to dedicate themselves to a full days

work in outside industries.
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However, the droves of women in the county who had already established their

roots in seasonal labor were ripe for the picking. Norman Perry remarks, “around farms

people, there were sharecroppers or tenant farmers and in early spring they didn’t have,

well, the women didn’t have anything to do.” He argues, “they had already pulled the

tobacco plants up,” it is the “women” who provided “plenty of help” to industries like the

Perry-Wynns Fish Company.'*' It is this importance of seasonal non-farm employment

that emerged as one of the most significant shifts in agriculture during the twentieth

century. Scholars continually note, “the shift toward more off- farm work by farm

lamilies is one of the most dramatic changes occurring in U.S. agriculture.” Ironically

in Bertie County, it was the women who moved to the forefront of this transition.

Contributing to the family income, outside employment of these women allowed families

a means to improve their stature while maintaining their agrarian way of life.

The Perry-Wynns Fish Company was one of several industries in Bertie County to

utilize out of work farm laborers in their herring processing operation. The Perry-Belch

Fish Company, located in Colerain, North Carolina, began operations in 1927. Today it is

the last in a long line of fish houses along the Chowan River. During an interview, fishery

legate Norman Perry explains the history of the business: “My daddy and his first cousin

and Mr. A.T. Belch started this fishery.”"'^ Original owners included Linne D. Perry,

■*' Norman Perry interview, HMW-004, December IS*, 2003 (transcript page 6).
Alton Thompson, Albert O. Yeboah, and Sidney H. Evans, “Determinants of Poverty Among

Farm Operators in North Carolina,” from. Agricultural Change: Consequences for Southern Farms and
Rural Communities, Joseph J. Molnar ed., (Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press, Inc., 1986), 182.

Arnold Perry interview, HRFP: 3.23.99 2-2, Flerring Run Folklife Project (Chapel Flill, North
Carolina: Southern Historical Collection, Ann Kaplan Collection).
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Lonnie A. Perry, and Arlie T. Belch.Perry recalled his father’s involvement with the

beginning efforts of the fishery, and remembered “a lot of little fish houses along the

shoreline.” Recognizing the need for a main solitary fish processor, the entrepreneurs

“got on a deal with the fishermen” stipulating “they’d take what fish they could catch.

During that time “maybe twenty five to thirty boats” delivered their catch to the fishery.

Norman Perry asserts that they “processed all we could, and what we couldn’t we made

fish mill out of” Some days brought in catches of over “15,000 fish out of one net.”

Boasting of the plentiful catches during the 1940s he asserted, “the best day we’ve ever

had, 1 think it was 750,000” fish brought in to the fishery.Fishermen bringing in their

catch filled one of four bins found on the unloading dock. Since each bin held a certain

amount offish, and fishermen were paid by weight, it was simple to calculate the cost of

each boatload entering the fishery. The Perry-Wynns Fish Company reaped much success

during the first years of business. Then the company experienced a change in ownership.

After only a few years in business, the remaining partners bought out Lonnie A. Perry,

fhe company continued to operate under the same ownership until the death of Arlie T.

Belch in 1945. Taking over his father’s legacy, Arlie’s son Arlie T. Belch Jr. joined the

company.''* Again, as ownership shifted changes were never far from hand. Although he

was a young boy, Lee Wynns remembers when “in 1953 Mr. Perry and Mr. Belch

dissolved their partnership.” As he recalls, “Mr. Perry and my daddy formed the Perry-

Mrs. W.E. White, “History of Fishery Industry,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance, (Windsor, North
Carolina: Bertie County 250th Anniversary Edition, September 28, 1972), B4.

Norman Perry interview, HMW-004, December IS*, 2003.(transcript page 2).
Ibid.

Ibid, 3.
Mrs. W.E. White, “History of Fishery Industry,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance, (Windsor, North

Carolina: Bertie County 250th Anniversary Edition, September 28, 1972), B4
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Wynns Fish Company."'*'^ Although the business exists in a smaller capacity today, the

Perry-Wynns Fish Company continues to produce herring products for retail sale.

To process millions of river herring each spring, the fishery hired as many as

three hundred women to clean, cut, and process the roe and fish fillets. A second

processing season occurred in late fall when women returned to the fishery to process fish

cured in a vinegar and wine sauce. At the optimal time when agricultural work was non-

existent, fishery owners depended heavily upon the ready labor force of area women who

were in need of further income to aid their households. As one former employee

explained women's roles in this way

Well, the women that worked down there, their husbands farmed and they helped
them on the farm. And then when, just that little while of fish, they went down
there and worked a while. It really won’t the busiest part of farming.

Each spring groups of area women migrated from area fields to the shore of the Chowan

River. They understood that a large amount of labor was necessary to process the fish. As

a yearly event, women and the fishery alike developed a dependence on this cycle of

work. As Lillian Jernigan recalls, “we done that before there was any farming work done

cause” after “the Easter run we had to quit and take” all of the fish “we had and that was

it.” The women could be found working “down there only from early in the spring up

until April.” As Lillian remarks, after that “we couldn’t work down there no more.” As

the herring season came to an end, the women “went to farming” once again. The first job

at hand always involved “helping different folks set out tobacco.” And while the work

Lee Wynns interview, HMW-011, December 30*, 2003.
Blue Fairless interview, HIVlW-002, September 10, 2003 (transcript page 11).
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changed with the season, it all revolved around when women go to “work on the farm.”^'

These women transformed irregular work into a seasonal cycle allowing them to

continually find jobs to satisfy their needs.

Women had many reasons for joining the Perry-Wynns work force, but most did

so to supplement their seasonal agricultural work. In referring to her work, Mae Leary

argues that, “My job, except in the field when 1 was home with my daddy, is right

here.'’’ As Mae Leary explains, few women held experience outside of hand labor and

manual work. Yet, she like hundreds of other women went to the fishery “because I

needed some work to do.”'’^ When asked why she went to work at the fishery, Lillian

.lemigan quickly remarks, “ Well, 1 wanted a job.’’ Many other women joined her. During

the seasonal periods of unemployment in agriculture, many women found supplemental

work. For example, over 300 women worked in seasonal industries throughout Bertie

County.Lillian adds, “ 1 didn’t have no job, you know, working on the farm at that

time.” She explains, “every spring a bunch of we widow women around here, we’d go

all the way” down to the Perry-Wynns Fish Company “and got us a job picking fish roe.”

Even though these women were among the first to venture into outside labor

opportunities, in this work they found solace that they could provide extra income for the

household.

Although often overlooked, the use ofwomen’s labor remained an essential and

irreplaceable history of the Perry-Wynns Fish Company. While employers automated

Lillian Jemigan interview, HMW-005, December 19‘\ 2003, (transcript page 6).
Mae Margaret Leary interview, HMW-014, March 23, 2004 (transcript page I).
Mae Margaret Leary interview, HMW-003, December 15*'', 2003 (transcript page 1).
North Carolina Fund Records. “Records 1962-1971,” Choanoke Area Development Association.

(Bertie Principal Industries).
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sonie portions of the plant operations, others continued to depend upon women's manual

work. Women who worked at the Perry-Wynns Fish Company lined fish cutting and

cleaning tables well into the twentieth century. Mrs. L.D. Perry, wife of one of the fishery

owner’s wrote that, “the fish are scaled automatically, but they are deheaded and gutted

by dozens ofwomen.During peak season, “on any given day two hundred to two

hundred and forty” women worked “heading and gutting fish.”'’^ Occurring at the optimal

time in the early spring months before area agriculture work picked up again, hundreds of

women traveled to the fishery each day for the seasonal work. Lillian Jernigan

rememhers carpooling with numerous women from the area.

And folks, the old women down there along in their eighties, coming down there
and they didn’t, they couldn’t drive and [they] didn’t have no way. Elizabeth
would drive one day and Zena would drive one day, and I’d drive one day, and
Ms. Else would drive one. Sarah Mizelle would drive one day. We, you know,
like that and all drive down together. But they’d say ‘can you come by the house
and pick us up?’ Sometimes we was like a bus, picking up folks the whole
waydown there.

According to Lillian, women came from every corner of the county to work at the

fishery. Some walked, and others traveled by carpools. Under the skilled hands of these

women, the Perry-Wynns Fish Company offered many products under the “Bertie” and

“Chowan” brand names. The accompanying advertisement from a local newspaper.

Figure 4, highlights the two brands on the next page. While earlier in the century buckets

of fresh or salt cured herring were among the only products offered, after the 1950s
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Mrs. Leo Wynns, “Spring Exodus,” (“Wildlife in North Carolina,” June 1967), 22.
Lee Wynns interview, HMW-008, December 30*, 2003. (transcript page 3).
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modem products included salt-cured herring packed in polycel bags, salt herring fdlet

sealed in glass jars, canned herring, canned herring roe, and vinegar cured herring.

Women’s work made all of these goods possible.

Although women’s income from the fishery brought crucial funds into rural

households these monies did not produce any significant rise in family income. Scholars

have observed that individuals who chose to work during slow agricultural periods were

unable to dramatically increase their typical fanning wages. In Southern Capitalism: The

Political Economy ofNorth Carolina, 1880-1980, Phillip Wood argues that in this rural

setting industries were under no obligation to pay more than the minimum wage for farm

work. Thus, seasonal industries such as the Perry-Wynns Fish Company reaped a

plentiful labor supply with a discounted price tag. One way that the Perry-Wynn’s Fish

Company kept costs low was to develop alternatives to set wages, such as payment by

piece. While the memories of various employees vary, many cite that they were paid 25

cents per container of fish or roe.^*^ As one worker puts it, “they wanted you to do, they

called it, enough in that hour to average what money they were paying you for an hour’s

work.”^' The women were given a set amount for each bucket of fish they cut, or each

container of roe they eleaned. In other words, “every time they filled a crate they got a

token.The women typically “had a thing built like a pocket on the back of their shirt”

and the “supervisor would drop a token” in the pocket as the women continued with the

Phillip J. Wood, Southern Capitalism: The Political Economy ofNorth Carolina, 1880-1980.
(Durham, North Carolina: Duke University Press, 1986).

Mae Margaret Leary interview, HMW-003, December 15, 2003 (transcript page 4).
Ibid.

“ Blue Fairless interview, HMW-002, September 10, 2003 (transcript page 8).
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processing.Owners believed this pay process allowed diligent workers to be rewarded

for their work while lazy workers did not hinder the process.^"* By paying workers by the

piece, the Perry-Wynns Fish Company guaranteed higher returns by placing as little

investment into their workforce as possible.

Yet, many workers welcomed the income. In an area in which women were tied to

the farm during the summer months, fulltime labor was a mere fantasy. Therefore finding

labor during slow periods of agriculture became a favorable alternative. As one worker

explained, seasonal work in herring processing suited her fine “cause you make money”

and at least “you worked.These workers were typically unfamiliar with making a great

deal ofmoney, or the value of their labor exceeding the bare minimum. A fish roe picker,

Betty Mill, reminisces upon her wages as “good money for back that time.”^^ Earnings in

the fishery varied depending upon the processing season. During the spring when most

workers ventured into the fish houses, women were paid by exactly what they processed,

a token for each bucket of product. Yet in the fall, as a select group of women processed

the delicacy product ofmarinated herring, a vinegar cured product typically shipped up

north, payment methods changed to a task system. Workers were on production, which

means they were given a set price for processing a certain number of products. For

example, a worker may have been expected to complete 10 buckets of fish in an hour.

Anything they processed past that amount translated into extra wages. Betty remembers

making “a lot more” during the autumn when she moved from cleaning roe to canning

Lillian Jemigan interview, HMW-005, December 19*, 2003 (page 2).
Lee Wynns interview, HMW-008, December 30, 2003
Betty Hill interview, HMW-007, December 30, 2003 (transcript page 5).
Ibid.66
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marinated fish. She comments that if you were good at what you did you were able to

■‘make good money in the fall.” Women used the extra wages not only to put food on

the table but also to provide their family with luxuries they might not have afforded

otherwise. For example, some women workers, such as Betty Hill, worked in order to

“make some extra money in the fall to buy Christmas with.”^* Regardless of the use of

this extra income, women often toiled long hours, in messy conditions to bring necessary

supplemental money to their families

In remembering her toiling labor as it changed with the seasons, Lillian Jernigan

recalls that the women “worked just like that in the spring,” went to the farm during the

summer months, “and then in the fall about October” many ventured to the “sweet potato

plant.” Another industry taking advantage of multitudes of women workers was Produce

Processors, Inc. the first yam flake plant of its kind in the nation.Hiring workers to

process sweet potatoes into yam flakes, the plant chose the area in Bertie primarily for its

available labor source. However, unlike other area industries. Produce Processors began a

new trend. They required workers for four different shifts in order to operate on a 24-hour

basis. A former employee of the plant remembers the hard work required. Elizabeth

Mizelle explains, “Well, it was alright at times, but sometimes them potatoes was coming

so fast that it won’t all it was cracked up to be.”^° Yet, after the premature death of her

husband left to care for her four young children, Elizabeth recalls working constantly to

support her family. She could remember working long hours “because that was when”

¡bid., (transcript page 6).
Ibid., (transcript page 5).
Laura Harrell, “Bertie Yam Flake Plant First in Nation,” (Ahoskie, North Carolina: The News

Herald, February 6*, 1962), 6.
™ Elizabeth Mizelle interview, HMW-OI1, December 31, 2003 (transcript page 4).
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she “was working at the fishery in the daytime and at the potato plant,” at night.

Surviving on little sleep and a desire to put food on the table, Elizabeth's eldest daughter

kept the family going. “That was after Betty was old enough, you know, to watch the

younger ones at night.In other instances women worked in peanut plants during the

fall where they shelled and cooked peanuts for retail sale.^^ Due to the poverty-ridden

state of the county, many women felt the need to work whenever they could. Because

many times work was unavailable for seasonal laborers and due to the fact that there was

no guarantee for future employment, women often worked hours, which bordered unsafe.

Lillian Jernigan recalls working late into the night, even on Sundays. She explained that

owners made it clear that workers risked losing their jobs if they failed to meet this

schedule. “They'd tell us if we didn’t go in on Sunday no need to come back on

Monday.Sacrificing time, sleep, and many times their health, these women worked

long hours from season to season in order to provide better surroundings for their

children and families.

Well into the late 1960s, seasonal labor remained tied to the fanning culture.

Agriculture kept women fixed to such labor due to the fact that area farms were unable to

survive without their hand labor. Change, however, was on the horizon. While forms of

agriculture in other areas, such as cotton, experienced mechanization early in the

twentieth century eastern North Carolina did not feel the effects until much later. In

Breaking the Land: The Transformation ofCotton, Tobacco, and Rice Cultures, Since

’’ Ibid., (transcript page 5).
Blue Fairless interview, HMW-002, September 10, 2003, Lillian Jernigan interview, HMW-005,

December 19*, 2003.
Lillian Jernigan interview, HMW-005, December 19, 2003 (transcript page 4).
Ibid.74
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1880, historian Pete Daniel argues that the effects ofmechanization did not fully reach

tobacco fanners until the 1970s7'’ Dependence on female hand labor in the late 1960s

reaffirmed this finding. By the 1970s the women in Bertie County found themselves

replaced by machines. As a result area farm jobs declined at an alarming rate. A study

conducted during the 1960s described this problem.

Agricultural employment in Bertie County has steadily declined since 1950 when
it represented 63 per cent of total employment. By 1960, agriculture represented
only 41 percent of total employment. The primary reason for this decline lies with
the continued increase in mechanization and automation on the county’s farms.

Workers experienced seriously hardship when farms mechanized. National newspapers

addressed tobacco mechanization with front-page headlines. The October 4'*’ 1971

edition of the New York Times highlighted the loss of labor following an increase of farm

machinery. It warned that upwards of “50,000” small farmers “in North Carolina alone”

faced displacement as their jobs were replaced by the use of the tobacco harvester.

Newspaper articles declared that landowners with “small holdings will simply be

swallowed up by farmers whose automatic harvesters give them a competitive edge.”^^

Spreading like wildfire, the mechanization movement branched into numerous homes and

households across the South, including Bertie County. For example, a study by the

Department of Agriculture in 1969 stated that around 84,000 tobacco farms and more

than 350,000 individuals who resided in these households would be directly affected by

Pete Daniel, Breaking the Land: The Transformation ofCotton, Tobacco, and Rice Cultures, Since
1880. (Urbana: The University of Illinois Press, 1985).

Virginia Electric and Power Company, “Bertie County North Carolina; An Economic Study,”
(July 1965), 19.

“Flue-Cured,” The New York Times, (New York: October 4'*’, 1971).
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this transition in agriculture.^* Employers no longer needed laborers to tend acres upon

acres of farmland. Ultimately, farm owners reasoned that the cost of purchasing

expensive equipment could “be compensated for by making reductions in labor costs.

Bertie County was no exception as the previously established seasonal labor force

witnessed this costly transition during the late 1960s and 1970s.

While many small farmers did not possess the funds to purchase large equipment,

they remained a part of this transition. Although many families were unable to buy

everything necessary to mechanize farms, in many instances communities shared tractors.

One publication noted that by 1960 there were over “151,000 tractors listed in the state, a

larger percentage than this had access to tractor power through cooperation between

neighbors, rentals, or custom work.” One farmer bought the equipment and loaned it out

to others as needed. For instance, after her husband’s death, Lillian generously shared his

newly purchased tractor with the surrounding community.

Walter bought one in December, died in March and so he didn’t never get to even
Farm with the tractor. And I kept it here. 1 wouldn’t clear of it cause he wanted it.
It come to be the neighborhood tractor. See along then, folks trucked tobacco
[and] was trucking tobacco with tractors. And everybody in the neighborhood
come and want to borrow [the tractor] to truck tobacco, ditching and planting and
things like that.*'

United States Department of Agriculture. 1969b. “Potential mechanization in the flue-cured
tobacco industry with emphasis on human resource adjustment,” (Washington, D.C.: Agricultural
Economics Report No. 169, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1969).

Walter H. Pierce, Trends in the Development ofAgricidtitre in North Carolina^ (Raleigh, North
Carolina: North Carolina State University, Department of Agricultural Economics, Miscellaneous
Publication No. 17), 35.

“North Carolina Agriculture 1900-1976,” (Raleigh, North Carolina: Prepared for presentation by
Agriculture Commissioner D. Y. Ballentine at meeting held in the Governor’s Mansion, 4:00p.m.,
Thursday, April 30, 1964), 6.

Lillian Jemigan interview, HMW-005, December 19*, 2003. (transcript page 16).
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However, many small landowners were not as lucky to find generous neighbors. As a

result, a significant decline occurred in the number of small farmers, including those in

tenant relationships.

Another innovation at the heart of agricultural improvements was the influx of

pesticide use. A 1950s publication from the state that advocated the modernization of

local farms displayed the headline of “Control the Pests: Diseases, Insects, and Weeds.

fhe document encouraged maintaining area farmland with as little labor as possible. An

influx of pesticides entered the area in the early 1960s. Yet, most farmers did not begin

extensive use until the 1970s when farmers who were deprived of tractors and other

equipment necessary for spreading of such chemicals found better methods of

application. Hence, tractors and other necessary equipment were much too expensive. As

mechanization expanded, pesticides became popular and chemicals such as fungicides

demonstrated the ability to prevent certain diseases. And although insecticides merely

served as a “stop-gap method of insect control,” repeated use provided excellent results

for farmers. Yet, the most innovative introduction was the use of chemicals for weed

control. Such methods improved the quality of land, and greatly decreased the need for

manual labor. Therefore, many jobs such as field choppers were rendered unnecessary as

a result. Now able to control outside pests, farmers began to use more fertilizer per acre,

thus yielding better results.*^ With improvements in mechanization, farmers moved to

“North Carolina Accepts the Challenge Through a United Agricultural Program,” (Raleigh, North
Carolina: North Carolina Board of Farm Organizations and Agencies, 1950), 30-32.

¡bid.
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increase their efficiency and decrease their dependency on outside labor sources. As a

result, women's previously essential seasonal labor force became unnecessary.

Though the Perry-Wynns Fish Company was one of the first seasonal labor industries in

Bertie County to employ large numbers of women, it represented a new broader shift in

the use of seasonal labor by local industrial employers. Work that varied from season to

season appeared to be merely odd jobs. Yet an influx of seasonal businesses in the county

demonstrated that other industries saw promise this workforce composed of primarily

women. With the exception of flarrington Manufacturing Company and R. J. Reynolds

Tobacco Company two agricultural manufacturing operations that required heavy labor,

the remaining seasonal industries depended upon surplus female labor. These included

the National Peanut Corporation, Gilliam Brothers Peanut Sheller & Gins, and Produce

Processors. The data did more than illustrate that women made up the exceeding

majority of seasonal workers. Further insight shows that women in the county held a

minimal number of fulltime jobs. In fact, of all the available employment in the county,

women accounted for a mere thirty-two fulltime occupations countywide.

Yet as fishery owner, Norman Perry boasted, securing “labor was no problem” for

the fishery. Women chose to seek work outside of farming during slow periods and

were willing to do what jobs became available. In turn, this established Bertie County

females as a growing and significant source of sporadic labor. Area women that adopted

employment cycles varied season to season simply because they needed the work. Yet,

North Carolina Fund Records. “Records 1962-1971,” Choanoke Area Development Association.
(Bertie Principal Industries).

Norman Perry interview, HMW-004, December 15'*', 2003 (transcript page 6).
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the resulting effect was the establishment of a primarily female mobile seasonal labor

force.

With the influx of area mechanization, the Perry-Wynns Fish Company also

attempted to improve their facilities, d'he massive facilities of the fishery extend across

100,000 square feet, 600 feet that extended over the water. While much of the process

continued to rely upon manual hand labor, owners realized that the high volume of fish

required an immediate need to automate the process. According to Mrs. L. D. Perry, Mr.

Arlie f. Belch “conceived the idea and designed the mechanical part of the fishery”

during the early days.^^’ During the initial operations fishermen unloaded the herring into

a large bucket that held approximately 1000 fish. The bucket was hoisted over and

dropped into a large rotating cylinder where the fish were washed and scaled

mechanically. Women no longer were required to wash fish. However after a few years

of operation, fishery owners changed the process slightly. At that time, fishermen began

pulling their boats next to a large loading dock and unloading fish into one of four bins
88

on the unloading platform. Each of the measuring bins held an average 315 pounds.

Utilizing belts and conveyors, owners were able to decrease manpower and quicken the

movement of fish throughout the factory. Mrs. W. E. White describes the process in her

history of the fishing industry in Colerain:

The herring go from the bins by an electrically generated conveyor. Then to a
large revolving cylinder, which washes the fish into an overhead conveyor. This
conveyor carries the fish over the cutting tables 1245 feet long, which can be

** Mrs. W.E. White, “History of Fishery Industry,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance, (Windsor, North
Carolina: Bertie County 250th Anniversary Edition, September 28, 1972), B4

Mrs. L. D. Perry, Transcript of a Radio Broadcast (Greenville, NC: Given by Mrs. L.D. Perry,
President ofColerain Woman’s Club, April 30, 1941).
** Marian C. Perry, description from a paper by Norman Perry Jr. (Monday, September 4*, 2000).
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manipulated to drop fish anywhere along the table, [after being cut] the cleaned
fish go on by conveyor to another revolving cylinder, which again washes them
and finishes removing the scales.

The initial portion of the procedure were speeded up and proved to be one of the most

resourceful adoptions of the fishery.

However, according to part owner Lee Wynns, the mechanized aspect of the

fishery was only limited to the use of conveyors. Women continued to provide most of

the labor. Me asserts that '"more than anything else it was the fact that'’ the fishery “now

had forklifts” and “ice machines." Yet he comments that during the later twentieth

century the company “made an attempt to use some high tech machinery to head and gut

fish.”'^*^ Unlike farmer’s tractors, the herring industry machinery could not fully replace

the use of human labor. Due to the combination of a steady supply of employees, cheap

wages, and the production of a higher quality product, the mechanization of the fishery

never extended far beyond the initial applications. Even with agriculture mechanizing at

an alamiing rate, the fishery remained dependent on hand labor of area women.

Ultimately, the eventual increase of farming mechanization in the area caused the

fishery to experience a significant loss in labor. With a decline in farm jobs, women were

forced to find other labor to support their families. According to a 1965 study that

documented recent trends in North Carolina agriculture, the majority of “the labor forced

to leave agriculture lack technical skills to compete effectively in the non-farm labor

Mrs. L. D. Perry, Transcript of a Radio Broadcast (Greenville, NC: Given by Mrs. L.D. Perry,
President of Colerain Woman’s Club, April 30, 1941).

Lee Wynns interview, HMW-008, December 30''', 2003.
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market.”'^' Women faced difficulty due to removal from the way of life they have

always known. As Lee Wynns puts it, “because we did not have education in this area,

people were not skilled, so manual labor was all they could do.”*^^ Industries reliant upon

the labor of these women during slow periods of agriculture developed a dependence on

this reliable and plentiful labor force. Yet with the influx of agricultural mechanization in

the area during the late 1960s and 1970s women were displaced from previous work

cycles that rotated around the farming season. As the following chapters will

demonstrate, women were no longer able to supplement family income through their

seasonal labor patterns. Instead they searched for fulltime employment in other

industries. Lienee, businesses such as the Perry-Wynns Fish Company lost an invaluable

and irreplaceable resource, abundant labor at a cheap cost.

As the following chapters demonstrate, although agricultural mechanization

displaced women from previous work cycles newly jobless women were not left without

choices. On the contrary, the newfound freedom from agricultural ties allowed area

women the option of fulltime employment in similar industries. For example, sewing jobs

began to move into the county at alarming rates during the late 1960s. With poverty

levels diverging little and supplemental needs remaining for area families, in the absence

of farm work other seasonal industries were unable to satisfy the needs of area women.

As a result, these women workers moved to other options and new arenas entering the

county. Part owner Lee Wynns explains the dilemma as follows.

Walter H. Pierce, Trends in the Development ofAgriculture in North Carolina^ (Raleigh, North
Carolina: North Carolina State University, Department ofAgricultural Economics, Miscellaneous
Publication No. 17), 35.

Lee Wynns interview, HMW-008, December 30, 2003 (transcript page 10).
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As farming mechanized the women of the household were not needed as

intensively as they used to be and it gave them an opportunity to hold a forty hour
a week job, which in turn gave the whole family a chance to enhance their
economic standing. But until farming became mechanized enough that you could
do without the woman’s help with the running of the household you had to have
them on the farm, and you had to have them certain times of the year therefore
they couldn’t have a fulltime Job, therefore you had a wealth of part-time labor

Q-5 *
available.

Women released by the work of machines from agricultural seasonal labor, began to seek

fulltime employment. It is clear that as women gained the mobility for fulltime work the

labor supply for smaller scale seasonal industries, such as herring processing, failed.

Norman recalls the fishery being “loaded with people” in previous years. As he

remembers, female “help has always been available until starting about 1964 or 1965.”

Seeing the decline firsthand, he believes “as farming was more mechanized less people

farmed and they had jobs somewhere else.” Soon into the transition, “labor started getting

scarce.” The mechanization of farms “expanded opportunities for non-farm

employment,” and brought about “the decline in our farm population.”^'’ Ultimately, the

Perry-Wynns Fish Company lost access to one its most valuable commodities. Dependent

on women’s labor on a seasonal basis, the fishery failed to mechanize it’s processes

simply because it was less expensive and produced a better product using female workers

as opposed to machines. Yet, with the loss of farming jobs coupling with women moving

into other avenues offering fulltime employment the fishery was left suffering. As owner

Ibid.X transcript page 8).
Norman Perry interview, HMW-004, December 15*, 2003, (transcript page 9).
“North Carolina Agriculture 1900-1976,” (Raleigh, North Carolina: Prepared for presentation by

Agriculture Commissioner D. Y. Ballentine at meeting held in the Governor’s Mansion, 4:00p.m.,
Thursday, April 30, 1964), 3.
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Lee Wynns states, “it is a labor intensive process, and with out a labor force you can’t do

it!„%

96 Lee Wynns interview, HMW-012, March 23, 2004, (transcript page 1),



CHAPTER 2

CUTTING KNIVES, PICKET LINES, AND PAYCHECKS:
BLACK WOMEN ON THE ROAD TO AUTONOMY

A pungent smell exuded from eaeh building at the fishery. A short walk led to a

small wooden structure that extended out over the river. Marks on the timber slab floor

revealed years of abuse by someone’s attempts to remove fish remains from the wood

soaked grains. On a typical workday fish heads, guts, and other less identifiable parts

engrossed everything in the building. Women worked hastily to process as much as

possible, neglecting any manner of cleanliness, and were soaked by the fish. As one

worker remembered, “after you smell it all day long” and you would “come home and

your clothes smelled fishy and you washed and your house smelled fishy.”' Women

workers found themselves quite literally up to their elbows in herring on a daily basis,

fraditionally, white women worked cleaning and canning fish roe in the roe house, while

African American women worked separately cutting the herring in the fish house that

extended far over the water. While roe pickers, primarily white women, endured strong

odors and messy surroundings, their workspace was far more preferable than that of their

African American counterparts in the herring-cutting room across the property.

Fish fell from a conveyor high above a wooden cutting table as black women

flanked each side in close proximity to one another. The herring piled into a massive heap

in the center of the table. Lillian Jemigan recalled that “the colored women” used a

1 Lillian Jemigan interview, HMW-005, December IQ*, 2003 (transcript page 11).
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homemade rake “to pull them fish up to them.”^ The fishery operated by production

work, and the women got paid by the number of fish they processed. To them each

herring that landed on the table was a valuable commodity. The piece system forced

competition among women. Lillian remembered, “they’d fight like I don’t know what if

one got more fish than they did.”^ Frequently, women found themselves desperate for

further income to supplement their family needs. Poverty in the county remained far

above normal well into the twentieth century. Furthermore, African American families

found themselves at an even greater disadvantage as segregation laws, and discrimination

guaranteed their low-income status by restricting them from certain working

environments, governmental aid, and better job opportunities. With few opportunities for

employment, Bertie County black women returned to the fishery on a daily basis in hopes

to make whatever income they could. Flistorically, black women had little opportunity to

advance themselves or alter their situations for the better. Yet, beginning in the mid

twentieth century changes in race relations and the birth of the civil rights movement

served to initiate positive changes in the area. For the first time, African American

women in Bertie County began to see opportunities for improvement in their lives.

Black women in the county typically worked in the dirtiest, most unappealing job

available. While the majority of these women reported erratic farm work as their main

occupation, impoverished conditions required off-season labor to supplement family

income. Yet, labor in seasonal industries, such as the fishery, rarely provided adequate

working conditions when compared to those experienced by their white counterparts. For

Lillian Jernigan interview, HMW-013, March 16*, 2004 (transcript page 6).
¡hid.3
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example, at the Perry-Wynns Fish Company black women worked separate from white

women. Many of the African American women who worked as cutters hailed from poorer

families that depended upon agriculture.

During the 1960s, black women moved to the forefront of changing race relations

as they afforded themselves a new outlook on life. Whether countering discrimination

through protest, reporting illegal acts of bigotry, or challenging new avenues of

employment, these women obtained more opportunities as a result of growing change in

area race relations, fhis chapter illustrates how changing race relations and civil rights

gains opened up new opportunities for African American women in Bertie County, North

Carolina. It focuses on four related issues: the separate work of African American women

in the fishery, an explanation of poverty conditions and aid organizations, the initiation of

the civil rights movement in surrounding areas, and the resulting changes in races

relations that created new opportunities for Bertie County black women. Ultimately,

exposure to changing race relations allowed African American women a new outlook on

life. As a result, these black women began to challenge occupations that previously

required segregated low wage work that regulated black women to substandard

environments. Thus, industries such as the Perry-Wynns Fish Company, already troubled

by the consequences of agricultural mechanization, experienced the labor shortages when

black women further withdrew their labor from the seasonal herring industry.

Black women typically worked separate from whites, often in the lowest paid job

available, yet they generally made up over fifty percent of the work force. The Perry-

Wynns Fish Company, for example, normally hired over 250 black women to work as
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cutters, a significant comparison to the fifty white women working in the roe room. In the

fishery black women worked in a separate cutting house where they each deheaded and

gutted thousands of herring in a single day. As owner Lee Wynns recalled, “during the

season itself,’' typically running an average of two months each spring, the fishery

employed women for the jobs of “canning and cutting of fish.” While various employees

were hired during the short span to complete various labor-intensive tasks, the majority of

workers were found in the main fish house. “We employed, at our peak time, on any

given day two hundred to two hundred and forty people” for the job of “heading and

gutting fish.”*^ Cutters, as they often were called, were typically African American

women from the surrounding area. And while occasionally a hard working black woman

found her way into the roe room for extra work, it was highly unusual and unlikely to

find white women working in the herring cutting room. A clear distinction was present

according to Alease Askew, a former white employee:

We didn’t work in the cutting room. 1 never did. They had the white women
working in the roe house mostly and yet there were a few blacks. But most of
them was white. And the black ones, it was all black that worked where they cut
the herrings.*’

Segregation was definitely present within the world of the herring fishery. White workers

often cited stories of black workers waiting around the dock for fish to come in, yet few

remembered interaction between the two. As a cutter remembered, “you didn’t process it

together.” One white roe picker recalled that they could “go over there and watch them

4

5
Lee Wynns interview, HMW-008, December 30"', 2003 (transcript page 3).
Alease Askew, HMW-006, December 30"’, 2003.
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and all” but they “couldn’t mess with any fish over there.Notice the image of white

women canning herring roe in Figure 5 on page 60. Although exterior buildings of the

fishery have altered through years of hurricane abuse, Mae Leary recalled the owner “had

a big building where he canned the roe.”^ White women worked in the canning building

far away from the cutting room. Thus, detached from other parts of the fishery, African

American women toiled in their separate environments providing brawn for the most

labor intensive, and highly necessary part of the fishery process, the cutting and cleaning

of herring.

Generally, working conditions in the fishery were less than desirable. Each

morning black women made their way into the fish house. Extending far over the river,

almost like a pier, the structure provided little insulation to secure the women’s

surroundings. Floors were made of simple wooden boards secured above the water by

pilings driven deep in the riverbed. Cracks in the floorboards allowed for fast, efficient

and simple cleaning methods. “The floor had cracks that big,” as Lillian Jernigan moved

her fingers apart about an inch, “so that all they had to do was just spray” and any fish

remains “went right through the cracks.”** While efficient in any manner of cleanliness,

construction of this kind did little for the workers operating in such conditions:

Working down there sometime, when it was so cold they’d put them little oF
heaters in. They’d put them up all along behind us to keep us warm. We would
have to bundle up. You bundled up like you was going really out, you know,
cause we was right over the water. Sometimes it really got cold down there.^

Although white women working in the roe room occasionally found relief from cold
^ Lillian Jernigan, HMW-005, December 19'\ 2003 (transcript page 11).
^ Mae Margaret Leary, HMW-003, December 15*, 2003 (transcript page 6).

Lillian Jernigan interview, HMW-005, December 19*, 2003 (transcript page 9).
Ibid.9
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Figure 5. White Women canning herring roe

Jane Hall, “Lots of Herring - 13 Million Fish Every Year,” (Raleigh, North Carolina: The News
and Observer, Sunday, May 17, 1970), 8-1V.
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temperatures from the heat of the canning machine, or on other occasions small heaters

brought in by management, cutters were not as lucky. Black women typically survived

cold conditions by their clothing alone. Figure 6 on page 62 illustrates garments typically

worn by African American women. Under handmade cutting aprons, layers of clothing

prevented workers from the harsh reality of early spring weather. Furthermore,

the cold environment coupled with requirements that women stand “there bent over all

the time” exhausted even the most diligent worker." Mae Margaret Leary experienced

long days in such conditions during the height of the season. “When we were in the

packing room we use to cut fish until we finished cutting” and then “go home. I'd say get

a mouthful to eat and come back and pack fish at night.” Working many times day in

and day out, these women endured inadequate conditions for little income.

While the fishery stocked needed materials such as knives, aprons, and hairnets,

they did not distribute them to the women for free. As one worker put it, “they furnished

them, but we had to buy them.” Though the cost seemed minimal, for workers struggling

to make every penny the constant replacement of such things became a burden. Lillian

Jemigan recalled her problems with the policy:

We had to wear aprons and gloves. And we couldn’t do it without them, well, you
had to wear the aprons to keep from getting wet. And they had the aprons down
there, but we had to buy them. We was suppose to wear hairnets and and stuff like
that. They had them of brown hairnets you use to wear. You could buy them
down there for ten cents a piece. Td go through I don’t know how many some
days where mine were so dag um big. I’d push it back up and mine stayed fishy
all the time."

11

12

13

Lillian Jemigan interview, HMW-013, March 16*, 2003 (transcript page I).
Mae Margaret Leary, HMW-003, December 15*, 2003 (transcript page 7).
Lillian Jemigan interview, HMW-005, December 19*, 2003 (transcript page 9).
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Figure 6. African American women cutting herrings

'■* Jane Hall, “Lots of Herring - 13 Million Fish Every Year,” (Raleigh, North Carolina: The News
and Observer, Sunday, May 17, 1970), 8-1V.
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While photographs show white women in these bought aprons, illustrations of African

American women often reveal another reality. As one reporter noted the black women

“wore aprons of burlap sacks over their regular clothes, and around the waist of each of

them was suspended a long knife.Figure 7 on page 64 illustrates the burlap feed bags

African Americans transformed into cutting aprons. With little income and no

money to spare, these women used what was available to make do. Although the fishery

did not furnish materials to cutters, women found ways to circumvent extra spending

while remaining prepared for the work at hand. Although the money made during the

brief herring season was welcomed by the droves of women workers, newcomers did not

always find the transition into this line of work an easy one. In most cases, new workers

learned the process by watching veteran cutters. Observation was the typical fomi of

training in the fishery. Some employees recalled fellow workers and in rare cases owners,

who demonstrated the process. “I’hey showed me how to cut them,” recalled Mae

Margaret Leary a fishery worker of over forty years.Leary received some initial

instruction, but it proved to be insufficient as during her first days on the job she injured

herself severely enough to require medical attention.

When I first started cutting them. I’d cut them. I’d take and cut the head off and
cut the stomach off and take the roe out with my finger. I got my finger swell up. I
had to go to the doctor. I was pulling the roe out with my finger. It pricked my
finger and my finger swelled up. I had to take it to the doctor and let him, he
bored a hole in my fingernail and turned the poison stuff out of it. But see, now I

17know how to do it with a knife.

Carl Goerch, “Herring Fishing: It’s a big business along the Chowan and Roanoke rivers, resulting
in the catch ofmany millions of herring every year and giving employment to thousands of men and
women.” The State. (Raleigh, North Carolina: May 11, 1940), 5.

Mae Margaret Leary interview, HMW-003, December 15''', 2003 (transcript page 2).
Ibid.17
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IK

Figure 7. Feedbag aprons

“World’s Largest Fresh Water Herring Fishery Expanding,” (Windsor, North Carolina: The Bertie
Ledger-Advance, Progress Edition, Thursday, September 30''’, 1971).
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Despite her injury, Leary continued her work, steadily improving w'ith each stroke of her

knife. Experienced cutters worked unbelievably fast. As Betty Hill, a former roe picker

recalled, “ Woooo, they could cut them fish!” Describing their skillfulness with a knife,

she asserted that women “cut the head and stomach all with one cut.”'*^ Notice the woman

cutting herrings in Figure 8 on page 66. Amazed by the laborers, a reporter from a local

publication described the scene:

One cut with their sharp knives and the fish's head was severed. Another cut, and
the fish was slit open, the insides removed and the roe taken out. Alongside each
worker was a bucket and a tub. The roe was thrown into the bucket; the cleaned
tish into the tub. fhe head and insides were carried away by another conveyor.

Each herring season brought flocks of visitors to the Chowan shore to witness the

spectacle. Spectators who never observed such a task before were overwhelmed by the

skill and precision of the women. Anyone observing the process realized the secret

weapon of the Perry-Wynns Fish Company was a large and highly skilled workforce of

expert cutters. Yet, the fishery maintained this valuable workforce with little attention to

instruction, insurance, or payroll expenses.

Women’s wages tended to vary according to the period of the fishing season, lulls

in herring catches, and most commonly the necessity felt by the fishery. Yet as one

worker noted, despite unappealing surroundings, no guarantee ofwages, and lack of

benefits, many viewed the work as an opportunity. Others quickly pointed out “it was a

nice place to work” because you didn’t hear no ill drinking” or “no bad language or

Betty Hill interview, HMW-007, December 30*, 2003, (transcript page 3).
Carl Goerch, “Herring Fishing: It’s a big business along the Chowan and Roanoke rivers,

resulting in the catch ofmany millions of herring every year and giving employment to thousands of men
and women.” TTjcState,.(Raleigh, North Carolina: May 11, 1940), 6.
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21
Figure 8. Woman cutting herrings

21
Cutting Fish,” (Windsor, North Carolina: The Bertie Ledger-Advance, Thursday, April 24, 1980).
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• • *>*>22
nothing like that.” Yet, the production process ensured that women's income varied

each week. During the busiest portion of the season, women worked days, and in many

instances nights, thus earning more. Yet, when fish catches waned women found

themselves lucky to make enough to validate their trip to work. A newspaper article from

the early 1970s illustrated the use of rapid processing in the face of low wages:

It looked like a lot of fish to start with, but they finished in about 30 minutes, It
seemed hardly worth the wait for the dollar or so they made, but according to one
woman, they were thinking more about how much they had made during the

23
heavy part of the season.

fulls often prevented women from working as much as they would like. Quick women

brought in as much as "$20-35 dollars a day cuttin’ herrings” during the busiest part of

the season. Yet slow periods were common throughout the rest of the spring. White

workers often made more money through odd jobs around the property when there was

less fish roe to process. As Lillian Jernigan remembered she would on occasion “work in

where you slice the herrings.Black women were not as lucky. Many days found them

sitting by the dock awaiting boatloads of fish. According to women workers, some days

required constant labor while other “days they had two or three hours between to rest and

everything.” She explained that “they wouldn’t pay us for that, we had to punch a clock

when we went in there and punch out.”^^ Many times women traveled as much as twenty

miles in each direction. Women workers begged for rides, carpooled, and in the worse of

instances walked in order to make it to their jobs, yet sluggish periods defined by lack of

““ Lillian Jernigan interview, HMW-003, December 19*, 2003 (transcript page 9).
Charles Stover, “Where the Harvest of the Water Helps the Tillers of the Soil,” (Virginia Pilot

Newspaper, Sunday May 13, 1973).
Ibid.
Lillian Jernigan interview, HMW-003, December 19, 2003.
Ibid., (transcript page 5).

26
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tîsh made for unpaid hours of idleness. Nonetheless, women returned each day to make

whatever wages they could, despite how meager.

Although fish were typically plentiful at Perry-Wynns, fishery owners were

extremely careful that none of the product was given away to workers for free. Lillian

Jernigan pointed out “you didn't get nothing much down there for nothing,” and "you had

to work tor what you got.” In fact, in the ease of African American workers, owners

and fellow white w orkers alike remained suspicious despite little evidence of theft.

fhey did, they watched you real close down there. Take them colored folks, them
cutters, them women cutting would wear them loose clothes and jackets and
they'd cram them herrings all around them. And they got so they’d search them,
the owners, when they'd go to work and when they got off. Putting fish in their

9 8
clothes down there. See, they could get out and sell them fish.

While little written documentation exists on the stealing of fish, women workers often

cited instances of theft for family consumption or sale. Therefore, it was widely known

that fishery owners were quite thorough in examinations of workers. As one woman put

it, “they watched you like a hawk down there.” And while white women and black

women alike endured supervision, employers tended to treat them differently. One roe

picker explained that “he (the owner) didn’t even bother in there because he had

supervisor women that didn’t do nothing but just walked up and down behind us all the

time.”^*^ Yet, across the fishery black women working as cutters found themselves under

the supervision ofwhite men. Typically called “checker,” these men “waited on the

27

28

29

30

Lillian Jernigan, HMW-013, March 16'\ 2004 (transcript page 11).
Ibid.
¡bid.
Lillian Jernigan interview, HMW-005, December lO*, 2003 (transcript page 8).
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» •>•(31
women that cut the fish.” Employees' ditfering perceptions on the treatment of workers

illustrate the extent of segregation teehniques. While no employee was allowed to take a

significant amount of product for free, differences in supervision illustrates the depth of

such divisions at the fishery. As a result, owners saw the need to enforce this rule in the

cutting room more so than other areas. The use ofwhite male supervisors further drove

home ideas that black women could not be treated or trusted in the same fashion as their

white counterparts.

Despite strict regulations, and extensive supervision a portion of the herring and

roe products nonetheless mysteriously disappeared. While men supervised black women

cutters they occasionally slipped white workers a few fish to help feed their families.

”One of them men that checked them cutters, they could get us some fish once in a

while.” Other workers, primarily white women working in the roe room, remarked that

fishery owners occasionally allowed a small amount of product to be taken for family

consumption. However, this typically applied only to roe pickers. One worker explained,

“like if you wanted to cook supper we could carry us a plastic bag and empty one of our

cans in there.“They’d let us bring a little bit home, but we had to show it before we

could leave the roe house.” Though uncommon, this practice provided needy white

families with extra food for the table, while denying African American women the same

privilege.

Alease Askew interview, HMW-006, December 30, 2003, (transcript page 4).
Lillian Jernigan interview, HIVlW-013, March 16*, 2004 (transcript page 11).
Ibid.
Ibid.34
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Despite white women workers limited privileges, owner's wives actions

reminded them of their place in the fishery, and the community at large. Workers

described many instances in which owners’ wives entered the fishery at will, many times

interrupting their work, and took whatever herring or roe they desired. One roe picker

remembered such an instance in which the wife of one owner disrupted her working

pattern:

She’d come down there and sometimes she’d make us so mad. She wanted them

big pretty pieces of roe, you know. And she’d get her hand in our bucket and be
just like that there (moving her hand in a twisting motion) until she could find a
pretty piece. She tear our roe all to pieces and whenever you tear it to pieces,
whenever you broke that skin around that roe, it would just run. You couldn’t get
nothing. 1 just get stopped in the water. And she’d come out there with her pan
wanting some roe for supper. And she’d go up to everybody's bucket,
everybody’s bucket, and go rummaged through to find her a good piece.

fhis woman’s remarks reflect her awareness of the socio-economic differences that

existed among women in Bertie County. While such occurrences took place in the roe

room, episodes of this kind verged further in the realm of discrimination when they took

place in the predominately African American cutting house. Race played a significant

role as owners’ wives afforded black workers even less respect than white women. In the

socio-economic order at the fishery, owner’s wives ranked first, followed by white roe

pickers, and finally black cutters.

Owners acknowledged these racial categories were present, yet argued they never

enforced them intentionally. Part owner, and family legacy Lee Wynns could not account

for the differences in treatment of black and white women. He appeared unsure ofwhy

such division was historically present in the fishery. When asked why white women

35 Lillian Jemigan interview, HMW-OOS, December IQ*, 2003, (transcript page 14).
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worked in the roe room and black women worked in the cutting house he explained that

this was never deliberate.

I don’t know. 1 honestly don't know why that was unless that was just ah,
something that evolved. I’ve never heard anybody say that this is this and that is
that.^'’

In fact, the use of African American women for gutting and deheading herring roots in

historical fact. In his work The Waterman's Song historian David Cecelski documented

African American life in maritime North Carolina. Although his work primarily focused

on the role of these individuals in the road to freedom during times of slavery, he devoted

substantial explanation of traditional African American work in these environments.

Celeski presented a detailed history of this traditionally low-wage, dirty work, and the

impoverished way of life that followed for African Americans. He contended that

racial separation and segregation was common in the business of cutting herring for

hundreds of years.

According to Cecelski’s documentation, black women’s role in the fisheries

hardly changed since the existence of pre civil war fish camps. Cecelski argues that

slaves and free blacks toiled in the shad, rockfish and herring fisheries of the area. He

asserts that cutters are “mostly African American women and children,” who preformed
• 38

this sort of menial work for generations.

They first sorted out the herring, shad, and rockfish and separated the prized roe
herring from the “buck” herring. The shore workers next headed and gutted the
shad and herring. An average fish cutter cleaned several shad or an astounding 25

“ Lee Wynns interview, HlVIW-012, March 23"*, 2004 (transcript page 4).
David Cecelski, The Waterman’s Song: Slavery and Freedom in Maritime North Carolina.

(Chapel Hill, North Carolina: The University of North Carolina Press, 2001).
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to 30 herring every minute, or well over a thousand every hour. It was cold, wet,
arduous toil, requiring rapid, repetitive hand motions.

Figure 9 on page 73 depicts black women cutting fish along the shoreline in 1861. Little

describing the work of these women has changed over the last one hundred years. For

example, employers continually required quick work in order for cutters to reap a worthy

profit. Cecelski explained that “pay or premiums” were “based on piece-rate production

(so many cents per 1,000 herring headed, for example).” Even in previous times the pay

method “often spurred the most skilled cutters to a blinding pace.”^^ The practice of

paying by piecework followed African American women well into the twentieth century.

When the herring did not run, African American women depended heavily upon

seasonal farm work. Thus with little opportunity outside of the agricultural realm, the

greater part of Bertie County black women worked predominantly in farming. Thus as

one publication recounting the condition of the county described, “Because Bertie County

is primarily agricultural, a large percentage of its labor force is employed seasonally.”

Poor African American women in this bracket were the majority of the Perry-Wynns Fish

Company’s workforce. Furthermore, while agriculture was the main thing that fed these

families, many of these African American women did not work on their own family’s

property, but were hired workers for farmers in need of extra hands. For example, one

Bertie County study explained that agricultural mechanization directly hindered people in

this position because available jobs continually declined:

Ibid.
North Carolina Fund Records. “Records 1962-1971

(Bertie - County Potentials), 30.
Choanoke Area Development Association.
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Figure 9. Historical Depiction ofwomen cutting herrings

“Porte Crayon, Fanning the Sea -Heading Herring, Belvidere Fishery, Chowan County,”
{Harper’s New Monthly Magazine, September 28, 1961). North Carolina Division of Archives and History.
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Agricultural employment in Bertie County has steadily declined since
1950 when it represented 63 per cent of total employment. By 1960,
agriculture represented only 41 per cent of total employment. The primary
reason for this decline lies with the continued increase in mechanization
and automation on the county’s farms.

fhus, as farming work disappeared, what was previously considered supplemental work

during off-season was no longer sufficient. For example, black women could not support

their families from early spring wages alone. While white families began transitioning

into new fulltime job opportunities, African Americans were less likely to find work. One

study pointed out the depth of this harsh reality. “Employment opportunities within

Bertie County tor Negroes and college graduates are limited.” Unfortunately, not only

were African American women viewed unworthy of equal employment opportunities

given to their white counterparts, but typically they did not possess the education or skills

for the work. Knowing little more than farming and agricultural labor Bertie County

blacks faced difficult times as whites took what few opportunities became available in the

area.

Traditionally women working in the herring industry did so to supplement income

during slow periods of agriculture. Yet, high rates of unemployment resulting agricultural

mechanization quickly put a damper on their intentions. In Bertie County farming served

as the main occupation for the majority of area residents well into the 1950s. Yet,

beginning in the 1960s, declining farm employment followed agricultural mechanization

and devastated many African American families who already lived in impoverished

Virginia Electric and Power Company, “Bertie County North Carolina; An Economic Study,”
(July 1965), 19.
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conditions. Studies revealed that, between the years of 1950 and 1969, agricultural

modernization caused the disappearance of one million farms in this country.*’^ Resulting

tides ofmass unemployment washed over the area as individuals dependent upon farm

work for their livelihood were left with few options. Government documents revealed the

depth of conditions in the south. One such document explained that by 1967, the

unemployment rate on a national level averaged about 4 percent. In rural areas the

average reached almost 18 percent. Yet, in areas where individuals depended upon

farming unemployment figures reached “as high as 37 per cent."'^'’ Because many African

American women and families found themselves completely dependent upon agriculture,

unemployment figures reflecting black Bertie County residents soared year after year.

Unemployment figures of this type further illustrate the desperate existence many of

these women and their families faced.

As a result, African Americans residing in Bertie County began looking for

opportunity elsewhere. A significant rise in blacks leaving the area during the mid

twentieth century illustrated two periods of out migration. Scholars refer to the first as the

Great Migration, this trend emerges in Bertie County during the early 1950s. While some

Bertie County African Americans left the area during this initial wave, minor population

changes occurred. However, migration surged with renewed vitality during the 19608.“*^

In the second wave, studies illustrated that the black population continued to swell. As

Frances Fox Piven and Richard A. Cloward, Regulating the Poor: The Functions ofPublic
Welfare^ (New York: Vintage Books, A Division of Random House, Inc., 1993), 200.

U.S. President's National Advisory Commission on Rural Poverty, The People Left Behind,
(Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1967), ix.

Arwin D. Smallwood, Bertie County: An Eastern North Carolina History^ (Charleston, SC: The
Making of America Series, Arcadia Publishing, 2002), 136.
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one report claimed, “the Negro population in North Carolina jumps from 1,047,353 in

1950, to 1,116.021 in 1960.” Across the state growing populations merely put greater

strain on those seeking work. Thus another study argued that the lack of prospects for

African Americans in the area “is attested to by the continued outmigration of the young

adults.” The most able-bodied workforce, young black men and women, struggled to

survive with little chance for improvement in the rural area and thus many made the only

choice they saw possible:

fhe outmigration of the county's young people (particularly those 39 years of age
and under) more than offset the increases made in the number of persons 40 years
and older between 1950 and 1960. In the 20 to 34 year age group (the prime
source of labor), there was a 32.2 per cent population decrease in the decade of
the 50’s (from 5,593 to 3.793 persons).

While the black population accounted for over 14,000 individuals residing in Bertie

County, more than half of them lacked full time employment and experienced periods of

unemployment or underemployment.'^*^ And while claims demonstrated a rise in the

number of African Americans statewide, eastern counties such as Bertie continually

reported rapid declines. Various articles warned “that it should be disturbing to citizens of

all Eastern North Carolina counties that so many counties in this part of the state showed

losses in population in the census figures.”^' Cautions of this type continued well into the

late 1960s and demonstrated that when given the opportunity, African American citizens

“N.C. Negro Population Up,” The News and Observer, (Raleigh, North Carolina: March 8, 1961),
12.

Virginia Electric and Power Company, “Bertie County North Carolina; An Economic Study,”
(July 1965), 19.

Ibid.
North Carolina Fund Records. “Records 1962-1971,” Choanoke Area Development Association.

(Appendix D).
“Population - Wise, We Lost Ground,” The Daily Reflector, (Greenville, North Carolina: May

II, I960), 4.
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once rooted in the agricultural world of eastern counties were quick to leave for brighter

options.Thus, the Great Migration of individuals to northern areas that offered greater

opportunity for employment continued well into the later portion of the twentieth century.

African Americans who remained in the south faced a harsh reality. Swelling

poverty rates left little hope for the majority of Bertie County citizens. While job

opportunities continually decreased, a significant rise in single mothers, and

impoverished families occurred. As the nation’s rural areas experienced a considerable

increase in outmigration, welfare rolls in north and south alike began to surge. Figures

suggested that the expansion of poverty was changing very little. Government aid and

assistance organizations experienced an inllux of families living in the depths of poverty.

Research showed that Northern welfare rolls “almost doubled (87 per cent), and Southern

rolls moved up more modestly (34 per cent).”' While many scholars cited the continuing

outmigration of southern blacks as the cause for swelling welfare roles in northern areas,

noteworthy increases on the roles in southern regions demonstrated that African

Americans remaining behind faced desperate times.Trends of this kind reflected a way

of life for many Bertie County African Americans. Further unemployment in the face of

already high poverty levels aggravated already desperate situations. And while numerous

blacks remaining in the south retreated to urban areas, many, including those in eastern

North Carolina, did not have the means to support relocation. Ties to the land, religious

organizations, and community secured African American families in the belt of poverty.

Tom Inman, “Declining Population in the East,” The News and Observer, (Raleigh, North
Carolina: February 28, 1966).

Frances Fox Piven and Richard A. Cloward, Regulating the Poor: The Functions ofPublic
Welfare, (New York: Vintage Books, A Division of Random House, Inc., 1993), 185.
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As a result, the African American population in Bertie County continued living in

impoverished conditions with little prospect of improvements.

When African Americans remained among the highest number of unemployed

citizens in Bertie County. Many black citizens faced lives defined by unemployment,

poverty, and discrimination. In 1961, an official from the state welfare department

remarked, "the chief problem of the North Carolina Negro is lack of economic

opportunity.”’^^ The slow job market created a surplus of white laborers thus left few jobs

available jobs for needy African Americans.A drastic contrast was evident between

jobs available for white residents in comparison to black residents.

State Employment Security Commission placed 1,851 whites in professional and
managerial positions in 1959 compared with 25 Negroes. In skilled positions,
12,825 whites were placed and 1,315 Negroes. Clerical and sales positions were
found for 19,811 whites and 320 Negroes. In semi-skilled w’ork 33,609 whites and
4, 241 Negroes found employment through the commission. Negroes were placed
for the most part in ‘service jobs’ (29,376 Negroes and 8,109 whites) and in
‘unskilled’ positions. Unskilled work claimed 38,196 Negroes and 12,372 whites
in 1959.-’

Information from agencies such as the employment security commission illuminated the

problems evident throughout the state. While African American male workers were found

in a variety ofmanual labor positions, black women had limited options. According to a

1961 article in The News and Observer, African American women generally worked as

“domestic servants and laundresses.”"'’^ Yet, even these jobs sometimes went to whites.

Gene Roberts, “Lack of Economic Opportunity Chief Problem ofN.C. Negro,’
Observer, (Raleigh, North Carolina: September 4, 1961).

Ibid.
” Ibid.

Ibid.

The News and
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Unemployment was a growing problem throughout the region. Areas surrounding

Bertie quickly assessed the problem. For example, in 1961, Hertford County officials

made finding employment for “Negro men one of its prime objectives.Unfortunately,

black women were often excluded from such agendas. Other county officials, including

those in Bertie, recognized the need for better employment opportunities, yet industrial

prospects were not always pleased with the racial makeup of the area. For example, an

industrial prospect interested in settling in the Windsor area was not satisfied with the

outcome of labor surveys conducted in the area. Headlines in a local newspaper read

"Industry Prospect Disappointed At Number of White Applicants.The prospect had

hoped for a higher percentage of white respondents. As a result, the date for completing

the forms was extended in efforts to gain more white responses. Poverty conditions

affected both white and blacks, yet African Americans, the majority of the Bertie County

population, remained the group in greatest need of employment.

Labor surveys conducted among residents revealed those in the greatest need for

employment in the county. In such instances responses were given on a volunteer basis.

Hence the prevalence of responses divulged the need for work and willingness to take

jobs. And while industry prospects were interested in white employees, to their dismay

labor surveys given throughout the area revealed African Americans as the predominant

source of available labor. The Bertie Ledger-Advance ran an article about one survey

conducted in 1961.

“Jobs for Negroes Are Need,” The Herald, (Ahoskie, North Carolina: March 30, 1961)
“

“Industry Prospect Disappointed At Number of White Applicants,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance,
(Windsor, North Carolina: January 19, 1961).
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The total of forms returned as of January 16 include 192 male white; 309 female
white; 394 male nonwhite and 627 female nonwhite. A total of 1522 forms have
been returned.^'

In this instance the industr\' prospects were “disappointed at the small percentage ofmale

white and female white people who returned the survey forms.” Respondents sometimes

remarked that perspective employers were disappointed at the response of white citizens

suggested that discrimination persisted in the area, fhe forms demonstrated not only the

unemployment problems in the county in combination with the high African American

population, but the forms also illuminated a problem that had been evident for some time.

Yet, the most telling information resulting from the surveys was in the

distribution of respondents. While the number of African American male respondents

exceeded the number of white males by over 200 responses, female respondents well

exceeded those of males. Women completed close to a thousand of the fifteen hundred

replies. African American women contributed an astonishing 627 forms, and became the

highest number of respondents requesting employment. While unemployment was a

problem affecting the entire population, the excessive responses of females, particularly

African American women, illustrate that these individuals remained the hardest hit group.

Various aid organizations and relief efforts formed throughout Bertie County to

assist poor families. In 1935 Congress passed the Social Security Act, which included a

social insurance program. The act also addressed support for the needy or income-based

assistance programs. While criteria of this sort included the blind adult unable to care for

themselves and the old and aged, for the first time assistance covered children in poverty

“Industry Prospect Disappointed At Number of White Applicants,” The Bertie Ledger Advance,
(Windsor, North Carolina; January 19, 1961).
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living without the care of their father/’^ Known as Aid to Dependent Children (ADC), in

1962 the program changed its name to Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC).

The program aimed at providing aid to poor women raising children without a central

male supporting figure.

Yet, many individuals in the area were unable to qualify for relief because the

Social Security Act of 1935 exempted agricultural laborers and domestic servants from

receiving aid. In her work. In Pursuit ofEquity: Women, Men, and the Questfor

Economic Citizenship in 2(f'-Century America,, Alice Kessler-Harris followed social

policy issues that affected women from the New Deal era until the 1970s. She argued

that government rules affecting employment. Social Security legislation, and tax laws

were unwilling to provide equality for women and changed very little over decades. She

argued that while such legislation gave many middle and upper class women some aspect

of economic freedom, poor and African American women felt negative results. At the

center of this controversy was the fact that black women were unable to qualify for aid.

Furthermore, while honorable in its intentions AFDC fell under a hail of gunfire as

welfare rolls continually increased in the mid twentieth century. While the system is

conceived under the premise of aiding the deserving poor, its benevolent roots become

clipped by the disdain of taxpayers and politicians alike.

Mimi Abramovitz, Regutating the Lives ofWomen: Sociat Weifare Policyfrom Colonial Times to
the Present, (Boston, MA: South End Press, 1996), 313.

Alice Kessler-Harris, In Pursuit ofEquity: Women, Men, and the Questfor Economic Citizenship
in 20'^-Century America. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003).

Brian Rungeling, Lewis H. Smith, Vernon M. Biggs, Jr., John F. Adams, Employment, Income,
and Welfare in the Rural South, (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1977), 171.
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By the later part of the 1960s, welfare became a dirty word. A national debate

emerged on the issues of welfare and work. To many, the swift increase of welfare rolls

over the last decade appeared to leave the country in a state of emergency. As Mimi

Abramovitz noted in her work Regulating the Lives ofWomen: Social Welfare Policy

from Colonial Times to the Present, welfare spending was on the rise. “From 1961 to

1967, the welfare rolls grew from just over 3.5 million recipients to almost 5.0 million;

the family caseload jumped by 50 percent, reading 1.3 million.Thus in 1967, the

Social Security Administration amended its policies in attempts to remove more women

from the welfare system. At the heart of this change was the Work Incentive Program,

which encouraged job training and wage subsidization, a stark change from previous

policies that supported keeping mothers in the home and aiding the deserving poor.^^

fhus, the most needy women in Bertie County were no longer expected to stay home in

order to nurture and care for their children.

In Bertie County, many saw welfare assistance as an unnecessary use of county,

state, and federal funds. Even in rural areas, needy women found themselves undergoing

ridiculous inspections, and absurd regulations to keep their funds. This was heightened

when recipients happened to be of color. Although into the early 1960s, policies of this

kind failed to remove single mothers and black women from the welfare rolls, conflict

continued. Many continually faced such discrimination. For example, in Bertie County

black women and their families found themselves removed from welfare rolls under false

Mimi Abramovitz, Regulating the Lives ofWomen: Social Welfare Policyfrom Colonial Times to
the Present, (Boston, MA: South End Press, 1996), 334.
“ Ibid, 338.
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daims, including that they were active in civil rights demonstrations.^^ Yet, as rates of

unemployment increased Bertie County residents depended more heavily on the ADC.^^

More and more families found aid of this kind their only option. As Mimi Abramovitz

explained in her work Under Attack, Fighting Back: Women and Welfare in the United

States, women began experiencing changes for the better.^^ Furthermore, during the

1960s, the United States government moved to require states to remove restrictions on

single mothers and black women. During that time congress extended AFDC coverage to

all school aged children and children in foster care. By 1969, Congress raised the

standard of need. Abramovitz explained that “by 1970, the Supreme Court had

invalidated restrictive residency requirements, the intrusive ‘man-in-the-house’ rules, and

70the onerous ‘substitute father’ regulations.”

Various alternative assistances emerged in the mid twentieth century. Two food

assistance programs existed, d’he Food Stamp Act of 1964 stated that each area must

choose between the two food distribution programs. Areas were not permitted to have

both.^' Differences existed between the two options. The surplus food commodities

program presented eligible residents with extra food products. In this program,

participants had little choice in what products they received. In many areas, available

food was purchased with little funds, thus making sure such assistance went as far as

“Bertie Welfare Funds Cut Off, Negroes Say,” The Bertie Ledger-Advance, (Windsor, North
Carolina: November 2"“*, 1966).
** Mimi Abramovitz, Regulating the Lives ofWomen: Social Welfare Policyfrom Colonial Times to
the Present, (Boston, MA: South End Press, 1996), 329.

Mimi Abramovitz, Under Attack, Fighting Back: Women and Welfare in the United States, (New
York: Monthly Review Press, 2000), 77.
™ Ibid.
’’ Frances Fox Piven and Richard A. Cloward, Regulating the Poor: The Functions ofPublic
Welfare, (New York: Vintage Books, A Division of Random ttouse, Inc., 1993), 208.
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possible. The second program presented needy residents with food stamps that they used

in the place of cash at local stores. This method allowed participants the freedom to

purchase what they wanted. The food programs made a sizable impact throughout the

area. Many people preferred this option to the others at hand. One study suggested that

food stamps offered unbiased aid:

There is one specific aspect of the food-stamp program that substantially
increases its importance as an aid program; It is the only program that provides an
income supplement to low-income families regardless of sex or employment
status or the household head. In fact, it is the only program that does not have

72
some specific qualifier other than income.

For example, black women benefited from the program in various ways because aid was

distributed to them regardless of their marital status. Many families in the Bertie County

area found much needed relief through these programs. In comparison to other initiatives,

the program reached to more families and involved more aid. As a result, many needy

families received assistance and aid that grew ever more necessary as other options

failed. According to studies conducted in the early 1970s, the food stamp programs were

one of the most significant federal aid programs in existence.

Over the following years both the food surplus and the food stamp program were

attempted in Bertie County. With the majority of Bertie County black families falling

well below the income requirement, rolls quickly increased across the region. In April of

1961, the Bertie County Board of Commissioners decided to accept the food surplus

program on a three-month trial basis. Among the items made available to recipients were

Ibid.
^ Brian Rungeling, Lewis H. Smith, Vernon M. Biggs, Jr., John F. Adams, Employment, Income,
and Welfare in the Rural South^Q^cw York: Praeger Publishers, 1977), 171.
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“Hour. meal. lard, beans, rice, butter, dried eggs, and dried milk.'’^'* And while county

officials expected high participation, the actual turnout exceeded their expectations.

Individuals in the county who already received welfare benefits were automatically

eligible, but others required certification. In Bertie County alone large numbers of black

families who already received welfare or qualified for new certification awaited the

crucial food. In an overwhelming outpouring during the spring of 1961, an additional

900 other families, more than 2.200 people, were certified in less than thirty days.^^

People continually lined up for certification in anticipation of the May 16‘'' distribution

date. Yet. in .lune of that same year, with little explanation, Bertie County Commissioners

halted the program without completing the necessary three-month trial period.Yet

necessity for many families still remained. One official argued that area businesses

complained that the program hindered their companies. “A cry of a business slump went

up as soon as the program was adopted,” he argued, yet others involved praised the

program. ^^Mrs. Clyde E. Moore, supervisor of the program argued that “on a smaller

scale” the program might have worked. In her opinion the program ‘“just got too big too

fast.’”^^ Despite these controversies it was clear that the need was great as hundreds of

families expected to benefit from the aid. In the face of county poverty levels, the

“Bertie Accepts Surplus Food On Trial Basis for 3 Months,” The News Herald, (Ahoskie, North
Carolina: April 6, 1961), 6-B.

“Over 900 Families Certified for Food,” Bertie-Ledger Advance, (Windsor, North Carolina: April
27*, 1961).

Surplus Food Program Comes to Halt After 2-Month Trial,” Bertie Ledger-Advance, (Windsor,
North Carolina: June 22, 1961).
’’ Ibid.

Ibid78
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majority of African American families, as well as a sizeable number of white families,

necessitated assistance of this kind.

Although Bertie County commissioners halted the food surplus program shortly

after its initiation, scores of individuals throughout the county continually required help

feeding their families. Therefore, four years later, a group of Bertie county officials voted

unanimously to seek certification for a food stamp plan. Within two years the program

was such a success that it received commendation from the North Carolina State

Department of Public Welfare.fhc extent of neediness was verified through the

numbers of individuals using the program in Bertie County alone. In 1968, 891

households, more than 4,546 people, in the county were certified to receive food

stamps. With continuing success people in the area utilized the program to feed their

families through difficult times. In the face of adversity black families with little else to

depend on found greatly needed aid in the form of the food stamp program.

Income conditions improved little over the next few years as the federal

government increased aid. As a result, in 1969, the food stamp program allowed families

in the lowest income bracket an increased number of food stamps. This increase in the

amount of food they were able to purchase aided desperate families, as a local newspaper

“Seek Certification For Food Stamp Plan,” Bertie-Ledger Advance, (Windsor, North Carolina:
Thursday April 29, 1965).

“Food Stamp Program Given Commendation,” Bertie-Ledger Advance, (Windsor, North Carolina:
Thursday, February 2, 1967).

“More Families Use June Food Stamps,” Bertie-Ledger Advance, (Windsor, North Carolina:
Thursday, June 18, 1968).
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noted, through the promise “to help improve their diet by giving them a boost in buying

power.”^^

Although benefits of the program were clear and apparent, such assistance

remained under a firestorm of controversy well into the 1970s. A study conducted in

1971, by the state ofNorth Carolina found that of those participating in the Food Stamp

Program, 95% were African American. By 1973, these statistics hardly changed, as 93%

of recipients were African American.**^ Many whites in Bertie County moved to link food

stamps to unemployment. According to a 1966 article in The Bertie Ledger-Advance, the

government began requiring anyone who received food stamps to register with the

Employment Security Commission. In turn individuals “failing to keep an appointment

with ESC or turning down a bonified offer of employment will make their entire

household ineligible for benefits of the Food Stamp Program.”**^

Some programs attempted to limit the numbers of individuals who received aid.

Some authorities argued that welfare only produced lazy women unwilling to work

because they expected free handouts. In Bertie County business owners feared that the

food stamp program discouraged African Americans from accepting the lowest paid jobs.

Many lived in fear that they would no longer find adequate employees under the same

wages. A local newspaper article from 1961 demonstrated the widespread nature of such

beliefs. According to the article, one common objection to aid programs such as food

“Food Stamp Program Now Providing More for Less,” Bertie-Ledger Advance, (Windsor, North
Carolina: February 13, 1969).

Ibid, table 5.
“Food Stamps Under Fire,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance, (Windsor, North Carolina: August 4,

1966).
“New Food Stamp Program Takes Effect This Month,” Bertie-Ledger Advance, (Windsor, North
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stamps argued that labor “would be hard to get if they could get food without working.”^*’

Although recipients were not allowed to trade the stamps for currency these attitudes did

not fade. Regulations stipulated that individuals may not receive cash as change. “By

requiring them to swap the money for coupons instead of just giving them extra cash,

their purchases are limited to food."^^ Yet programs in Bertie County remained under

attack. While more African Americans benefited from such aid the racial divides

persisted. Misunderstandings about the program continued among many who did not

receive assistance and served to heighten the controversy over food stamps. False claims

by business owners and lawmakers advanced the problem. One newspaper tried to

address the problem in a series of articles designed to clarify the rules to the general

reader.

This newspaper in a series of articles will attempt to prove the factual information
on the public welfare programs in Bertie County and how they are administered
and financed. The articles were prepared by the public relations director for the

88State Welfare Department and adapted by the local department.

Nonetheless, the food stamp program suffered a severe public relations setback as it was

linked to race.

Even fishery owners perpetuated the misconceptions that linked African

Americans to idleness. Part owner Tee Wynns stated that after the initiation of assistance

programs his workers began “to drop out.” In his opinion “as time went on manual labor

“Bertie Accepts Surplus Food On Trial Basis for 3 Months,” The News Herald, (Ahoskie, North
Carolina: April 6, 1961), 6-B.

“Food Stamp Program Now Providing More for Less,” Bertie-Ledger Advance, (Windsor, North
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was Just simply viewed as the pits.”^^ Wynns blamed the instigation of welfare and social

services as an ultimate culprit in taking away his work force:

Because of our welfare system, people that would normally have been your
resource for that type ofworker found out that they could live or adapt their
lifestyle to live on the social security and the social welfare system before they
would work.^*’

Apparently Wynns was not alone in his beliefs. In his work Jones's Minimal: Low-Wage

Labor in the United States, author David Griffith argued that many seafood processing

owners perceived government assistance as a problem that affected their labor supply.^'

He contended that at the forefront of these complaints were any programs dealing with

welfare or poverty assistance;

Plant owners throughout the state perceived food stamps, energy subsidy
programs. Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC), subsidized housing,
and commodity give away programs as creating disincentives among workers and
further undermining the reliability of an already unreliable labor force.

As Griffith pointed out, “utilization of social services sends the message to plant owners

and managers that current wage-and-benefit offers aren’t good enough.Perceptions

varied little at the Perry-Wynns Fish Company. As Lee Wynns saw it “when the social

programs came in these people found out they could change their lifestyle.” He believed

that individuals taking such assistance “didn’t want to work eight hours a day anyhow.”'^''

Regardless of varying opinions, it was certain that seafood processing companies.

Lee Wynns interview, HMW-012, March 23, 2004, (transcript page 2).
Ibid.
David Griffith, Jones's Minimal: Low-Wage Labor in the United States, (Albany, New York;
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including the Perry-Wynns Fish Company perceived initiation of welfare aid as having

negative impact on their labor supply and in turn their businesses.

Despite the controversial aid programs, poverty remained a problem for Bertie

County. Although business owners and county officials speculated that assistance merely

created lazy individuals unwilling to work, impoverished individuals continually

struggled to survive. In particular, African American families strived to support their

families despite a rather bleak outlook. For instance, in 1965 Bertie County was listed

among the 182 counties in the country eligible for federal antipoverty aid programs.

Ranking number 92, Bertie and other counties on the list received assistance, according

to the program’s description criteria, “because they are too poor to help themselves.”^'’

Meant to indicate a need for welfare and other forms of federal aid this characterization

represented the poorest of the poor. As a state newspaper indicated, a result of an

individuals qualification, “under the law, the federal government will pay the entire cost

of a full-scale offensive against poverty in these counties.Among the poorest areas in

the nation, Bertie hailed a per capita income figure of six hundred and seventy one dollars

in 1965. The state figure of per capita income, while a little higher at $1,091, still falls far

below the national standard.'^’ While quite a few of the counties making the list from

North Carolina gained enough momentum to pull themselves off of the list before the

“Counties May Get Total Aid,” The News and Observer, (Raleigh, North Carolina: March 29'*’,
1965).
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next year, Bertie was not as fortunate. The county was still eligible for a “full range of

98loans and grants" in 1966.

In the 1960s, North Carolina authorities developed an antipoverty agenda. One

program ordered by Governor Terry Sanford was the North Carolina Fund. Described by

the governor as a program that “is part of the effort of government, but outside the usual

chain of government," the fund turned to “various sources of financing including private,

philanthropic organizations."'^'^ Headquartered in Durham, North Carolina the

organization's mission was to identify the causes of poverty and to provide workable

solutions. Created as a five-year demonstration project, the North Carolina Fund focused

on rural America, more specilleally, the impoverished and underprivileged areas that

made up over half of the state.In a shift from other aid organizations, the North

Carolina Fund believed that in order for such assistance programs to work, it was

necessary that they were controlled at the local level and adaptable to community

needs.'*’’ Although the fund did not discriminate according to race, as a new release

indicated, it did focus on the growing problem of poverty in African American

communities:

The problem is the most basic among the Negroes of the state. No less than half
the state’s 1.2 million Negroes are members of families with incomes of less than
$40 per week. Seven in 10 family units live on less than $60 per week. Only one

'Tar Heel Counties Off Poverty List,” The News and Observer, (Raleigh, North Carolina; June 5,
1966).
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in 10 Negro families can expect the breadwinner to bring home $100 or more a
week."’-

The majority of those in the state stricken with poverty included white families dependent

on farming and African Americans. As a local newspaper pointed out the fund sought

“ways to relieve the state’s frustrating social and economic problems.”""^ For the first

time black poverty in areas like Bertie County was recognized as a real problem. As a

result, poverty problems, whether it was white or black, moved to the forefront of Bertie

County's agenda.

In 1964, Bertie County authorities with five other coastal counties submitted one

of sixty-six applications that came from across the state."’’’ According to the group, the

problems of poverty in the eastern part of the state coincided with the presence of large

Negro populations.'”^ Illiteracy levels, family incomes, population changes, and most

significantly that of non-white population statistics, were the heart of perceived problems

within Bertie County. In a shift of attitudes and a motion to create change in these areas,

local residents saw hope in the fund. Describing the proposal, one editorial stated that the

area extremely deserved aid of this kind:

It comes from an area badly needing the results the Fund seeks, it is from large
enough area to mean real progress even in the pilot form, if the concept the fund
envisions happens to work, and it is the only large rural area proposal the fund
will receive from among counties where Negro populations exceed white.'””
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Alter being approved in the winter of 1961, the group of coastal counties formed under

the name “Choanoke."’ As a local newspaper explained, the name “is derived from an

Indian tribe name in the history of this area and combines the names of the Roanoke and

Chowan Rivers which the area incorporates.”'*^^ The Choanoke Area Development group

included several counties, each organizing on a local level, and centers formed in each

area over the next several years. The group functioned on financial support from the

North Carolina Fund until 1968, and thereafter remained under local funding.""* United in

the mission to assist local families through education, personal attention, and other

methods of aid, the Choanoke group set a worthy agenda aimed not only at the white

communities, but for the first time the black community as well.

Yet only a few years after the groups forming, African Americans in the

Choanoke district attested that they were denied proper consideration, and received

inadequate aid. In 1966, a meeting to address the need of area African Americans in the

Choanoke Area Development section included “over 600 in attendance and the Negro’s

plea for better housing, day care centers, homes for aged, marriage counselors, adult

training centers and assistance to help them help themselves.”'"^ During the somewhat

boisterous meeting, county representatives outlined the needs of the black population.

Among the most intense speeches given was by a man named How'ard Fuller who filled

the room with a heated discussion.
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He charged the Negro isn’t going to get anywhere unless organized and the white
man ‘doesn’t know the difference between a drunk black man and a man with a

soul.’“'’

African American members of Bertie County took this opportunity to stand up for their

rights. Recognizing that promises were not being met, they took problems into their own

hands and attempted to make their voices heard.

Beginning in the 1950s, any program associated with poverty became intertwined

with the civil rights movement, thus a rise in discrimination followed." ' While Johnson's

War on Poverty of the 1960s accounted for what many termed “the most ambitious and

far-reaching set of changes in welfare policy and programs since the New Deal,” it was

not without its faults. As scholar Diana Pearce argued, “even its most innovative and

broad reforms did little to help poor women.”' With race remaining at the center of the

dispute, solutions to poverty remained controversial. While scholars debated the precise

downfalls of specific policies in rural southern areas such as Bertie County, associations

linking poverty and people of color served to further divides present.

The African American community, however, refused to stand idly by in the face

of discrimination. Thus through the work of civil rights organizations, change for

impoverished areas was on the horizon.
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The Civil Rights Movement and the laws passed as a result would empower poor
whites and blacks in the county and change the old social, economic, and
educational order of the entire south.""'

While the debate surged in many arenas, an editorial column from a local paper

demonstrated that such one sided views were not the feelings of all citizens. Attempting

to answer the question “can the poor help themselves?,” one contributor placed fellow

citizens responsible for making anti-poverty programs a success and in turn not

demeaning or doubting the intentions of the poor who wished to improve their stature.

It would be a catastrophe if the poor (and especially is this so since most poor in
our area are Negroes) found out that the more prosperous citizens simply did not
care to help them even when their ideals were in the best American tradition and
the very attributes involved were those that Americans are supposed to esteem
highly."'

fhis article helped to plant the seeds of the civil rights movements to come black families

in Bertie County began standing up for their rights. Tired of discrimination and unequal

treatment in comparison to their white counterparts, African Americans began to find

their own voices with the help of their religious leaders, churches, and local communities.

White resistance in Bertie County was alive and well. For example, a document

describing the history of the area that dated in the early 1960s described emancipation

and reconstruction as part of the cause of economic decline:

In 1868, a period of blight and despair descended on Bertie County. The now
liberated Negro slaves outnumbered the Whites and Bertie’s economy slowly
deteriorated. The tide only turned when the Whites organized, under the Ku Klux

Arwin D. Smallwood, Bertie County: An Eastern North Carolina History^ (Charleston, SC: The
Making of America Series, Arcadia Publishing, 2002), 136.
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Klan, a counter-revolution. The restoration of White government was a prelude to
general, but slow recovery."^

Indeed Bertie County whites had organized an aetive Ku Klux Klan chapter by the 1960s.

They took it upon themselves to patrol, maintain, and correct any advancements of the

African American population. A 1966 newspaper article revealed that over 500 members

of the Klan attended a rally, showing that they were alive and well in the county.

Claiming, “over 100 new members were signed up at the meeting,” Klan leaders strived

hard to build membership."^ Many citizens felt threatened by African American

progress. Among the harshest in Klan ideology were leaders who preached, “love for

God” alongside promises for the “elimination of the nigger.” Support of the

organization in the area ran deep. Beliefs of this kind, followed by financial backing

through collections at rallies illustrated the depth of Klan ties. With support from

wealthy whites and backing from various religious leaders, a great deal of the white

population remained determined to counter African American progress."^

1 lowever, in the late 1960s the Klan in Bertie County began losing members. A

fall in interest coupled with a lack of leadership and financial difficulties sent the

organization in what appeared to be a downward spiral.An article in the Durham

Morning Herald noted that by 1969, Klan membership, which previously numbered in the

North Carolina Fund Records. “Records 1962-1971,” Choanoke Area Development Association.
(Bertie Facts), 2.
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thousands, declined to less than 600 members statewide.'^' Nonetheless, racist attitudes

persisted. Furthermore, drops in membership did not prevent attempts at resurgence

across the state. Klan ideology was alive and well. As an article The News and Observer

noted, in some areas youth drives attempted to draw new, younger members.And

while other reports such as an article in The Daily Reflector insisted that the Klan was all

but lifeless in the early 1970s, a decline in members did not stop attempts at resurgence

throughout the later twentieth century. " For example, in 1968 The Daily Reflector

newspaper reporter William A. Shires pointed out the determination of Klan members.

True, many Klansmen still meet in cabins located in woods at specific times.
124fhey drive along rutted, unpaved roads after dark to these meeting places.

As long as members attempted to meet, even in the smallest capacity, the racist ideals and

morals of the Klan were alive and well, even in the face of peaceful opposition.

In the face of white resistance, African Americans across the county became

involved in their own form of organization. For many African Americans, church

membership filled a variety of avenues within their lives. Religious affiliation often

served as an extended family and support network. Typically, it was the central and

largest force that united a community. In their religious setting, blacks benefited from
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North Carolina: December 24, 1969).
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leadership, sovereignty, and strength through numbers.'^”' Loyalty and dependence upon

churches for support was nothing new for residents of Lertie County. An article dating

from 1935 boldly contended that of the one hundred counties in the state. Bertie ranked

number one in church membership per thousand for both black and white populations.

Furthermore, the article maintained that the African American population of the county

remained deeply devoted to their religious bodies:

fhe negroes of Bertie are regarded as the most religious of any in Eastern
Carolina, and their devotion to their churches is at times amazing. The will sell
chickens, hams. eggs. corn, potatoes, and other commodities; they will work at
day labor or raise vegetables, or ‘sell something on commission." The will go to
almost any length to get the money to pay their preachers an their other church
obligations. In this they excel their white brethren in many instances.

This loyalty to church and fellowship served as a springboard for civil rights activities in

the area. For example, following the guidance of various African American leaders and

pastors, whom were often rooted in religious afllliations, civil rights protests broke out in

multiple eastern Carolina towns. As Arwin Smallwood pointed out, by the mid 1950s,

African Americans in the Bertie County and the south at large were “prepared to lay

down their lives for their civil rights in the cities and towns of their home states.” This

is no truer than in Bertie County. Furthermore, it was church leaders in the area that

encouraged growth of the Civil Rights Movement in the county. For example,

Smallwood explained that “by coordinating their efforts, four church pastors in and
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around Indian Woods- C. Melvin Creecy (Indian Woods). Andrew Jackson Cherry

(Spring Hill), Brady Caremichael (Saint Francis), and Johnnie Rascoe (Beacon Light)-

were able to teach residents the importance of cooperation in improving their

condition.” In 1965 article church leaders across the state made the decision “to

commit the wealth, intluence and power of the churches on the side of the victim and

struggle.”As many churches began seeing the wrong in segregation African

Americans gained further support. With the support of their churches, blacks surged

ahead in the fight to gain equality.

In January of 1957, the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, founded by

sixty black leaders, most of them ministers, provided support and unity in eastern North

Carolina.'^' The first president of the organization. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., preached

passive resistance theories, which he based upon the teaching of Mohandas K. Ghandi.

Spreading like wildfire, the work of the SCLC reached into even the smallest rural

communities through the most common of their bonds, their religious organizations.

Although rural and disparate in population, Bertie County and its surrounding areas

developed a thriving civil rights community. In 1962, Martin Luther King, Jr. appointed

an Edenton man, Golden A. Frinks, to serve as North Carolina field secretary for the

SCLC.'^^ By leading local protests in surrounding areas, Frinks became one of the civil
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rights movement’s most visible and influential leaders. For example, between the years of

1963 and 1974, he led five marches on the state capital.

When 250,000 African Americans marched on Washington in 1963, rural areas

across the south, including those in eastern North Carolina, simultaneously launched their

own demonstrations protesting their status as second-class citizens. Golden Frinks and

others led protests that began to break the racial divide across eastern North Carolina.

For example, Williamston, North Carolina, located in Martin County just to the south of

Bertie, became one of the first venues to host demonstrations. In the winter of 1963,

black residents took to the streets in protest of unfair treatment and segregation.'^'^ While

some were arrested the protesters remained steadfast. In a wave of protests over the next

few years, eastern North Carolina residents rose up against discrimination and unequal

treatment that was alive and well in the surrounding counties.'^' The fall of 1965, defined

a turning point in the east as civil rights demonstrators set their eyes upon Plymouth, a

small town not far away in Washington County. Protesting the area’s discrimination and

segregation practices, local blacks held marches and boycotted local businesses.Other

demonstrations occurred in Edenton, just across the Chowan River in Chowan County.

Among the most noted was a march of over 100 African Americans from Hertford to
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Edenton in March of 1966, protesting discriminatory hiring practices. Demonstrations

and marches of this kind marked a new era in the local civil rights movement.

in the early 1960s, Bertie County blacks also actively fought for their voting

rights. For example in 1961, Nancy Bazemore, a black woman from the Woodville area

of Bertie was unable to vote when the registrar claimed she was incapable of passing a

literacy test. Yet. she was granted another attempt after a decision from the State

Supreme Court found that county officials were unfairly and discriminatorily

administering tests. When she attempted to vote in the next available election

authorities denied her privileges once again. Change however was on the horizon. By

1965, the Voting Rights Act secured African American citizenship. Finally, with their

voting rights secured many African Americans saw power in their right to exercise the

vote in the war for equality. In fact, some African Americans rejected joining national

parties, which had previously ignored their needs. Instead they chose to join what they

termed a third political force. In July of 1965, The News and Observer described the

creation of this new political power.

North Carolina Negro leaders have organized what they call a third political force,
which will not be committed to the Democratic or Republican parties. It will also
enlist the support of labor and liberal white elements in working for and voting for
what it considers progressive legislation.'^^

In the eastern North Carolina civil right’s hotbed of Edenton, blacks stuck together in

hopes to further their cause. The tactic worked, according to a local newspaper, and in
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1964 new African American registration exceeded that of whites in Bertie County,

"where 937 Negroes registered.By the end of the 1960s, the African American

community fully understood the strength of their votes at the polls and utilized the

massive numbers their community held in their favor. Politicians, lawmakers, and the

white community as a whole began to realize the influence carried by the black

community.

In the following years, desegregation of the public school systems served to

further break prejudice and unfair treatment. Changes in discrimination began in 1954,

when the Supreme Court struck down school segregation. However, change was not

sudden as eastern North Carolina progress was slow. Yet, as The News and Observer

noted in 1964, "for the first time since the 1954 Supreme Court decision, integration will

be widespread, although in small numbers throughout the eastern counties.”'*^' While

integration was mostly confined to schools in cities, Bertie County was one of the few

rural areas that adopted the policy. Yet integration attempts were very limited as in 1964,

only two African American students attended the county’s new central high school

located across from their residences.Change was slow across the east as well. In 1968,

racial integration continued to cause problems. For example in Martin County, while over

700 African American students were expected to transfer to predominately white schools,

over 400 boycotted the first day of class. According to civil rights leader Golden Frinks,
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the parents withheld their children because “of lack of total integration in the school

district.Concerned parents demanded that some white children be shipped to

previously all African American schools. Desegregation of this kind was common

throughout the south. On numerous occasions county officials moved African American

students, out of schools near their homes across the county to previously all white

schools. Many times students endured long bus rides, and racist climates while in

attempts to adhere to laws. While harsh, unappealing and many times unfair to African

American students attempts of this kind demonstrated huge leaps in area race relations.

Civil rights campaigns on both the national and state level gained considerable

ground during the 1960s. In late 1963, civil rights leaders promised more change.''*"*

Change came in the form of governmental and legislative support of the Civil Rights Act

of 1964 and the Voting Rights Act of 1965. Backed by various organizations including

the North Carolina NAACP, the legislation meant a start to ending years of racial

oppression and segregation.'"*'^

While historically, black women in Bertie County had little opportunity to

advance themselves, civil rights activities in eastern North Carolina produced some

positive changes in race relations. For the first time, assistance organizations extended

further aid to African Americans, religious organizations supported the development of

civil rights movements, and schools desegregated. With the implementation of these
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changes black women saw a chance for improvement in their stature. Nearby towns, such

as Edenton, Plymouth, and Williamston. served as the center for local civil rights

activities in the eastern portion of the state. Considering the close proximity of these

locations, African American women in Bertie County realized that changes were at their

fingertips as well. As the remaining pages of this chapter will demonstrate that women

experienced some benefits brought by the Civil Rights Movement.

Exposure to various civil rights advancements allowed African American women

in Bertie County to form new identities and in turn to create new outlooks on life.

Changes in race relations became evident as Bertie County African American women

took advantage of their newfound autonomy. Previously, some black women refused to

stand up against mistreatment and discrimination. Such treatment was an everyday

occurrence, and many of these women were unaware of any other way of life. Yet, in the

face of civil rights advancements, African American women understood that they no

longer had to be victimized. For example, in the fall of 1966, under the advisement of a

local Presbyterian minister. Rev. Robert L. Shirley, Bertie County blacks asserted that

their “welfare checks have been cut off because the Negroes have participated in Civil

Rights activities.”'"*^ Upon the first responses from State Welfare Commissioner Cifton

Craig and Mrs. Norman Smith, Bertie County Welfare director, each declared that no

Negro citizens had been cut off. They contended that “people are either qualified or they
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aren't regardless of race, religion, or political beliefs.While Bertie County officials

continually denied the allegations, this assertion was a milestone for area African

Americans. For the first time, instead of standing idly by, black citizens, particularly

black women, made the decision to report discrimination.

During the following week the uproar grew, but Bertie African Americans stood

their ground. Two days after the initial story was reported in The News and Observer, the

paper issued another breaking story on the matter. Commissioner Cifton Craig

continually stated that no discrimination had occurred. Weary of the topic, he issued a

fiery statement in the article demanding that anyone believing they were discriminated

against by Bertie County welfare authorities file complaints through the appropriate

channels “or stop talking about it!”'‘'*^ In response civil right’s leaders from surrounding

areas, such as Golden Frinks and Rev. Robert Shirley, descended upon Windsor:

fhe two charged that Bertie Negroes who are in the civil rights movement there
have had welfare aid denied, reduced, or cut off completely by the local board.

Welfare officials declared that Frinks and other representatives failed to back up their

complaints with specific cases. Yet, Rev. Shirley countered with a claim that his church

recently aided needy families who were denied food stamps and other assistance.''^'

According to the men and fellow African Americans in Bertie County blacks received

such discrimination as part of a scare tactic to limit the number of residents involved in

civil rights activities.
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Furthermore they asserted treatment of this type was nothing new to area blacks.

“Negroes there have lost their jobs, been 'kicked off their farms, intimidated by the Ku

Klux Klan' and denied welfare assistance because of civil rights work.”'^^ Despite

claims, African Americans in the county decided not to take the matter any further. Three

months after the initial claims were made, no appeals were made to the state welfare

board.Yet, it is possible that the authorities disillusioned the aggrieved citizens who

took no further action. With little to support their declarations of discrimination blacks

were sure that their claims would be discounted, fhe real victory lies in the fact that

Bertie African Americans took charge of their destiny for the first time and reported the

wrongdoing thus, setting an example for other citizens to follow.

While employment opportunities in Bertie County remained limited for African

Americans, change was on the horizon in this arena as well. In 1963, Governor Terry

Stanford ordered citizens "To quit unfair discriminations’ and to accept Negroes in

employment.” As a move across the state began to push discrimination from various

work environments, African Americans found job opportunities. For instance, in 1963, a

newspaper article declared the "Negro Is Slowly Penetrating the Private Tabor

Market.Shortly after previous orders by the governor to end discrimination, equal

employment laws went into effect in July of 1965. Specifically known as the equal

employment opportunity section, or Title VII, of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, the laws
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forbid “employment diserimination based on ‘race, color, religion, sex, or national

origin.”'*^*’ Strictly forbidding discrimination of African Americans in employment,

Bertie County blacks found more options at their fingertips. The new laws promised

revolutionary change in hiring practices.

Consequently, area women previously dependent upon sparse jobs and poverty

assistance obtained more opportunities as a result of a growing change in area race

relations. Black women who were previously unable to find employment off of the farm,

began to find new options in the area. With a foundation of protection from new

legislation protecting their rights to employment, Bertie African American women took

fate into their own hands. Tired of their future being dependent on the hope that

employers would hire them, these women were among the first to take steps to secure

their own prospects. Bertie County’s local newspaper. The Bertie Ledger-Advance, ran an

article in the summer of 1966 highlighting one such instance.

Discontent with the job opportunities Bertie County affords and not satisfied to sit
back and wait for someone else to take care of the problem, a group ofNegro
citizens has launched a project on their own which they hope will grow into the
ultimate employment of at least 200 women.

Spearheaded by members of the black community, Bertie Industries, a sewing company,

opened in 1966 to provide jobs specifically to women. Officers of the organization

included “J.W. Bond, president; George E. Peele, vice president; Mrs. Mary J. Riddick,

secretary; Melvin Gilliam, treasurer; J.T. Mountain, Soloman Lee, and D.L. Morris,
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directors." ' As James T. Mountain, one of the leaders of the effort contended, “there

isn't anything much for women -white or colored - to do and we wanted to create some

jobs for these women.By securing starting money from a local credit union and

dividing the company into stock for purchase for $25 dollars a share, the venture stated

they “are not interested in making a lot ofmoney,” on the contrary they wanted “to help

people.When options were not available, these individuals made the changes they

deemed necessary on their own. The first of its kind in any of the surrounding areas,

Bertie Industries represented a new found independence present for African American

women.

Despite the effort put into the endeavor, Bertie Industries suffered problems. Due

to “the problem of securing suftlcient capital” the company experienced difficulty

“putting into action a plan they had for providing jobs for the unemployed women of the

county.”’^' Almost two years after a training program for future employees began, the

venture fell into a financial crisis. Even after management told employees no money was

available to pay their salaries, the dedicated women of Bertie Industries returned to their

jobs with the same hard working attitudes. As one newspaper article noted, this was a

testament to their desire to hold work and support their own:

Most of the employees and stockholders at Bertie Industries are Negro. Most
came to their jobs from the welfare rolls. Bertie Industries presently is a strong
testament to the fact that most on welfare would like to be self-supporting, if they
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could find a way. The workers had not been paid for six weeks prior to the
distribution of donations over the past two weeks.

In the face of all adversity, including that of lost wages, women worked with vigorous

intensity. Perhaps many of them saw few other options. “Of the Bertie Industries

employees, over 50 per cent were previously on welfare." More likely, they felt vested in

their work as “approximately 25 per cent own stock in the company." Despite years of

discrimination and unequal treatment these African American women took matters into

their own hands. They now possessed some relative independence and support to create

and grasp new opportunities for themselves. I lowever, Bertie Industries and the women

who worked there demonstrated that they no longer had to be dependent on previous

work cycles.

Although new options sprung up across Bertie County, old ways of life did not

disappear quickly or completely. Even though the civil rights movement dismantled

segregation, remnants of racial bias in the workplace, including the fishery, persisted.

When asked about segregation of workers after the fact, fishery owners remarked that the

only thing they had to change was separate restroom facilities. “The only issue we had

with race is that we had done like everybody else had done at the time, what was

common, that our bathroom facilities were marked by race.” Owners maintained that

after civil rights legislation they “quit doing that and everybody works side by side.” In

“Bertie Industries Not A Failure,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance, (Windsor, North Carolina;
Editorial Opinions section. May 30, 1968).

Ambrose B. Dudley, “Negro Is Slowly Penetrating Private Labor Market,” (Greenville, North
Carolina: The Daily Reflector, October 21, 1963).

Lee Wynns interview, HMW-012, March 23, 2004 (transcript page 4).



tact many ot the owners maintained that such segregation merely sprung from tradition

not intention;

Ninety percent of our workforce was black and of course the management in our
situation was white, but at the time we were just not perceived as a racial
company. We had never done it, and race was never an issue with us.

While not intentional, separation of this kind continued well into the later twentieth

century. Black women remained the significant workforce in the industry, still primarily

working at cutters, well into the 1970s.

In Fish House Opera, a recent book depicting the more modern changes in the

herring fishery, authors Susan West and Barbara J. Garrity-Blake stated, “Anyone who

wanted to work had a job during the herring season.”'*’'’ Yet, in the face of newfound

autonomy and civil rights demonstrations in surrounding areas, these women began to

force change. While various members of the community believed that all the work had

been completed and battles won in the civil rights movement after the passage of the

Civil Rights Act of 1964, reality was quite the contrary.

Racial segregation remained extremely rooted in Bertie County, North Carolina.

A solitary piece of legislation could in no way undo the damage of over ninety years of

segregation, discrimination, and harassment. Yet, in the face of adversity black women

previously chained to years of servitude and low paying segregated work, saw a light at

the end of the tunnel. Black women previously had little opportunity to advance

themselves, yet as their participation in civil rights demonstrations in surrounding

communities helped them challenge the system. For the first time, black women saw a

Susan West and Barbara J. Garrity-Blake, Fish House Opera,, (Mystic, CT: Mystic Seaport; The
Museum of America and the Sea, 2003), 45.



chance for improvement in their stature. With the aid of welfare funds, programs such as

food stamps, and limited entrepreneurial opportunities available, women finally saw new

options. Nearby towns, such as Edenton, Plymouth, and Williamston. served as the center

for local civil rights activities in the eastern portion of the state. As aetivities demanded

political and economic change women experienced some benefits.

Introduetion to new, equal treatment allowed black women to create a new

outlook on life. Henee, positive changes in raee relations beeame evident as Bertie

County African American women took advantage of their newfound autonomy. Some

chose to report discrimination while others invested in new businesses. Previously, black

women would not have had the right or the willpower to do either. Consequently, these

women obtained more opportunities as a result of a growing change in area race relations.

Black women, who previously were unable to find employment after agricultural

mechanization, found new options for employment to support their families. As Afriean

Americans took advantage of their new stature, grasped newfound autonomy, and

challenged boundaries to strong aeclaim they rejected the fishery. As a result, these

women found themselves no longer dependent upon their previous work cycles

demanding dirty, relentless work in segregated environments yielding little pay and no

recognition. Hence, the herring fisheries sueh as the Perry-Wynns Fish Company lost

their most valuable resource, the eheap plentiful labor of African American women.

Baldwin Render, “100 Negros Walk, Talk to Edenton,” Raleigh, North Carolina: The News and
Observer, March 19, 1966)., “Plymouth Still Quiet as ‘Cooling-Off Prevails,” (Greenville, North
Carolina: The Daily Reflector, September I, 1965)., “More Demonstrators Going to Williamston,”
(Greenville, North Carolina: The Daily Reflector, April I, 1964).



CHAPTERS

FROM THE FISHERY TO THE FACTORY:
THE INFLUX OF INDUSTRY AND OPTIONS

Part owner, and fishery legacy Norman Perry fondly remembered the millions of

fish brought to the Perry-Wynns Fish Company each spring. He said “they knew we

could handle those fish when they brought them in.”' Typically, local fishermen brought

in boatloads of herring harvested from the Chowan River and surrounding tributaries.

Considering the prevalence of the catch, “fish were cheap back then.” As Norman

recalled back then fish cost “two dollars a thousand.” As of 1999, a herring cost “fifty

cents a piece.” Noting with a somber tone, “its changed.” Norman, like many other

locals, recollected times when “it was fish galore” in the river. Pointing to the large body

of fresh water over his shoulder, he quickly asserted that many people wouldn’t “believe

the fish that was in this river.” Herring seasons of years past, mostly prior to the 1960’s,

illuminated an image of bustling business, characterized by hundreds ofworkers Locking

to the river’s shore. Of these workers at the Perry-Wynns Fish Company, women

provided most of the labor. They cut millions of fish each season and cleaned enormous

amounts of roe in a single day. In fact, these women workers formed the backbone of the

labor force, which guaranteed the Perry-Wynns Fish Company the title of one of the

world’s largest freshwater fisheries well into the twentieth century.

Women’s labor served as the underpinning for the herring industry including

businesses such as the Perry-Wynns Fish Company. During the peak of the season on any

' Arnold Perry interview. Herring Folklife Project, (Chapel Hill, North Carolina: Ann Kaplan
Collection, 23 March 1999)., transcript page 5.
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given day “300 to 340” women were employed for the laborious job of cutting fish.

Another “30 women” worked “picking the roe.”^ A combined total of both Jobs indicated

that ot the employees working for the fishery almost 400 were women, which left only a

couple dozen males for heavy labor and supervisory positions. Thus it was the daily labor

of these women, that kept Perry-Wynns Fish Company in business. Dependent on, as

Norman Perry explained, “exclusively women” for the processing of their product, the

fishery grew ever more reliant upon the cheap and plentiful labor force made up of area

women. Yet, it was this growing dependence that eventually proved fatal to the fishery.

At the heart of this dilemma was the influx of industry into Bertie County during the mid

twentieth century. A late onset of industrialization brought new industries into the county

during the 1960s. These new industries focused on the inexpensive labor ofwomen.^

These fulltime opportunities served to remove women from seasonal employment cycles.

Consequently during the 1960s and 1970s, the Perry-Wynns Fish Company continually

lost its most valuable asset, women’s labor.

When fanning mechanized the Perry-Wynns Fish Company remained dependent

on the labor ofwomen to produce their herring products. Statistics illustrate that women

considerably outnumbered men in jobs that required seasonal labor."' With fewer farm

jobs available, women began taking year-round jobs in the summer and fall. The labor

supplies of seasonal businesses, such as the fishery, immediately felt the effects of this

change. Beginning in the late 1960s, many of these new industries opened their doors to

^ Nonnan Perry interview, HMW, December 15*'', 2003 (transcript page 4).
^ North Carolina Fund Records. “Records 1962-1971,” Choanoke Area Development Association.
(Bertie Principal Industries).
^ Ibid
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females as permanent employees. For instance. Blue Bell and Bertie Industries offered

sewing jobs to area women.Perdue, a chicken processing plant which opened in 1976,

allowed women the same type of tedious work, but on a year round schedule.^ As women

found steady jobs, they began removing themselves from the preceding cycle of seasonal

employment. Jobs of this type took them out of fishery work. Consequently, the herring

industry lost an invaluable commodity, plentiful labor with a cheap price tag.

fhis chapter investigates the influx of industrialization that provided new

possibilities for women in the region. While previous scholars cited pollution, over

fishing, and a decline in consumer demand as valid contributors to the declining herring

industry, they failed to consider the role of women’s labor. The area’s reliance on gender-

specific labor patterns remains central to this study. A late onset of industrialization

brought new industries into the county during the 1960s. The majority of these geared

themselves toward the labor ofwomen.^ Opportunities, which arose as a result, served to

remove women from previous employment cycles. Five key themes prove my argument

and explain the transition of women’s labor: previously identified culprits in the declining

herring industry such as pollution, over fishing, and a decline in consumer demand,

significance of women’s work, introduction of work regulations, area industrial searches

attempting to bring new options into the region, and the establishment of various

industries geared towards women.

' Ibid.
^ Alan Watson, Bertie County: A BriefHistory, (Raleigh, North Carolina: North Carolina
Department of Cultural Resources, Division of Archives and History, 1982), 62.
’’ North Carolina Fund Records. “Records 1962-1971,” Choanoke Area Development Association.
(Bertie Principal Industries).
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When one considers the influence ofwomen’s labor in Bertie County, it is first

necessary to review previous assumptions that explain the declining herring industry in

eastern North Carolina. Within his master’s thesis, “A Cultural History of River Herring

and Shad Fisheries in Eastern North Carolina: The Prehistoric Period Through to

Twentieth Century,” Charles L. Heath, Jr. addressed the cultural exploitation of four

anadromous fish species, including what is referred to as river herring. The majority of

his research assessed eastern North Carolina fisheries from the prehistoric period through

the historic periods. Yet within the historical portion of his master’s thesis. Heath cited

three major factors including pollution and destruction of habitat, and over fishing which

damaged the fisheries. Furthermore, changing consumer demand was regarded as a

fourth factor. While each remained valid contributors to the decline, these environmental

factors alone failed to reveal the whole story.^ While Heath contributed significantly to

the understanding of the herring industry and the exploitation of area fish stocks, his

failure to consider important historical factors left a void in this portion of his argument.

Although his study claimed to address the “historical perspective,” it neglected women’s

contribution to the industry.'^

The following pages will address each concern in an effort to reconsider the

effects. For example, while his arguments depended upon statistics that show a

diminishing fish population during the 1970s, firsthand accounts relate a different story.

While drops in herring catches were common after the 1970s, labor troubles began during
* Charles L. Heath, Jr., “A Cultural History of River Herring and Shad Fisheries in Eastern North
Carolina; The Prehistoric Period Through the Twentieth Century.” (M.A. thesis. East Carolina University,
1997), 152.
’ Ibid.

Ibid., abstract.10



the 1960s. Furthermore, while pollution contributed to declining fish stocks,

combinations offish catch reports and newspaper articles support that actual catch

declines occurred much later." Additionally, while over fishing was also cited as a

culprit, it is certain that enomious amounts of fish were being hauled in during the 1960s.

In fact so many fish were coming in that the fishery was unable to process the bulk of it

and in turn marketed byproducts such as fishmeal.'^ Furthermore additional suggestions

that changing consumer demand altered sales can be explained by the rising cost of

Perry-Wynns products resulting from loss of labor." Heath tended to gloss over the

significant contribution of these women. 1 lence, by reviewing the herring industry with

these issues in consideration it is possible to gain a clearer understanding of the ultimate

decline.

Among the only reference to pollution in area rivers during the early 1960’s, a

1963 newspaper article disclosed the perpetrator one nearby fish kill. “The Albemarle

Paper Co. of Roanoke Rapids” was held “responsible for the poison that killed an

estimated $50,000 work of prize rock fish in the Roanoke River.” Polluting ot the river

resulted from the over spill of a tank located at the paper company. Evidently, it became

too full and “overflow from the tank ran down a ditch and into the river.”" The

" A. F. Chestnut and Harry S. Davis, Synopsis ofMarine Fisheries ofNorth Carolina: Part I:
Statistical Information. 1880-1973, (Raleigh, North Carolina: Sea Grant Publication, UNC-SG-75-12, April
1975), 304.

Preparingfor Change: Fisheries in the Albemarle Area, (Raleigh, North Carolina: North Carolina
Department of Conservation and Development, Division of Community Planning, February 1967), 10.

A. F. Chestnut and Harry S. Davis, Synopsis ofMarine Fisheries ofNorth Carolina: Part I:
Statistical Information, 1880-1973, (Raleigh, North Carolina: Sea Grant Publication, UNC-SG-75-12, April
1975), 304.

David Cooper, “Paper Company Blamed for Fish Kill,” The News and Observer, (Raleigh, North
Carolina: May 8, 1963).
15
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contamination was estimated to include between 10,000 and 15,000 gallons of liquid

containing resin and acid soaps.Limited to the Roanoke River and surrounding

tributaries, the pollution had little or no effect on areas such as the Chowan River.

Furthermore, the spill occurred after the eompletion of the herring season, thus the

outbreak had little effeet on fish stocks.Therefore, fish kills and pollution of this kind

were uncommon in the areas affeeting and surrounding the Perry-Wynns Fish Company

until mueh later.

While the Chowan River area received little effects in the early 1960s from fish

kills and pollution spills, state legislation passed as a result of these ineidents did involve

the area surrounding the herring fishery. As a result of contamination in area rivers,

whieh resulted in thousands of dollars lost for the state and area fishermen alike, in May

of 1963 legislation was passed to hold such parties responsible for their aetions. New

laws required “stream polluters to pay the replaeement eost of any fish or game they

kill.”'* It seems that the aetions of the Albemarle Paper Co. resulted in regulations to

make sure other industry owners were more reluctant before dumping into area

waterways. As one offieial noted, previous fish kills made way for sueh legislation:

It’s quite obvious after the recent fish kill on the Roanoke River that we have
needed some law to hold people responsible for fish kills.

"> Ibid.
Ibid.
David Cooper, “Killers Must Pay

May 24, 1963), 8.
Ibid.

for Fish,” The News and Observer, (Raleigh, North Carolina:
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Improvements in legislation also moved to protect valuable waterways from future harm.

1 lowever, despite cautions of this nature herring remained the most harvested fmfish in

area waterways for years to come.^*^

Fishery owners did not blame pollution for their troubles in the mid 1960s. As

owner Lee Wynns noted, while pollution in the river was a sporadic and uncommon

occurrence during the time, it had little effect on his business. In reality, the most

significant factor of labor declines were already stripping his business of its most

valuable weapon, inexpensive plentiful labor:

It happened at the same time. In the 60’s we still had lots of fish. In fact, we had
to start limiting the number of fish that our fishermen were bringing in the 60’s
because we could not process what they were catching. But then in early 70’s you
began to see a dramatic decline in fish. So that began to alleviate the labor
problem.^'

While some evidence of pollution existed, fish hauls reported from the time prove that

the majority of fishermen felt few effects from pollution at this time. In 1967, a study

conducted by the North Carolina Division of Community planning explained that

Colerain, North Carolina, home to the Perry-Wynns Fish Company, and Edenton, located

just down river from Colerain, together served as the “center ofNorth Carolina’s herring

industry.The volume of fish coming into the Albemarle area accounted for “about 20

percent of the nation’s total herring.”^^ Claiming its own name to fame, the area produced

Preparingfor Change: Fisheries in the Albemarle Area, (Raleigh, North Carolina: North Carolina
Department ofConservation and Development, Division of Community Planning, February 1967), 9.

Lee Wynns interview, HMW-012, March 23"'*, 2004 (transcript page 2).
Preparingfor Change: Fisheries in the Albemarle Area, (Raleigh, North Carolina: North Carolina

Department of Conservation and Development, Division of Community Planning, February 1967), 9.
Ibid.
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considerable herring stocks throughout the 1960’s, with only a few mentions of pollution

during the time frame.

While the numbers offish reported in hauls remained stable, some officials feared

future declines. As a result, in 1968 the North Carolina State Wildlife Resources

Commission approved a “$58,500, two-year project to study effect on fish in the Chowan

River from pulp mill wastes emptied in the river by Union-Camp Corp. from its Franklin

Virginia mill.” While fish kills from plant pollution were uncommon at this time,

fishermen were among the first to notice changes in the water, which suggested future

problems:

Fishermen and others using the river noted that beginning in December of last
year with the annual release of stored wastewater from the Franklin mill a wave of
scum formed in the Chowan. As the wave moved downstream wildlife observers
restored most game fish moved downstream ahead of it. '

Officials warned of a “significant decrease in the fish population.A local newspaper

article boasted, “a better river is resulting” from such regulations. The article noted that

everyone reaped rewards of a healthy environment thanks to those regulating such waste

disposal.By 1968, it was revealed that various industries, including Union-Camp, and

state officials were in meetings to agree on a mutual plan for the Chowan River. Public

hearings were held to alert others to problems involving waterways in their region. Public

“OK Chowan Pollution Study: Where Have All The Fishes Gone,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance,
(Windsor, North Carolina: Thursday July 4*, 1968).

“OK Chowan Pollution Study: Where Have All The Fishes Gone,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance,
(Windsor, North Carolina: Thursday July 4*, 1968)., “Foot Dragging Time Has Run Out,” The Bertie-
Ledger Advance, (Windsor, North Carolina: Editorial Opinions section, July 18, 1968).

Preparingfor Change: Fisheries in the Albemarle Area„ (Raleigh, North Carolina: North Carolina
Department of Conservation and Development, Division of Community Planning, February 1967), 10.

“A Better River Is Resulting,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance, (Windsor, North Carolina: January 9,
1969).

“Seek Mutually Acceptable Solution Chowan Pollution,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance, (Windsor,
North Carolina: June 26, 1969).
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meetings of this kind offered citizens a forum to voice their opinions on such matters.

Although biologists and other experts warned of fish declines resulting from continued

pollution, by 1968 fish kills happened on the Chowan River infrequently.

Evidence of this type does not dismiss the fact that occasionally fish kills did

occur in the Chowan River. In fact in 1966, during what was described as the “largest

herring run since 1943,” hundreds of dead herring floated to the water’s surface along the

Chowan and its tributaries.^*^ But unlike incidents of pollution, the outbreak in the river

resulted from a new culprit, particularly one that could not be attacked, fined, or

prevented. Officials cited that “over 50,000 spawning herring” had “died of natural

causes due to lack of oxygen in the water.”’' Although fishermen worked tirelessly to

haul in thousands of the silvery fish, many were unable to be saved. State wildlife

officers were unsure whether the occurrence affected other herring runs, but cited the foul

odor as the main problem resulting from the fish deaths. Yet, despite the number of fish,

which died as a result of this occurrence, it did not offer enough evidence to support the

argument that fish kills caused significant drops in herring stocks during the 1960s.

According to fishery owners and local officials, incidences of this type merely revealed

natural variation in fish populations from year to year.

A second perpetrator, which many cited as a major cause in the declining herring

industry, was over fishing. Although over exploitation served as a culprit during the mid

twentieth century, in all certainty enormous amounts of fish continued coming in during

“Chowan River Hearing Set On Flood Control, Pollution,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance, (Windsor,
North Carolina; Thursday April 16, 1970).

Bob Frink, “'Biggest Run In Years:’ Lack ofOxygen Kills Herring, Chowan River Tributaries,”
The Bertie-Ledger Advance, (Windsor, North Carolina: April 28, 1966).



well into the 1960s. In fact, so many fish came in that the fishery was unable to process

the bulk of them and in turn marketed by products such as fishmeal. Fishmeal contained

high amounts of protein and was often used in animal feeds, such as dog food. In fact,

herring catches experienced fluctuations and drops according to each season. As one

study explained, “the fishing industry, worldwide, has been plagued with lean years and

tat years.” As Table 1 demonstrates, the Bertie County herring industry exemplified

these variations during the late 1950s and 1960s:

Pounds Value
1958 5,397, 100 $53,971
1959 5, 537, 500 $55,375
1960 4, 663, 500 $46, 635
1961 5,011,700 $50, 117
1962 6,581,000 $65 ,810
1963 6, 778, 400 $67,784
1964 1,358,000 $13,580
1965 4, 444, 200 $45, 950
1966 4, 271,400 $44,179
1967 4, 676, 000 $93,521
1968 5, 073, 700 $76, 401

TABLE 1. CATCH NUMBERS

According to state officials, these “year to year variations” as described above were a

common factor associated with the North Carolina herring industry.Catch records

demonstrate that numbers of harvested herring fluctuated through much of the twentieth

Preparingfor Change: Fisheries in the Albemarle Area, (Raleigh, North Carolina: North Carolina
Department of Conservation and Development, Division of Community Planning, February 1967), 10.

A. F. Chestnut and Harry S. Davis, Synopsis ofMarine Fisheries ofNorth Carolina: Part 1:
Statistical Information, 1880-1973, (Raleigh, North Carolina: Sea Grant Publication, UNC-SG-75-12, April
1975), 304.

Walter F. Godwin, Michael W. Street, and Thomas R. Rickman, History and Status ofNorth
Carolina’s Marine Fisheries^ (Raleigh, North Carolina: North Carolina Department of Conservation and
Development, Division ofCommercial and Sports Fisheries, Information Series Number 2, July 1971), 7.
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century. While periodic slumps, such as the one in 1964, were significant, increases in

following years suggest that they were variations and did not define the overall state of

the industry. According to a 1967 study by the North Carolina Division of Commercial

Fisheries, “a 50% decline from 1951 to 1952” is “followed by 1953 landings above those

of 1951 Variations of declines and advances were common throughout the area and in

no way reflected the overall state of the industry. Flence if one year the catch was lower

than the previous it did not indicate a significant trend unless catches waned for several

seasons. In fact, as another study, conducted by the North Carolina Department of

Conservation and Development suggested, as of 1967 the fishing industry in the

Albemarle appeared to be “increasing in the total poundage of its catch.While the

number of flsh remained stable in the value of herring increased significantly. For

example catches totaled 4,271,400 herring in 1966, and 4,676,000 million herring in

1967. While very little change in fish catches occurred, prices for herring rose. In 1976

the value of the fish totaled $93,521, a significant change from the amount of $44,179 in

1966. In fact it was a significant gain of $49,342 in just one year. Variations of this kind

substantially helped the growth of the herring industry and countered any claims of

declining herring catches along the Chowan River and surrounding areas.

Furthermore, many former fishery employees were quick to point out that during

peak times throughout the twentieth century, well into the 1960s, when “folks was lining

up all the way down the river to get unloaded,” the Perry-Wynns Fish Company

Ibid.

Preparingfor Change: Fisheries in the Albemarle Area^ (Raleigh, North Carolina: North Carolina
Department ofConservation and Development, Division of Community Planning, February 1967), 10.
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experienced enormous influxes of herring. Mae Margaret Leary, a cutter, recalled “a lot

of times they’d have so many fish we couldn’t cut them.” Instead, she noted, “we had to

burn them up and make fish meal.”^^ As part owner and fishery president Lee Wynns

explained, fishmeal was a highly valued product because it was “guaranteed 60 percent

protein.” Wynns supports previous arguments that herring fishermen caught far more fish

than could be processed for human consumption well into the 1960s. Far too many fish

came in with not enough time nor labor to process them. According to Lee Wynns, the

Perry-Wynns Fish Company found numerous uses for the excess fish:

You couldn’t process them all and of course now people would look back and
thought that was a waste offish, but you know, you’ve got to think in terms of
1960 and 1950. When you look at that processing that was going on, the fish mill
that we were producing we were not going out and excessively catching fish. We
had a large fishmeal market that the product was used as a supplement for feed for
livestock, fowl, turkeys, and chickens. We’ve even sold it to dog food companies

38
as a supplement in dog food to bring the protein in dog food up.

Fish meal provided the Perry-Wynns Fish Company with a sizeable, separate market. In
39

fact, as he stated, the company “could sell more than” they “could actually produce.”

Cutters remembered that the fish surplus, unprocessed at the end of the shift, had to be

burned “because they were going to bring some more the next day.” Workers recalled

long hours in which they “had to cut sometimes into the night and still couldn’t get them

all cut.”'^'^ Herring harvests within Bertie County kept fishermen bringing in millions of

silvery fish each day as fishery owners struggled to process the massive catches.

Mae Margaret Leary interview, HMW-003, December 15, 2003 (transcript page 5).
Lee Wynns interview, HMW-012, March 23, 2004 (transcript page 6).
Ibid.
Mae Margaret Leary interview, HMW-014, March 23, 2004, (transcript page 3).40
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Moreover, as a testament to the strong state of the herring industry in the 1960s,

the Perry-Wynns Fish Company moved to expand its operations. In fact internal

improvement characterized the plant throughout the mid twentieth century. Its first

significant expansion occurred in 1959 when the Perry-Wynns Fish Company doubled its

capacity allowing the business to handle many more fish.*" Yet, the most significant was

the purchase of a second plant “at Cannon’s Ferry in Chowan County in 1965.”"*^ During

the same year, the Colerain plant promised more job openings for employees. Among

other pledges, the company ensured “longer hours for the around 300 seasonal

employees.Such guarantees to employees coupled with the purchase of another

processing plant imply the solid state of the fishery, as well as the herring industry during

this time.

While others remarked that fish declines accounted for drops in business, former

women workers recalled witnessing a decline in labor instead. When asked if they

recalled large numbers of fish during the 1960s all of the interviewees answered yes, few

remembered declines. In fact most recited stories of extended work periods. For example,

Lillian Jernigan recalled working on the weekends. She remembered “they’d call and

they’d let us go to church of a Sunday morning,” but as soon as church service ended,

“we’d have to go down there on Sunday evenings and work.” Mae Margaret Leary a

fishery employee of over forty years remembered similar situations. “Well, see I thought

“Fish Operations Begin at Perry-Wynns; Plant Capacity Is Doubled,” The Herald, (Ahoskie,
North Carolina; February 17, 1959), 1.

“Perry-Wynns packages roe, fish under Bertie and Chowan names,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance,
(Windsor, North Carolina: September, 1983).

“Expansion At Colerain Plant,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance, (Windsor, North Carolina; February
II, 1965), I.

Lillian Jernigan interview, FlMW-005, December 19*, 2003 (transcript page 4).
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there was" a lot offish, “but they said they,” various state officials and owners, “said they

won’t many out there.” She added, “but I thought there was.”'*'’ Mae remembered the

large numbers of fish coming in truckload after truckload. She confirmed, “they made

fish meal out of the ones they couldn’t cut.”*'’Supporting this recollection Perry-Wynns

owner Lee Wynns stated the fishery “had to start limiting the number of fish that our

fishermen were bringing in during the 60s because we could not process what they were

catching.”*^ Furthermore, he reaffirmed the conclusion that declining female labor placed

the fishery in an unfortunate situation during the 1960s. However, as he explained “then

in the early 70s you began to see a dramatic decline in the fish.” But instead of being

conceived as completely negative, this later decline actually “began to alleviate the labor

problem.”'*** As part owner Norman Perry recalled, “labor started getting real scarce.”"*^

As he remembered the fishery “was loaded with people,” but because of various changes

available workers got “jobs somewhere else.”'** Thus, the problematic declines that the

Perry-Wynns Fish Company faced were actually the loss of their labor force, rather than

an absence of fish.

At the time, Perry-Wynns Fish Company produced “four basic products: Com or

salt herring, herring in wine sauce, fish meal, and herring roe.”^' A 1966 article in The

Raleigh Times noted that the Perry-Wynns Fish Company reported that “markets for their

Mae Margaret Leary interview, HMW-014, March 23, 2004 (transcript page 5).
Ibid., (transcript page 4).

47

48
Lee Wynns interview, HMW-012, March 23, 2004 (transcript page 2).
Ibid
Norman Perry interview, HMW-004, December 15, 2003 (transcript page 9).

“ Ibid
Johanna Grimes, “Herring Run Is Like Peaches, You Have To Be On Time,” The Raleigh Times,

(Raleigh, North Carolina, Saturday, April 30*, 1966).
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products” were “excellent and growing.”'^ In Eastern North Carolina in particular herring

was considered an affordable supplement to the diet. Readily available and inexpensive,

many families depended on the fish for food. Few families in the area went without

buekets of salt cured herring. Stored in smoke houses and woodsheds, fish cured in the

buckets of salt were soaked out and cooked during the winter months as a source of

protein. As Charles Heath noted that herring provided an invaluable food source for

people unable to pay high prices because its cost was “lower than any other food of

equal (nutritional) value.As a result, in some respects river herring became recognized

as a poor people’s food, yet remained priceless to the region throughout the twentieth

century.

While changes in consumer demand have also been blamed for negatively

affecting the fishery, this was not the case. Alternative explanations for declines in

consumer demands are possible. For example, varying sales caused a rise in the cost of

Perry-Wynns products, which resulted from a loss of labor. While consumers began to

purchase the varied products, such shifts were contributed to the unavailability of work

for the Perry-Wynns Fish Company. Without the labor to produce their products the fish

company was unable to provide the same amounts to retailers. Lee Wynns explained how

the loss of labor placed the fishery in a downward spiral;

We’re certainly not a rocket science industry. All we needed to do that type of
work, it just takes a lot of brawn and not a lot of brains, you know. That was it
down here. Now once we started losing our labor pool then we couldn’t produce
the fish that we use to. And once you start losing product on the market, then you

Charles L. Heath, Jr., “A Cultural History of River Herring and Shad Fisheries in Eastern North
Carolina; The Prehistoric Period Through the Twentieth Century.” (M.A. thesis. East Carolina University,
1997), 127.
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start losing market share. And once people are buying other types of food, they
come back to that food, even when you put it back on the market. So labor
definitely had a lot to do with it."'*^

With the fishery steadily losing employees the company could no longer process the

same abundant amount of fish. Lack of labor to process fish directly affected Lee Wynns’

market share. As a result, aecording to Wynns, the company began dropping the amount

of products that went to retailers. Thus they lost market share. As Wynns explained, once

the fishery found ways to increase production it was too late. Consumers had already

begun buying different types of food, therefore they did not want to come back to the

herring products. When consumption waned in the early 1960s, Perry-Wynns responded

with new packaging techniques, but these techniques could not address the scope of the

problem. As one study suggests during the early 1960s, “a rise in incomes and the

availability of a wide range of meats” eventually cause “a decline in consumer demand

for salt herring.”'^'^ However, the company quickly responded with a product “sealed in

plastic bags for sale to the housewife.With less herring products on the market in the

late 1960s and 1970s the prices increased and herring lost its title as an inexpensive food

source. Shoppers purchased other products, such as pork. Without the cheap labor pool

the downward spiral was sealed by the early 1970s. Ultimately, the sporadic availability

of herring products as a result of labor problems remained at the root of this dilemma.

Clearly the cheap labor ofwomen supplied the necessary support and solid

foundation to the Perry-Wynns Fish Company. During the 1960s the herring industry

Lee Wynns interview, HMW-012, March 23"'*, 2004 (transcript page 2).
Preparingfor Change: Fisheries in the Albemarle Area, (Raleigh, North Carolina: North Carolina

Department ofConservation and Development, Division of Community Planning, February 1967), 18.
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accounted for “about $80,000 per year income to fishermen” and in the Albemarle area,

such industries represented a substantial contribution to the local economy.^’ As a study

by the state ofNorth Carolina noted, “it is significant in the Albemarle Area since it

provides part-time employment for several hundred persons and full-time employment

tor approximately 60 to 100 persons.”' The bulk of this labor remained in the hands of

area women. And while others asserted that the absence of fish accounted for the

initiation of the herring industry’s decline, as part owner Lee Wynns noted more fish

were coming in than could be produced. As he put it, “in the early 70s you began to see a

dramatie decline in fish.” Yet, by this time women’s labor became so unavailable that

fish drops “alleviate the labor problem.”'*’'^ Ultimately, it was the growing dependence on

this plentiful cheap labor of women that proved detrimental to the industry.

By the late 1960s federal legislation influenced the local labor supply. The North

Carolina Department of Labor assumed responsibility for the state’s workers through the

enforcement of various laws including the minimum wage law, child labor law,

maximum hour law, and various safety and health regulations.^*^ Among the most relevant

to women’s labor in Bertie County, the establishment and maintenance of the minimum

wage law now required businesses, such as Perry-Wynns, to pay all workers a set wage.

As of January 1, 1966, the state required that all workers make no less than one dollar per

hour. A raise of flfteen cents that year assured laborers pay of forty dollars a week.^'

”
Ibid, 9.
Ibid.
Lee Wynns interview, HMW-012, March 23, 2004 (transcript page 2).
Virginia Electric and Power Company, “Bertie County North Carolina; An Economic Study,”

(July 1965), 29.
61
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Although the old piecework system allowed many women to make more than the others,

a minimum wage offered steady pay during slow periods of the season. Furthermore,

child labor laws forbade the use of labor of any individual less than eighteen years of age

without proper certification from the county welfare system. Therefore fishery owners,

and other seasonal operators could not tap into the child labor common on area farms.

Yet, the establishment of the maximum hour law was one of the most significant of all

regulations. While workers previously remembered working many times “into the night,”

this law prevented employees from working over eight hours.And while previously

workers who did not stay long hours or did not showing up for extra work risked their

Jobs, the government not offered them protection.Various health regulations that

applied to numerous industries and businesses further protected the well-being and safety

ofworkers. Ultimately, changes in legislation caused a ripple effect across the area.

Such legislation was not met without controversy. In fact, an Ahoskie, North

Carolina newspaper editorial featured in The Herald argued that businesses previously

unaffected by such legislation awaited a rocky road ahead. Furthermore, “significant

declines in employment in most of the low wage industry” resulted from the initiation of

the minimum wage law.^"* Businesses such as the fishery began pushing productivity in

efforts to maintain business, as they had known it. Many reported, “that prices for their

Mae Margaret Leary interview, HMW-014, March 23, 2004 (transcript page 3).
Virginia Electric and Power Company, “Bertie County North Carolina; An Economic Study,”

(July 1965), 29.
“Higher Productivity the Answer,” The Herald, (Ahoskie, North Carolina; Editorial section,

Tuesday, April 5, 1960).
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products increased.Dr. C.E. Bishop, a professor at North Carolina State University

explained the dilemma surrounding the inaction of the law:

‘We are a low wage state, and minimum wage laws have the greatest impact on
states with the lowest wages.’ Bishop added that the lowest wages paid farm labor
in the state are in the greatest dependence upon hired labor. ‘These areas would
feel the greatest effects of minimum wages.

In an area built on a foundation of agriculture and extremely dependent upon hired labor

for various seasonal industries, Bertie County found itself in quite a predicament. In fact,

local newspapers debated the issue throughout the 1960s. According to an article in The

Bertie Ledger-Advance, while some praised the changes the majority of citizens opposed

the legislation. The article suggested that many citizens felt such laws would harm the

area’s economy, which remained entangled in the world of agriculture, even as farming

jobs disappeared.^’

Additionally, government regulations of the 1960s required the Perry-Wynns Fish

Company to improve its workplace environment and payment of wages. In fact, owners
¿ o

recalled getting in trouble with the “wage and hour man.” Owners explained that during

piecework, workers were free to come and go as they pleased. As they stated, “labor was

no problem.Considering the prevalence of available workers, fishery owners did not

have to worry about finding women to flank the tables each morning. Owners and

management recalled that in the 1950s and early 1960s as soon as one woman stepped

“Wage Law Would Hit Hard in N.C.,” The News and Observer, (Raleigh, North Carolina:
February 21, 1966).

“Minimum Wage Opposition Eyed,” The Bertie Ledger-Advance, (Windsor, North Carolina:
March 17, I960), 10.

Arnold Perry interview, Herring Folklife Project, (Chapel Hill, North Carolina: Ann Kaplan
Collection, 23 March 1999)., transcript page 5.

Norman Perry interview, HMW-004, December 15, 2003 (transcript page 6).
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down from the table, another immediately took her place. Yet, in the face of new policies,

the Perry-Wynns Fish Company confronted penalties for its relaxed rules. Lee Wynns

described his view of the newly introduced labor laws:

In the late 50s and early 60s it was a horror story when they came in because we
did not have the records that they said we needed to have. And they made, and it
was not only us it was a lot of people, made people pay twice. And a person that
lived in poverty or a very poor person, if they saw a chance to double up on
income they would got tell them folks what they wanted to hear.^*^

Upon the arrival of various labor legislation, inspections at the fishery revealed workers

not being paid for hours they were on the job. For example, many roe pickers and cutters

alike recalled hours of idleness awaiting new boatloads of herring in which they were not

paid. Labor investigators found this practice unlawful. Yet fishery owners such as Lee

Wynns defended their stance by suggesting that workers tended to tell investigators what

they wanted to hear. Wynns offered an example of workers stretching the truth:

A lot of our help would come in and catch a ride whenever they could catch rides.
It was not anything to see people sitting on the porch of our fish house at six o’
clock in the morning knowing full well they would not go to work until eight
o’clock or later. When labor representatives came in they would just ask the
people, ‘what time did you get to work?’ And they would say six o’ clock.

According to Wynns such instances ended in troublesome misunderstandings between

fishery management and labor officials. As he pointed out “management couldn’t just tell

them that these people came then cause they wanted to.”’^ In such a relaxed environment

it was difficult to control the patterns of the workforce. For example, fishery owners were

not always aware of the comings and goings of employees. In fact, with such a plentiful

70

71
Lee Wynns interview, HMW-008, December 30, 2003 (transcript page 8).
Ibid.
Ibid.72
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labor pool owners needed not worry about tilling the fishery. In the height of the fishing

season they were greeted with droves ofwomen eager to work. Taking into account the

volume ofworkers moving through the fishery on a seasonal basis, labor problems of this

kind continued to plague the business.

One of the owners recalled further trouble arising as a result of labor

investigations at the fishery. Upon examination of the fishery, labor officials found that

in their estimation workers were not receiving adequate pay. Nonnan Perry simply stated,

“the wage and hour man got us one time.” fhe Perry-Wynns Fish Company had a small

café or store on the premises, which served food, snacks, and various supplies. While

most women reported carrying their lunch from home, the small café on site provided

alternatives to packed lunches. Betty FTll, who served as a cook in the café when not

working in the roe house explained they “had hamburgers and hotdogs and for breakfast

we made egg sandwiches and cook sausage.” She added that they mostly fed “all the men

that was fishermen.” According to Norman, the fishery café accepted piecework tokens in

place ofmoney. Recalling the situation, he noted the “people who use to cut fish instead

of giving you money at lunch time, would give you chips.” Eventually this practice

landed the fishery in hot water:

One time they had us in court for underpaying labor. These women didn’t have
much money of their own, and they would take those tokens that we paid the cut
fish and buy their meal at lunchtime and stuff They’d spend it. The man checked
us and he found that some were not making what they should and we went to
court in Washington, NC.

Arnold Perry interview. Herring Folklife Project, (Chapel Hill, North Carolina: Ann Kaplan
Collection, 23 March 1999)., transcript page 5.
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While some white women, or roe pickers, occasionally ate at the café, as Betty

remembered it was “mostly black ladies” down there “and they brought their own food

most of the time.”^"^ However, according to labor department officials a sizeable number

ofworkers used their pay tokens to buy necessary equipment, such as knives, and food

items from the store7^

With such practices considered unlawful, the fishery found itself in the center of a

lawsuit. Fortunately for the Perry-Wynns Fish Company, one of the owners had personal

connections to the district attorney in charge of the case. As Norman Perry noted, “I

happened to have been at Wake Forest with that boy.”’^ College acquaintances, Norman

explained his situation to the prosecuting attorney Bob Cowan. Perry informed Cowan

that “ you know you can’t get anybody to ever say that 1 took a penny from them.”’’

Attorney Cowan agreed with his old friend and eventually dropped the case. According to

Norman, “they found out that we were not going to submit to them the way they wanted

us to and they compromised and we didn’t have to go to trial.” Despite the outcome of

this case, herring processors nonetheless had to meet the costs of following the

regulations.

Following changes in labor legislation of the 1960s, the fishery was no longer

able to operate under the same policies. As Lee Wynns noted, “once the labor department

decided in their infinite wisdom that piecework was not fair, we had to literally change

Betty Hill interview, HMW-007, December 30, 2003 (transcript page 5).
Arnold Perry interview, Herring Folklife Project, (Chapel Hill, North Carolina: Ann Kaplan

Collection, 23 March 1999)., transcript page 5.
Norman Perry interview, HMW-004, December 15, 2003 (transcript page 7).
Ibid.
Ibid.78
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the way our system worked.For one thing, Perry-Wynns had to establish a formal

payroll system. Owners were not pleased with the transition. Many workers, who

maintained informal work relations with Perry-Wynns, did not understand why they were

unable to come and go as they pleased. As Wynns explained, the fishery “had to hire

people to literally take names” and place them on the payroll^® Wynns even recalled

management placing a fence on the property to control the movement of laborers:

We had to literally build a cage around our processing table to monitor to the
federal governments satisfaction the comings and goings of that labor. And for a
few years that worked okay. We still did piece work, of course we guaranteed
minimum wage.^'

Eventually the Perry-Wynns Fish Company shifted to production work, meaning workers

received a set amount for each hour of work or set amount of product, such as a case of

roe. If workers completed more than the set amount they then received additional wages.

By changing to this system fishery owners avoided the labor regulations yet maintained a

pay scale closely tied to the old piecework system.

Despite the similarity between piecework and production, workers noted

significant differences between the two. Under a new system of production, women were

still paid for the amount of fish processed, but now they were guaranteed a set wage.

Mae Margaret Leary a cutter at Perry-Wynn’s explained the philosophy behind this new

policy:

We was on production. They had to pay us the same amount, but they wanted us
to pick up and do what we were supposed to do. Whatever they had to pay us.
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they automatic had to pay us, but he wanted us to do so much work in that hour
for us, he called it, to earn that pay.**^

I'he Perry-Wynns Fish Company established task requirements the women had to meet.

Yet, those working past the set amount per hour were able to earn more than the

established wage. When the women finished the set task, anything else they processed

earned that amount then more money.Betty Hill, a roe picker, represented workers who

preferred the new system. As she remembered, “you could make some good money” if

you worked hard. “Fd have my production done easy at 12, or lunch, then I’d get me

some more and make some more money.” Yet, other workers did not view the new

policy favorably. Blue Fairless refused to work under these conditions. In fact she only

started down at the fishery after production work had ended after the 1970s, stating she

“wouldn’t even pick fish roe if they were still on production.” ‘

Ultimately, fishery owners such as Lee Wynns viewed labor legislation as a major

cause in a “drop out” of labor. While views among workers were mixed, it is certain the

new system was not without its flaws. Fishery owners quickly realized the production

system was not the best philosophy for the fishery. While the system guaranteed set

wages and incentives for over-production, workers quickly realized it was not worth the

effort for the meager wages they earned for further work. Women struggled harder to

meet the task requirements, yet they earned little in reward. Lee Wynns witnessed this

problem firsthand:

Mae Margaret Leary interview, HMW-003, December 15, 2003 (transcript page 4).
Betty Hill interview, HMW-007, December 30, 2003 (transcript page 3).
Ibid.
Blue Fairless interview, HMW-002, September 10*, 2003 (transcript page 8).
Ibid.
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It didn’t take long for the better workers to recognize that they were not gaining
that much excelling in what they did because there were so many other workers
that had figured the system out. It didn’t make any difference what they did they
were going to get paid ‘x’ number of dollars. So it took the incentive out of it.®*’

The incentive that Lee Wynns referred to was the drive that made women cut and clean

millions of herring products each season for the Perry-Wynns Fish Company. According

to Wynns, piecework offered incentives where production work did not. Yet, production

work changed the way the fishery operated. In Mr. Wynns’ estimation, “once it took the

incentive out of it some of the better workers didn’t want to work anymore.” Although

they were able to "make more than the minimum wage, it was just counter productive to

them.” As new regulations on work, such as area labor laws were introduced, fishery

owners had a harder time maintaining the work of these women at such a cheap price. It

was these new laws that promised a brighter future for women well beyond the fishery

walls. Women now had a minimum wage guarantee, but at an increased cost to the Perry-

Wynns Fish Company.

As previously established in chapter two, during the 1960s women continually

accounted for the majority of seasonal laborers throughout Bertie County. While farming

remained their main occupation prior to agricultural mechanization, other industries,

including the fishery, grew dependent on women’s labor during slow periods of farming.

Tied to the farm for much of the year, these women were unable to secure full time

employment in the county. As Lu Ann Jones explained in her book. Mama Learned Us to

Work: Farm Women in the New South, that although often overlooked, women’s labor

remained an essential support system to the family as well as significant contributor to

87 Lee Wynns interview, HMW-012, March 23, 2004 (transcript page 1).
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the local economy. As she argues, although changes in farming roles designated for

women may have altered, the support they provide remained the same.*^^ Adapting to fit

the needs of their families, women attempted supplemental work wherever ever they

could. Few opportunities existed beyond the farm for women. Left with few options these

women continually returned to their various sporadic jobs year after year, and in turn

developed a mobile seasonal labor force within the region.

Statistics reveal the extent ofwomen’s participation as a seasonal workforce,

fake for instance the data in Figure 10 on page 138. In the 1960’s, women in Bertie

County accounted for almost 300 workers, significantly more than men in the county, in

industries requiring seasonal labor. While men made up a sizeable number as well, the

majority of these occupations lasted much longer than three months, the average of

female employment. For example, Harrington Manufacturing was listed as seasonal

employment, yet many employees worked at the plant sporadically throughout the year

by making farming equipment. Furthermore, the remaining occupations listed as male

89
seasonal work, required few workers in comparison for tasks requiring hard labor.

Thus, data reveals a prevalence ofwomen’s labor at the heart of Bertie County seasonal

industries.

However, with the initiation of agricultural mechanization, area farms no longer

needed the labor ofwomen. Unfortunately, many women found themselves in periods of

** Lu Ann Jones, Mama Learned Us To Work: Farm Women in the New South, (Chapel Hill, North
Carolina: The University ofNorth Carolina Press, 2002).

North Carolina Fund Records. “Records 1962-1971,” Choanoke Area Development Association.
(Bertie Principal Industries).
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Bertie Coimt?. North Carolina
Principal Industries

Estimated
Ençïloyment

Location and Name Male

Aliiander
National Peanut Corp. áhelled peanuts 25* 7ÿ»

Colerain

Perry-VJÿnns Fish Co. Fish & fish by-products 10» 73*

Kelford
Kelford Coca*Cola Bottled soft drinks 15 1
Bottling Company

Lewis ton-Udodvme
Griffin Brothers Gin Co. Cotton gin 11 2
H. E. Bunch Pattern Works Industrial patterns 7 1
Harrington Mfg. Co. Farm & industry machinery 120» 6
Herndon Lumber Co. Air-dried lumber 67 4

Merry Hill-Midway
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Research 60» 40»

Co.-Avoca Farm

Roxobel
J. Lehron Morris Ch’ain & feed 20 3

Windsor
Bertie Stave Co. Hardwood barrel staves 18 0
Carolina Cooperage Co. Lumber, heading, & staves 25 0
Coastal Concrete Co. Ready-mixed concrete 7 1
Coulbourn Lumber Co. Kiln-dried lumber 55 2
Gillam Bros. Peanut

Sheller & Gin, Inc.
Peanut shelling &

cleaning
25» 45»

Lea Lumber & Plywood Corp. Plywood & veneer 168 2

Clyde E. Moore & Co. Meat products 5 5
Produce Processors, Inc. Yam flakes 10» 45*
Southeastern Timber Co. Furniture dimensions 30 0
Stubbs Veneer Co. Veneer & plywod 56 2

Thonçson and Co. Kiln-dried cypress 18 1
Whitehead Milling Co. Grain & feeds 8 2
Blue Bell, Inc. Apparel Approximately 300

viien fully staffed.

^Seasonal employment.

Figure 10. Bertie County Principle Industries

90 North Carolina Fund Records. “Records 1962-1971,” Choanoke Area Development Association.
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unemployment. With no options for supplemental ineome, and only sporadic work

throughout the year, these women had a harder time making ends meet. One newspaper

article detailed the tragic fate ofmany eastern North Carolina families. One headline

asserted that “seasonal unemployment intensifies poverty in Carolina coastal counties.”

The article maintained that seasonal work during jobless months produced little income

and left area families in turmoil.^' Women within Bertie had few options as

mechanization continually caused increases in unemployment.'^^ As economic conditions

within the state worsened and unemployment claims rose in the area at an alarming rate,

the future ofwomen’s work seemed bleak. Periods ofJoblessness continually afflicted

area residents. Conditions across the state as a whole looked no better. In 1961, reports

indicated that employment continued to decline across the state.Furthermore

“nonagricultural employment dropped 6,900” in the early months of the same year.^^ One

newspaper article reported that many families found assistance in “welfare or surplus

food commodities available to counties for certified needy cases.” Yet, for many families

in the Bertie County area welfare did not prove to be enough. Women without work

struggled and their families in turn suffered. As few farming jobs remained, a state of

crisis loomed over many residents.

Oliver Williams, “Seasonal Unemployment Intensifies Poverty in Carolina Coastal Counties,” TTie
News andObse>-ver, (Raleigh, North Carolina: March I, 1964), 3.

“Seasonal Factors Cause Unemployment Increases,” The Herald, (Ahoskie, North Carolina:
January 3, 1961), 5a.

“Unemployment Claims Rise 30 Per Cent,” The Herald, (Ahoskie, North Carolina: Tuesday,
January 31, 1961).

“Employment Declines in N.C.,” The News and Observer, (Raleigh, North Carolina: January 25,
1961).

“Nonfarm Jobs Drop 6,900 In The State,” The Herald, (Ahoskie, North Carolina: March 23,
1961).
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During the 1960s, however, eastern North Carolina emerged as a new hunting

ground for hungry industries. In what some later referred to as “the buffalo-hunt days of

the 1960s,” many eommunities extended a warm welcome to eager companies. An article

from The News and Observer from 1968 reflected upon this influx of industrialization:

Industrial recruiting was easy: Manufacturers wanted cheap land and cheap labor.
Rural North Carolina offered plenty of both, and factories popped up across the
landscape.

Many rural North Carolinians were eager to secure these low paying jobs. With

agricultural jobs disappearing, many individuals welcomed new commerce of any kind.

Area officials and residents alike boasted of the regions qualities. One North Carolina

newspaper experimented in hyperbole by describing the entire coastal plain region as a

“breadbasket” of the eastern United States. I’he area exuded more than mere agricultural

97
potential, the article noted, and it “has barely scratched the surface of its true potential.”

Another article in The News and Observer argued in 1968 that the area was very

attractive to potential industry.

Those locating in Eastern Carolina find an abundance of good labor, large open
sites and useable water, all of which are key factors in attracting a new business
venture.^*

Rich agricultural land and an abundant labor force offered industries minimum wage

employees. Industries seeking to expand, found an area with a labor force that supported

Jim Barnett, “Manufacturers shun countryside,” The News and Observer, (Raleigh, North
Carolina: January 14, 1990), 1.

“Economist Sees Coastal Plain As Breadbasket Of Eastern US,” The Carteret County News,
(Morehead City, North Carolina: October 23, 1964).

Roy Hardee, “New Industries for East,” The News and Observer, (Raleigh, North Carolina:
October 13, 1968).
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their business and extremely affordable land prices. This combination made for a bustling

center of economic growth in the area.

Therefore, new options for women began emerging during the 1960s. Although

industry in North Carolina failed to increase at the same rapid rates as other areas across

the country, companies did come.^^^ In fact, many positive changes were on the way.

Beginning in the mid 1960s, new industries sprang up across the state. Much of the

south, including North Carolina, set a rapid pace of economic growth by inviting new

industries and businesses into their areas. The incentive of full time work and steady

employment was attractive to many citizens. In turn, residents welcomed financial

growth, increased security for family support, as well as income to pay for modern

conveniences previously lacking.'^' While small job increases from a few new industrial

prospects began to appear in the area as early as 1963, real advancement was just down

the road.

By emphasizing cheap, abundant land and labor, many communities enticed

industries to relocate on the rural nature of eastern North Carolina. A 1964 newspaper

article from The News and Observer boasted that “industrial growth in Eastern North

Carolina would exceed the growth in the Piedmont from now to 1970.” Factories

Guy Munger, “Slow-Growth Industries Cited As N.C. Problem,” The News and Observer,
(Raleigh, North Carolina: January 10, 1968).

Guy Munger, “Big Industries Welcomed to N.C.,” The News and Observer, (Raleigh, North Carolina:
December 26, 1965).

“South Continues to Set Fast Pace in Economic Growth,” The News and Observer, (Raleigh,
North Carolina: December 11, 1963), 16.

Pete Ivey, “Eastern N.C. Industrial Growth Predicted To Exceed That of Piedmont During
Sixties,” The News and Observer, (Raleigh, North Carolina: April 18, 1964).
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appeared across the Carolina coastal plain. In 1964, industrial growth in the eastern

portion of the state accounted for the establishment of nearly 12,000 new jobs.

New investments continually boosted area economic conditions by providing

more jobs and new wealth to the county. Many communities hurriedly entered the fight to

secure new industries for their areas. . New businesses such as sewing and machinery

plants arrived, and as North Carolina set an industrial development record in 1966. For

the first time, “industrial development in North Carolina set a record exceeding $500

million.” Making what many termed as “remarkable strides to enhance and improve its

efforts to attract responsible industry,” many citizens began to find employment. Other

successes followed in the next two years as the state moved forward in its efforts to

secure new opportunities for its citizens. While industrialization brought negative

effects such as offering a low pay scale to impoverished workers, on the positive side,

many residents finally found secure employment.

For example, residents as well as officials in Bertie County, North Carolina

realized new' industry could be just the thing to boost their economy. Flowever, the area

chose not to react in the same fashion as other regions of the state, and just attract out-of-

state industries. Rather, Bertie officials decided to promote industrial growth by

encouraging local entrepreneurial efforts. While people in other parts of the state, such as

Ambrose B. Dudley, “Eastern N.C. Enjoying Big Industrial Growth,” The Daily Reflector,
(Greenville, North Carolina: July 8, 1964), 22.

“Small Increase In Jobs Is Noted For North Carolina,” The Daily Reflector, (Greenville, North
Carolina: July 26, 1963), 12.

Roy Rabón, “N.C.’s ’66 Industrial Development Record Sets Record,” The News and Observer,
(Raleigh, North Carolina: January 1967).
106 “N.C. Closes Out in 1968 On Another Record Industrial Note,” Durham Morning Herald,
(Durham, North Carolina: January 2, 1969), 6B., “N.C. Economy Makes Big Jump,” The News and
Observer, (Raleigh, North Carolina: July 31, 1969).
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Mr. Weimer Jones a reporter from Franklin, declared that the eastern portion of the state

was “not too anxious for industrial development,” area newspapers quickly countered

such suggestions.'*^^ In March of 1960, the local paper. The Bertie Ledger-Advance,

disputed this finding by suggesting that Bertie was indeed searching for industrial

opportunities.

Our chief assets are our land and our people. To use both to the best advantage,
our industrial development should ideally be aimed at integrating the resources of
the land with the productive resources of our people.'**^

Many in the area argued that development in Bertie demanded a special type of industry.

Thus some area officials encouraged the incorporation of small businesses, and

applauded “home grown” efforts.'"'^ Instead of actively seeking outside entities they

chose to focus on nurturing those already established within the community."** Still many

people in the county believed that the recruitment of new industries remained a high

priority. An article in the bicentennial edition of the Bertie-Ledger Advance advertised

the locale to prospective manufacturers during the 1960s:

With its modem highways, deep rivers, whose waters are most applicable for
industrial use, abundant electrical power, large labor force, ideal industrial sites,
moderate climate and friendly, cooperative people, Bertie County is a haven for
industry."'^

“Need Industry of Special Kind,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance, (Windsor, North Carolina: Editorial
section, March 3, 1960).

Ibid.
“Small Industry, Home Grown,” The Herald, (Ahoskie, North Carolina: Editorials section,

August 10, 1961).
“Industrial Potential At Home,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance, (Windsor, North Carolina: Editorial

sections, April 21, 1966).
“Area Development a Must,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance, (Windsor, North Carolina: Editorial

sections, January 4, 1962).
Hampton F. Brett, “Agriculture and Industry Work Together,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance,

(Windsor, North Carolina: Windsor Bicentennial Edition, November 28, 1968), 9.
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Pushing the agenda of industry and agriculture working together, Bertie County enters

the 1960s with a mission at hand. As the county works to incorporate industry into their

beleaguered economy various towns hurry to make their area an attractive option.

As farming jobs diminished, officials offered incentives, such as abundant labor,

to lure new businesses to Bertie County. Therefore, area Industrial searches sought out

new businesses for the Bertie County area in order to decrease area unemployment. In

1959, area residents met with representatives from the State Department of Conservation

and Development in hopes to form a local development corporation. Cecil Bell, a

spokesperson for the department explained that such a conglomerate was essential:

To be competitive with other communities nearby and in other parts of North
Carolina, Windsor is almost faced with the necessity of forming a corporation."^

Within a year, Windsor instituted an industrial group. The Windsor Development

Corporation, dedicated to the promotion and advertisement of area “resources available to

prospective industry.”"'^ The corporation held the authority to negotiate and entice

industrial prospects. The group was able to obtain various industrial sites throughout the

county. Residents of the county that were interested in area development could join the

group at a rate of five dollars a month, which transferred into stock."'’ By advertising

meeting dates in area newspapers, the group encouraged all citizens to become involved

by attending gatherings and joining in various dialogues. Meetings included discussions

“In Bertie County: Development Plans Talked for Windsor Corporation,” The Herald, (Ahoskie,
North Carolina: September 22, 1959).

“Windsor Fonns Industrial Group,” The Herald, (Ahoskie, North Carolina: May 17, I960).
Ibid.115
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of various ideas and plans to draw commerce to the area."^ The local corporation hoped

to educate area residents about local industrialization.

Yet, some residents throughout the county still questioned the idea of encouraging

outside industries to relocate in Bertie. Many felt that Bertie was not ready for new

industrial development. A 1961 article in the local newspaper, The Bertie Ledger-

Advance, questioned whether the area was ready for industry."^ Therefore, in an effort to

demonstrate the need and eagerness of area residents, various organizations, including the

Windsor Development Corporation and the North Carolina Employment Security

Commission, distributed extensive labor surveys. Organizations encouraged citizens

interested in taking area production jobs to complete the survey. Offieials hoped that

the surveys would assess the local labor supply:

The purpose of this survey is to determine how many workers would be available
to take production jobs in new industry or if present industries expand: Labor is
one of the most important resources that we have to offer prospective industry.
They want specific information about the labor supply in the area."^

For an example of an area labor survey see Figure 11 on page 146. Other areas, such as

Colerain, conducted further labor inquiries.Labor surveys of this kind continued

throughout the 1960s. Eaeh revealed that thousands of area residents desired further

opportunity for employment. One study revealed that more than 1,500 people in the area

Ronnie Morris, “Industry-Minded-Folks Desire Organization; Next Meet in Windsor,” The
Herald, (Ahoskie, North Carolina: March 19, 1960), I.

“Is Bertie Ready for Industry?,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance, (Windsor, North Carolina: Editorial
Section, March 21, 1961).
' '* “Intensive Labor Survey Begins Thursday By Development Corp.,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance,
(Windsor, North Carolina: Thursday, December 15, 1960), 1., “Labor Survey Planned By Development
Corp.,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance, (Windsor, North Carolina: December 8, 1960).

“Intensive Labor Survey Begins Thursday By Development Corp.,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance,
(Windsor, North Carolina: December 15, I960), 1.

“Colerain Prepares For Industrial Search,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance, (Windsor, North Carolina:
April 7, 1960).
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wanted work.'^^ Other statistics disclosed “that approximately 10 per cent of the county

population is either unemployed or desires a job or has a job but would like to make a

change if advancements were offered.” All in all, this study revealed that over 2,200

people in the area that needed employment.Moreover in Aulander, a small town in

Bertie, women made up the majority of respondents in the areas labor survey.'^'* In

Colerain, the location of the Perry-Wynns Fish Company, a labor survey illustrated “that

a great number of people from Colerain and the area” were “available for work in an

industrial plant.”Throughout the county, the sentiment remained the same. Bertie

County not only desired new opportunities for its residents through new industrial

prospects, it needed them.

The Employment Security Commission ofNorth Carolina conducted one of the

most in-depth labor investigations within the county to aid industrial development.

Pitched to prospective employees, the commission hoped to understand the employment

need throughout the area. I'hrough what they termed as a mobile service team, the

commission conducted a “Smaller Communities Program” to examine the local

workforce.Detailed findings revealed the state of the county. Some surveys illustrated

that residents felt that if businesses offered opportunities, a greater number of individuals

would likely enter the workforce. Surveys also revealed the education level of

“Labor Survey Reveals Over 1500 Want Jobs,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance, (Windsor, North
Carolina: May 26, 1965).

“More Than 2200 Need Jobs,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance, (Windsor, North Carolina: May 27,
1965).

“400 Women Sign Survey Applications,” The Bertie Ledger Advance, (Windsor, North Carolina:
May 25, 1961).

“Labor Survey at Colerain Shows Many Ready For Work,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance, (Windsor,
North Carolina: April 14, 1960), 1.

North Carolina Fund Records. “Records 1962-1971,” Choanoke Area Development Association.
(Employment Service Mobile Team data, Bertie County).
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respondents, so that industry officials had a true representation of workforce expertise.

Only 14 percent of the county population possessed manufacturing experience.

Moreover, 42 percent only had knowledge of agricultural practices. With a recruiting

range extending 25 road miles, or 30 to 40 minute driving times outside of Windsor, as

Figure 12 on page 149 illustrates, respondents revealed a willingness to travel if

opportunities presented themselves. Note that female respondents outweighed male

respondents with women accounting for 827 of the 1,104 prospective workers within the

eounty. Furthermore, as Figure 13 on page 150 indicates, surveys suggested that females

held most of the industrial experience outside ofmachine trades. Notice the age

distribution illustrated in Figure 14 on page 151, which explained the bulk of workers

ranged from 23 to 69. Findings by the mobile service team suggested that considering

area industrial searehes, women in Bertie County were among the most needy and most

willing to welcome opportunities in the form of new industry.

Across the state new industries promised to uplift women. Though area families

bemoaned the loss of agricultural jobs some individuals hailed agricultural mechanization

as an indicator of positive change. An article in the local newspaper. The Bertie Ledger-

Advance, suggested that tobacco mechanization in North Carolina served as liberator of

area farmwomen.Farming in the eastern portion of the state was always a labor-

intensive job that tied women to the farm for months on end. Yet some experts, such as

Robert Watkins an agricultural extension agent at the State College, argued that removal

North Carolina Fund Records. “Records 1962-1971,” Choanoke Area Development Association.
(Employment Service Mobile Team data, Bertie County).

“Tobacco Mechanization Seen As Liberator of Farm Women,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance,
(Windsor, North Carolina: Thursday, March 21, 1963).
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SMALLER COMMUNITIES PROCEAM

BSRTIE COimiT

MOBILITÏ PATTERN OF AVAILABLE RESPONDENTS

This chart represents the distance, one way, available respondents indicated
they would travel if offered full-time employment.

About 18 per cent of the respondents (200) indicated a willingness to travel
up to ten miles; 45 per cent (497) are willing to travel between 11-20 miles;
and 37 per cent (407) would go more than 20 miles.

Source: Mobile Team Survey

Figure 12. Mobility Patterns of Available Respondents

129 North Carolina Fund Records. “Records 1962-1971,” Choanoke Area Development Association.
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SMALLER CCMMUNITIES PROOIAM
BEHTIE COUNT!

MAHOFACTDRING EXPERIENCE OF
AVAILABLE RESPONDENTS

Source: Mobile Team Sur7ey

Figure 13. Manufacturing Experience of Available Respondents

130 Ibid.
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LABOR IDRCE PARTICIPATIOH RATES

NORTH CAROLINA BERTIE OOÜNTÏ

1960

The percentage difference bet^ieen the North Carolina
rate and Bertie County rate suggests that more per-
sons in Bertie County mi^t enter the labor force if
suitable jobs were available.

Source: Ü. S. Censias

Figure 14. Labor Force Participation Rates

131 ¡bid.
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trom this process equaled freedom for women. Unemployment figures notwithstanding,

women began finding the freedom to move into other avenues of the workforce. No

longer tied to seasonal labor, they were open to other options for the first time. For

instance, a 1965 newspaper article reveals that “more and more women” across the state

are “bringing home the paychecks.” Noting that working women were steadily increasing

in a variety of jobs including sewing factories, over 600,051 were present in the

workforce as early as 1960. While women still remained the minority in the job market

when compared to men, the Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond revealed their numbers

were growing “spectacularly.” “

Bertie County authorities expressed similar assessments. In rural areas women

experienced improvements, too. For example, an article in The Bertie Ledger-Advance

133
argued that women faced “a big job in North Carolina.”

North Carolina women also outnumber men and 600,000 of the state’s 2,000,000
women are in the labor force and earn less than men, with 63 per cent of these
employed women married and one-fifth of them with children under school

134
age.

As the status ofwomen became a higher priority, as noted by a 1964 publication by the

North Carolina Governor’s Commission titled The Many Lives ofNorth Carolina

Women, a variety of state officials turned their attention to women’s issues. However,

the results of industrialization for women were limited. The report revealed that while

Guy Munger, “Working Women On The Increase,” The News and Observer, (Raleigh, North
Carolina: November 14, 1965).

Marie Wood, “Women Seen Facing Big Job In North Carolina,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance,
(Windsor, North Carolina: February 11, 1965).

[bid.
Joan Brock Page, “Status of Tar Heel Women Revealed in Commission Report Just Published,”

The News and Observer, (Raleigh, North Carolina: December 20, 1964).
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“North Carolina women are better educated than men” they were continually “underpaid

and underemployed.”'^^’ Furthermore the commission launched fights for equal pay and

job training for women with state legislatures.'^^ Women consistently eared less than men

in every aspect of employment statewide. As the study explained, until areas diversified

and offered new opportunities for women, change was far from hand.'^* Yet, women

continued to enter the state’s workforce. For example, by 1969 women made up 43

percent of North Carolina’s labor force.With numbers increasing at this rate, and

despite any associated disadvantages women, were moving into a new era of employment

opportunities.

As area industrial searches sought out new businesses in order to decrease area

unemployment, women responded. They fought conservative attitudes about gender that

restricted many women's access to jobs. As one woman from Wayne County explained,

restricted notions still existed.

Some continue to say that ‘woman’s place is in the home.’ I’m not going to argue
with that. Of course it is. So is the man’s and the children’s. Home is a place for
all of us. Yesterday a woman’s only work was in the home - full-time. Today a
transformation is taking place for all of us.'"**^

Indeed a transformation was at hand within Bertie County. Remarkably, much of the

industry entering the area was geared towards women; Blue Bell, and Bertie Industries

“Women: Well Educated, Underpaid,” The News and Observer, (Raleigh, North Carolina:
December 20, 1964).

Florence King, “Commission on Women Debates Equal Pay, Job Training,” The News and
Observer, (Raleigh, North Carolina: March 18, 1966).

The Many Lives ofNorth Carolina Women, (Raleigh, North Carolina: The Report of the
Governor’s Commission on the Status ofWomen, 1964), 15.

William A. Shires, “Look Gals, 43% State Work Force Is Women,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance,
(Windsor, North Carolina: June 26, 1969).
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which primarily women employees.''^' Therefore, in the face of unemployment or meager

options, area women finally eagerly awaited the opportunity to take fulltime employment.

As fulltime opportunities increased in the early 1960s, old seasonal jobs fell out of

favor. The Perry-Wynns Fish Company served as a prime example. Other businesses

such as Produce Processors, Inc., only offered women short-term labor as well. After

absorbing a local company, the Bertie Produce Company began its operations in 1962.

The plant offered the area the first "yam ftake plant in the nation.”Although the plant

offered employment to almost 80 employees, many women found this insufficient, as it

was only short tenn.'"*^ While the company attempted to provide further employment and

some supplemental income through occasional pumpkin flake production, it remained

unable to employ workers for long periods. Other seasonal industries entering the area

included nut factories. Yet, these too typically hired fewer than 50 employees and only

for short-term work.''^'^ Other industries developed in surrounding areas, and offered

long-tenn employment to women, such as the Sunbeam Plant in Ahoskie. Yet the

majority of these lay too far outside of the Bertie region and required too much travel.

Laura Harrell, “Sewing Operation All Home Owned And Run,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance,
(Windsor, North Carolina: July 14, 1966), 1., “Blue Bell, Inc., To Locate Plant In Windsor: Will Employ
Over 300,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance, (Windsor, North Carolina: June 16, 1966), 1.

Laura Harrell, “Bertie Yam Flake Plant First In Nation,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance, (Windsor,
North Carolina: January 25, 1962)., “Hearty Welcome to Processors,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance,
(Windsor, North Carolina: Editorial Section, June 29, 1961).

“Produce Processors Seeking 60-75 Employees For Opening,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance,
(Windsor, North Carolina: Thursday September 7, 1961).

“Pumpkin Flake Production Adds Income Supplement,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance, (Windsor,
North Carolina: July 13, 1962).

Bill Humphries, “Edenton Plant Turns Out Blanched Nuts,” The News and Observer, (Raleigh,
North Carolina: July 30, 1961).

“Sunbeam’s Financial Picture Looks Bright,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance, (Windsor, North
Carolina: The Sunbeam Dedication Edition, June 16, 1966)., “Sunbeam Edition Marks Progress,” The
Bertie-Ledger Advance, (Windsor, North Carolina: June 16, 1966).
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If area women took jobs in these industries, the wages they made meant little, as they

would be translated into travel costs. Thus, many of these industries proved inadequate

for area women. Furthermore, the Sunbeam plant experienced short-term successes as it

phased out production within only four years of operation.'"^’ Seasonal employment

offered women few options.

Fortunately, new prospects were not far from the grasp of area women. Many of

the industries secured by the area geared themselves towards female labor. Among the

first operation to offer fulltime employment to area women was a homegrown industry

developed by area entrepreneurs. Bertie Industries, the brainchild of a group of African

American residents who realized the lack of opportunity for area women, opened its

doors with a training program in July of 1966.'“^^ After exhausting all other possibilities,

these citizens launched the business on their own. A local newspaper detailed the

transition:

They have converted a fonner peanut warehouse that was being used for the
storage of automobile parts into a clean, well-lighted building. It is there that they
have installed 10 sewing machines and 15 women are completing a training class
under the direction of Pitt Technical Institute and the Department of Community
Colleges.

While the initial hiring and business venture appeared modest, ultimately the goal of this

venture was to supply employment to over 200 area women. Hosting an open house

during the following week, in July of 1966, officials stressed their goal was to help the

local area. “Any profits realized from the entirely home owned and operated business will

“Sunbeam To Phase Out Work In Ahoskie Plant,” The Berlie-Ledger Advance, (Windsor, North
Carolina: March 27, 1969).

Laura Harrell, “Sewing Operation All Home Owned And Run,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance,
(Windsor, North Carolina: July 14, 1966), I.
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go back into the business for expansion.”‘ Within two months of operation, the

business was making weather parkas as part of a government issued contract. Shortly

after, the company received orders for nylon hammocks, which were sent to Vietnam.

Making products under a wartime demand, workers found themselves laboring long

hours under heavy demands. But, there were few complaints to be heard. For the first

time, area women had full time jobs with a set salary. Curing one of the area’s ills, Bertie

Industries plunged Bertie County into a new era, one in which women’s labor was in

demand, and valued.

Though the business was the first of its kind in the area, it was not without

problems. Restricted to local funding, Bertie Industries found itself in the midst ofmoney

problems. As one representative reported, “there was no operating capital with which to

meet the unexpected difficulties nor was there any with which to meet the payroll.” ‘ For

over six weeks employees returned to work and labored day in and day out without the

promise or expectation of pay. Furthermore, as a company supervisor noted, production

never suffered during this time.'"'^ As another newspaper reported the “more than 30

workers remained on the job without pay in order to keep the industry operating.”

Employees possessed deep dedication and understanding of this vital end of the business.

“Industries Open House On Thursday,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance, (Windsor, North Carolina;
July 21, 1966).

Laura Harrell, “Most Workers Still On Job: Mone^ Woes Haven’t Stopped B. Industries,” The
Bertie-Ledger Advance, (Windsor, North Carolina: May 16 , 1968), 1.

Laura Harrell, “Sewing Operation All Home Owned And Run,” The Bertie Ledger-Advance,
(Windsor, North Carolina: July 14, 1966), 1.

Laura Harrell, “Most Workers Still On Job; Money Woes Haven’t Stopped B. Industries,” The
Bertie Ledger-Adx’ance, (Windsor, North Carolina; May I6'^ 1968), 1.

Ibid.

“Consultants, Merchants Help In Bertie Industries’ Problems,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance,
(Windsor, North Carolina: May 30, 1968), 3.
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as did others throughout the area. Within days of announcing financial trouble, Bertie

Industries received offers of assistance from small businesses consultants and the area’s

merchants association. Support from the Choanoke Development Association

followed shortly thereafter. The group secured a 25,000-dollar grant from the Office of

Economic Opportunity for a training aid program. Proposals promised to bring aid to the

Windsor venture and help area women as well:

Choanoke Area Development Association proposes to conduct an industrial
training program to assist a large number of indigent Bertie County women to
become or maintain economic independence. It proposes to use a base for this
program, the facilities as well as certain former key employees of Bertie
Industries, an insolvent corporation located in the town of Windsor.

Although the business failed in its first attempts as area editorial columns noted, it was

not a failure. The true mission of Bertie Industries remained, as indicated in their decision

to start the venture, to educate and help women.In an area in which need was so great,

opportunity of this kind was welcomed. Moreover, the fact that women continually

returned to work with no expectation of compensation illustrated their desire to improve

their situations. Women within Bertie County found themselves on the road toward

progress. Moving beyond impoverished settings and underemployment Bertie Industries

was among the first example of their desire to grasp fulltime work, thus moving toward a

better and brighter future.

Opportunities for Bertie County women, once limited, abounded during the late

1960’s. As Bertie Industries worked to open its doors to the public in the summer of

“Perry Martin New President: CADA Seeks Aid Bertie Industries,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance,
(Windsor, North Carolina: July, 1968).

Laura Harrell, “Sewing Operation All Home Owned And Run,” The Bertie Ledger-Advance,
(Windsor, North Carolina: July 14, 1966), 1.
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1966, another interest set its sights on Bertie County labor. A June edition of the local

newspaper announced that Blue Bell, Inc. planned to locate a plant in Windsor. The firm

promised employment for over 300 Bertie County residents. As the article explained,

“employment, predominately female,” was to “start at 100 and ultimately be in excess of

300.” A success story for the area development group, Windsor was the site selected

by the Greensboro based company as a sister section of the Wilson station of the

business. In the newspaper article, a representative of the Windsor Chamber of

Commerce explained what this move meant for the area:

Robert C. White expressed the sentiment of all those who have worked on the
project when he said. T am real pleased we were able to create some new jobs to
put women to work.' This has been cited as one of the main needs to help
stabilize Bertie County’s agricultural economy.

In the face of rising unemployment that followed agricultural mechanization, Bertie

County women found new options for income. Fortunately, area officials recognized the

degree of need within this sector of the population. To many residents, the new jobs

improved area women by offering them fulltime work.

As Blue Bell approached the start of their operations in August of 1966,

excitement was felt county wide. A local newspaper reported that over 200 applicants

attended screening interviews earlier in the week.'^' Furthermore, numerous area women

awaited similar calls. Within a short amount of time the company quickly outgrew its

“Blue Bell, Inc., To Locate Plant In Windsor: Will Employ Over 300,” The Bertie-Ledger
Advance, (Windsor, North Carolina: June 16, 1966), 1.

Ibid.

“Sewing Operations At Blue Bell Start Aug. 1,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance, (Windsor, North
Carolina: July 21, 1966),!.
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short-term location and a new site was chosen.Construction on the new site began in

November of 1966.'^^ For the first time area women had a secure option for employment.

Moreover, prospects continued to look bright. As one newspaper article noted, the

company had every intention of spreading its wings:

Blue Bell, Inc., a new arrival on the Eastern North Carolina Industrial scene, is the
world’s largest manufacturer ofwork and play clothes and has every intention of
becoming even bigger.'^"*

In the fall of 1966, Blue Bell Inc. promised higher pay and more jobs for the Bertie

County area. Officials assured the company's ‘'wage structure and incentive earnings

program enables the average employee to take home actual earnings far in excess of the

base wage structure.”By infusing much needed capital into the local economy Blue

Bell relieved many of the areas employment problems. With key positions, as well as

bench work jobs held by all local women, Bertie County reaped the rewards of new

industry.In fact, a business fact sheet section of a labor survey by the North Carolina

Fund, the Choanoke region, distinguished the founding of Blue Bell as the only area

business recently opening that hired a significant number of workers. Among the first

in industrial development in the area, the establishment of Blue Bell translated into a new

“At Blue Bell, Inc.: First Women Report To Work On Monday,” The Bertie Ledger-Advance,
(Windsor, North Carolina: July 28, 1966).

“Blue Bell Construction Started At Windsor Site,” The Bertie Ledge- Advance, (Windsor, North
Carolina: November 10, 1966).

“Small Plants In Rural Areas Touch More Labor Markets,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance, (Windsor,
North Carolina: excerpt taken from The News and Observer, June 15, 1967).

“Higher Pay, More Jobs At Blue Bell,” The Bertie Ledger-Advance, (Windsor, North Carolina:
Novembers, 1966).

“Local People Used In All Key Positions At Windsor,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance, (Windsor,
North Carolina: June 15, 1967), B2.

North Carolina Fund Records. “Records 1962-1971,” Choanoke Area Development Association.
(Bertie County Business Fact Sheet).
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future for area women. Women now had prospects of hope and promise through the

opportunity for new dependable jobs.

Other businesses joined Bertie Industries and Blue Bell in offering women jobs.

For example, in 1976. Perdue. Inc., opened its doors in Lewiston. A small town in

northern Bertie County. Lewiston also offered a ready supply of employees.'^* A chicken

processing company. Perdue expanded to two other locations in the Roanoke-Chowan

area. While work at the poultry plant was messy and in many ways unappealing, unlike

seasonal work it offered fulltime employment to area residents. Within four years of

operation, the three plants located in the area offered employment to almost 1000 men

and women.In addition, the company provided necessary income to scores of area

families. Perdue was yet another example of new opportunity arising for Bertie County

women.

New opportunities arose across the area. Finally, unemployment rates and poverty

conditions began to find relief in the tace of new employment prospects. By 1969,

1,300 new jobs were present in the Roanoke-Chowan region.Industrial searches by

area development corporations yielded positive results:

Attesting to the positive results of the labors of those trying to entice industry into
the county was the 46-percent increase in nonagricultural jobs between 1962 and
1972.'^^

Alan Watson, Bertie County: A BriefHistory, (Raleigh, North Carolina; North Carolina
Department of Cultural Resources, Division of Archives and History, 1982), 62.

Pete Rogers, “Poultry industry bolsters area economy at Perdue,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance,
(Windsor, North Carolina: Progress Edition, September 26, 1979), A12.
'™ “More Good News; Job Opportunities Opening,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance, (Windsor, North
Carolina: February 11, 1965).

“Under Moore Regime; 1,300 New Jobs Are Added In R-C Area,” The Bertie-Ledger Advance,
(Windsor, North Carolina: January 9, 1969).

Alan Watson, Bertie County: A BriefHistory, (Raleigh, North Carolina: North Carolina
Department of Cultural Resources, Division of Archives and History, 1982), 62.
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While traditional area jobs declined during this timeframe, diversification arrived in the

form of new products manufactured within the county.Jobs sprung up across the area.

Across North Carolina the Employment Security Commission noted that elsewhere in

North Carolina unemployment rates dropped. In September of 1966, rates were the

‘lowest recorded for any month since the end ofWorld War 11.Furthermore by 1968

the unemployed percentage in the state fell to 1.7 percent.'^' At the same time non-farm

employment continually rose across the area. Growth was significant across the state. N

on-agriculture jobs, for example, reached an all-time high of 1,536.00 in 1966, an

increase of 67,000 jobs in just a year’s time.'^^ Fami jobs were on the out as industrial

work flooded the state, including rural Bertie County.

As non-farm employment improved, seasonal labor and other periodic forms of

work steadily declined across the state. One news article outlined the trend:

Changes in the State’s industrialization and wider education were draining a
steadily shrinking reservoir of unskilled periodic laborers. For the laborer this
means a steady job with more prestige, regular hours and the promise of better

177
pay.

As demonstrated by industry and job types, such as bench workers in various sewing

factories, much of the work entering the Bertie County area was geared towards women.

In the face of unemployment or meager options, area women flocked to the workforce in

™ “N.C. Hits Low Point In Jobless,” The News and Observer, (Raleigh, North Carolina: October 27,
1966).

“Jobless Percentage Drops to 1.7 in N.C.,” The News and Observer, (Raleigh, North Carolina:
June 14, 1968), 29.

“Non-Farm Employment At New High,” The News and Observer, (Raleigh, North Carolina:
December 19, 1966).

Gene Marlowe, “Day Laborer Force Vanishing,” The News and Observer, (Raleigh, North
Carolina: September 20, 1967).
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sizable numbers to secure what fulltime jobs became available. Simply put, rural areas

such as Bertie provided industries a large “untrained but trainable” workforce.Hence,

women in the area found themselves being courted for the one characteristic, once

previously overlooked, their value as laborers. While other areas of the state experienced

large influxes of industry, Bertie County remained unique, as the majority of their

transitioning labor force is female. For the first time within the county women began to

join the workforce ranks of their male counterparts. As women found steady jobs, they

began removing themselves from the preceding cycle of seasonal employment.

The late onset ofmechanization, which brought new industry into the area during

the 1960s, altered the area work environments as the majority of new industries geared

themselves towards women’s labor. As a result, new opportunities served to displace

w'omen from their previous work cycles. Businesses dependent upon the short-term labor

of women, such as the Perry-Wynns Fish Company, lost their workforce. And so, the

fishery found itself unable to process the same massive numbers offish causing a decline

in the industry.

In the 1960s fishery owners found themselves in a difficult situation. During the

1960s Fishermen continually brought their catches to the Perry-Wynns Fish Company yet

the fishery had fewer and fewer women to process the herring. In response, the company

attempted to replace workers with machinery. At a cost of over $ 50,000 dollars, German

cutting machines were installed during the late 1960s and early 1970s, to relieve labor

178 Ibid.
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problems.Norman Perry explained that, as “help was getting a little bit scarce we

ordered two German fish cutting machines.” He explained, “each machine would do the

work of about five or six people.” He noted that they “did a wonderful job” cutting the

fish and were “more uniform than people using knives to cut them.”'^*^ Yet these

machines were not without problems. As Lee Wynns explained, there were problems

associated with their use:

We made an attempt to use some high tech machinery to head and gut fish. And
the machinery worked. In fact, we were using that particular machinery when we
were destroyed by the storm. See, the shortcoming of that machine essentially was
that it didn't do a good job of saving the roe. And the roe was a very valuable
product coming from the fish. But we used that machinery extensively in the last
few years that we operated. Near the end of the season when the fish became

181smaller and there was no roe in the fish we could afford to use those machines.

Wynns also acknowledged that machinery could not replace human labor. While cuts

may be more uniform, care and precision were sacrificed. Women worked with expert

skill cutting herring and removing the roe, and bypassing the process was near

impossible. Use of the German machines was not profitable for the fishery, yet with the

decrease in available labor the machines quickly became a necessity. Increasingly

employers relied upon cutting machines after 1970. Yet, only declining fish catches

actually “began to alleviate the labor problem” as Lee Wynns explained. In later years

the fishery was unable to get herring from the Chowan River, thus the majority of

“Chowan’s Best” was imported from Canada and processed by a few select workers.

Lee Wynns interview, HMW-012, March 23, 2004 (transcript page 9).
Norman Perry interview, HMW-004, December 15, 2003 (transcript page 12).
Lee Wynns interview, HMW-008, December SO*, 2003 (transcript page 6).
¡bid.182
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Loss of labor served to distress the Perry-Wynns Fish Company. Fishery owners

recalled earlier days in which workers were plentiful. As Lee Wynns explained, the local

agriculture economy once required the seasonal labor system of women. He said that

previously “you had to have them certain times of year” on the farm. Women “couldn’t

have a fulltime job.” As a result, “you had a wealth of part-time labor.”*^^ Yet loss of

fanning jobs to new industries within the county altered the labor supply irrevocably.

Wynns explained, “it gave them an opportunity to hold down a forty-hour a week job,

which in turn gave the whole family a chance to enhance their economic standing.”'^"*

Many of the women previously working at the fishery saw a similar pattern. Blue Fairless

explained that “back there when his daddy,” referring to Leo Wynns, “was running it the
t oc

women didn’t work away from the home like they do now.” As she remarked, “Well,

they’ve got, women’s got other jobs.” However, even in the face of new and better

opportunities, such changes were often bittersweet. For example, Betty Hill recalled

working at the fishery “until the last year when they closed it up.” She continued

commenting that she “hated it when they stopped.”'*^ Yet, former workers embraced the

new options over sporadic work at the fishery. When asked why she left the fishery

Alease Askew stated, “I just figured it was time to quit 1 reckon.” After a moment’s

thought she added, “well, probably the main thing was we just won’t making enough

Lee Wynns interview, HIVlW-012, March 23, 2004 (transcript page 7).
Ibid.
Blue Fairless interview, HMW-002, September 10, 2003, (transcript page 11).
Betty Hill interview, HMW-007, December 30, 2003 (transcript page 6).186
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' 187
money to pay me to go tor one reason.” Her words reflect a common sentiment among

many fishery workers.

Although many outside the industry were not as quick to see the significance of

transitions in women's labor on the fishery, women workers understood the

transformation all too well. When asked what happens to the women who once worked in

cutting room and roe house, Mae Margaret Leary explained with no hesitation “they went

to the places what 1 call, something like Perdue, and Wrangler [Blue Bell] and places like

that.” She explained that “some of them after the fishing season didn’t have anything else

to do.'’ When the fishery season ended these women “could just go out and get them

[another] job.” Yet, "when the fishing season come again they couldn’t come because

they had them another job.” Simply put, she said, “the fish went and the people went.”

Mae Margaret Leary was one of the few fishery employees that did not leave through the

entire ordeal. Having witnessed changes for over two decades she knew the business

extremely well. She remarked, “if 1 couldn’t do nothing else” or continue working at the

Perry-Wynns Fish Company “when 1 got through cutting fish” during the spring season

“1 wouldn’t have nothing to do.” Grateful for her position she recognized she was one of

the few that turned down new options. She commented that other workers “went and

found them a job,” but quickly remarked, “I didn’t.” Mae further explained that she,

“didn’t choose to go get another job,” stressing the word “choose” as she spoke. As,

Mae suggested, in the face of new options, women finally had a choice. While previous

scholars have overlooked the significant loss of female labor during the 1960’s, it

187

188
Alease Askew interview, HMW-006, December 30, 2003 (transcript page 5).
Mae Margaret Leary interview, HMW-014, March 23, 2004 (transcript page 7).



adversely affected the herring industry long before fish declines occurred. No longer

dependent on meager wages, messy conditions, and sporadic work Bertie County women

stepped outside of their previous labor cycles. Moving beyond seasonal labor and into the

world of fulltime employment, women finally had a choice in their lives. As a result the

fishery lost its most valuable commodity, cheap, dependable and abundant labor.



CONCLUSION

OLD TASTE FOR A NEW GENERATION

For over 100 years, area women who flocked to the shores of the Chowan River

were the harbinger of spring in Bertie County. Rooted in the earliest descriptions of the

area, surviving fisheries within the Albemarle region illuminate the local history for these

maritime communities. As one local historian comments, utilization of area waterways

served as a backbone for this part of the country more than once.' After the Civil War

many large landowners found restoration for their wealth in the enormous seine fisheries

cultivated during times of slavery. And after a shift from large landowners to family

owned operations, small fisheries scattered up and down the river and allowed fishermen

and area residents ready access to local markets. By the early twentieth century, many of

these operations found themselves abandoned as their structures rotted away into the

calm waters of the Chowan. Mowever, a few distinct operations remain. One such

example is the Perry-Wynns Fish Company. Since it’s founding in the early 1920s, the

fishery became a significant source of funding for the local economy, as well as a source

of supplemental income to area families.^ Steadily growing, this family owned operation

earned the title of one of the largest freshwater fisheries by the early 1960s. Thus, it

became a permanent fixture in the Bertie County countryside. Notice the picture of the

fishery in Figure 15 on page 168.

'
Harry Thompson interview, HMW, Saturday August 2"^ 2003, (phone interview, no actual

recording).
■ Mrs. L. D. Perry, Transcript of a Radio Broadcast (Greenville, North Carolina: Given by Mrs.
L.D. Perry, President ofColerain Woman’s Club, April 30, 1941).
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Figure 15. Aerial Photo of the Perry-Wynns Fish Company ^

^ Annette Pierce, “Perry-Wynns Fishery: A bygone era of the once-herring capital,” (Ahoskie,
North Carolina: The Roanoke-Chowan Herald, October 30, 1997).
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Since its early days, the Ferry-Wynns Fish Company hired area women to

complete the labor-intensive work of cutting and cleaning millions of herring each

season. During the peak of the season the company hired over 300 women daily. In the

absence ofmachinery, area women constituted the bulk of agricultural labor. Yet, in the

off-season many necessitated supplemental income to support their families. As a result

area women formed a mobile seasonal labor force, which rotated around the farming

season. Low’ farm wages guaranteed cheap labor for other seasonal industries, so the

Perry-Wynns Fish Company obtained a high quality labor force at a cheap price.

Therefore, over the course of their operations the fishery developed a dependence on this

labor. Yet by the mid 1960s, the initiation of agricultural mechanization displaced many

women from previous cycles ofwork as machinery increasingly took their place. With

farming no longer necessitating their labor, women began to seek new avenues for

fulltime employment. As a result the number of employees available for labor in the

herring fishery began to fall each season.

In addition, the use of African American women as a major labor source within

the herring industry further exemplifies the depths of segregation and inequality in area

working environments. At a greater disadvantage than any other group within society,

black women found themselves in a separate fish house, cutting and gutting the herring,

the most unappealing Job available. Due to few opportunities available for them, and the

high poverty levels in the area, these women took what work became available. Yet,

changes in area race relations and the initiation of the civil rights movement served to

initiate a new outlook on life for many area women. Demonstrations in surrounding
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towns brought the reality of change to the rural area/ For the first time, area African

American women gained exposure to a new identity and in turn developed new prospects,

fhey took advantage of their newfound autonomy and stepped outside previous

boundaries. Whether by reporting discrimination, or starting their own businesses women

exerted their new freedom and challenged preceding employment trends. As a result,

Bertie County African American women took charge of their lives, challenged

boundaries, and as a result found themselves no longer dependent on previous work

cycles that were defined by seasonal low paying employers.'^

Yet, work within seasonal industries, particularly the herring fishery, remained

centralized on gender specific work patterns. Previously, women had little mobility

outside of agricultural labor and temporary sporadic work. However, a late onset of

industrialization, which enters the county during the 1960s, brought new industries into

Bertie County. The majority of these geared themselves toward predominately female

labor.^ Taking fulltime jobs at new businesses such as Bertie Industries, Blue Bell, and

eventually Perdue, women moved past previous options.^ Fishery employees recalled a

decline in the number of employees at the fishery. By securing fulltime employment,

women found themselves unable to return to their spring jobs at the Perry-Wynns Fish

Company. Thus, as women secured steady work, they began removing themselves from

■* Baldwin Render, “100 Negros Walk, Talk to Edenton,” Raleigh, North Carolina: The News and
Observer, March 19, 1966)., “Plymouth Still Quiet as ‘Cooling-Off Prevails,” (Greenville, North
Carolina: The Daily Reflector, September 1, 1965)., “More Demonstrators Going to Williamston,”
(Greenville, North Carolina: The Daily Reflector, April 1, 1964).
^ Ambrose B. Dudley, “Negro Is Slowly Penetrating Private Labor Market,” (Greenville, North
Carolina: The Daily Reflector, October 21, 1963).
® North Carolina Fund Records. “Records 1962-1971,” Choanoke Area Development Association.
(Bertie Principal Industries).
^ Mae Margaret Leary Interview, HMW-014, March 23, 2004.
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the preceding cycle of seasonal employment. As a result the Perry-Wynns Fish Company

was left without an invaluable commodity, dependable, abundant labor with a cheap price

tag.

In turn, changes in women’s labor offers new insight into the cause of the

declining herring processing businesses, such as the Perry-Wynns Fish Company. While

pollution, over fishing, and a changing consumer demand are all valid contributors to the

declining herring industry, they fail to reveal the entire picture. For instance, all of these

problems did not impact the herring industry until the 1970s. Accounts of yearly catches

by specific fish species illustrate that catch numbers remained stable throughout the

1960s. Fluctuations, which were typical from year to year, were present, yet reveal little

about significant changes in the population of river herring. Yet, the real telling factor

remains in the fact that many of the fish coming in during the 1960s were not being

processed for food. On the contrary, most catches far exceeded what is possible to

process therefore they were made into fishmeal, a high protein product typically used in

animal feed. For example, a study from 1956 demonstrates that fisheries were sending

whole unprocessed fish to meal plants. Thus, while catch numbers remained steady,

many of the herring never made it into the cutting room. Flence, previous studies

overlook a valid and extensive contributor to the declining herring industry within Bertie

County, North Carolina, changes in women’s labor.

*
George M. Woodward, Commerical Fisheries ofNorth Carolina: An Economic Analysis, (Chapel

Hill, North Carolina: Bureau of Business Services and Research, School of Business Administration,
University of North Carolina, 1956), 40.
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While altering cycles of women’s work within the area are not the sole causes in

the industries demise, the loss of female labor during the 1960s produced momentous

disruptions in the herring industry in Bertie County. Beginning with the arrival of

agricultural mechanization women started leaving their previous work cycles. No longer

rotating around the agricultural season, they were now free to take full time jobs.

Furthermore, changing race relations and civil rights gains allowed area African

American women new outlooks on life. As they moved past previous boundaries they

rejected preceding work in the face of new options. Yet the influx of industrialization

delivered the final blow. As industries catering to women’s labor enter the county,

females are no longer dependent on sporadic work and unwanted periods of

unemployment. Choosing new options, area women significantly altered the fishery's

available labor by leaving their seasonal jobs as herring processors. Thus the Perry-

Wynns Fish Company found few substitutes for their previously flexible, plentiful, and

cheap labor.

In the late 1960s the loss ofwomen’s labor delivered the first blow to the herring

industry. During the 1970s and 1980s other problems followed. Among the most

devastating was the increase of foreign fleets fishing off the shore ofNorth Carolina.

Although previously blamed as a significant culprit for the decline during the early

1960s, foreign ships greatly affected the North Carolina herring industry by the early

1970s. Yet, over depletion of herring by many fleets in combination with local fishermen

harvesting high numbers of fish caused significant drops in catches. Fishery owners

moved to support legislation regulating fishing. As a result, an agreement with Russia
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was made during the early 19708.*^ In a letter responding to a news article printed in The

News and Observer, Lee Wynns, Perry-Wynns Company president, described legislation

during the following years:

The Magnuson Fisheries Conservation and Management Act of 1976 addressed
the issue of the foreign fishing lleet. Our bureaucracy has responded so well to
this important legislation that the Division of Marine Fisheries has one patrol boat
capable of venturing offshore to oversee fishery operations spread across 50,000
miles of open water.'®

Although legislation and regulations controlled some of these problems, much of the

damage already occurred. Large numbers of herring were taken from the ocean before

ever entering area rivers.

Further harvesting in inland waterways served to deplete herring populations

because many herring are harvested in open waters before they can spawn. A local

newspaper eloquently explains the common picture of herring runs until this time:

When Chowan River fishermen gather in their catches in the annual spring run of
river herring, the river often flashes sliver in the sun. And later, at processing
plants like the big one here, a different kind of silver jingles in the fishermen’s
pockets when their catches are sold."

In addition, roe remained a prized product, so many inland herring are harvested in the

same manner. As Wynns points out, area fishermen were not guilt free. “We, as

fishermen, have done our share of messing up too by overcatching beyond what the

^ Ibid.
Lee Wynns, Unpulished letter to The People’s Forum, in re.sponse to articles published by The

News and Observer, (September 2, 1994).
"

Harry Stapleton, “A Brighter Glitter Anticipated on the Chowan River,” The Virginia Pilot,
(Norfolk, Virginia: Wednesday, June 24, 1970), B2.
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market can use.’"'^ Yet, he argues that the drastic declines of fishermen in later years

suggested that over fishing by locals was no longer a problem. Declines in population in

herring after the 1970’s resulted from fewer herring reproducing in area rivers. Emerging

as a central problem during the late twentieth century, foreign fleet fishing and other over

fishing practices plagued fisheries such as Perry-Wynns.

Yet, while foreign vessels are depleting herring stocks off the coast ofNorth

Carolina, another problem was only beginning to materialize. With an influx of industrial

sites along area waterways in the late 1960s and 1970s, significant pollution followed. As

a result, “since 1973, the once pristine waters of the Chowan have been engulfed each

summer by a slimy, green tide of algal blooms.”'^ From paper mills, to dye plants,

factories scooped up prized land along pristine rivers such as the Chowan.

Unfortunately, they also emptied chemicals and other waste by products into their waters.

Lee Wynns detailed this problem in a letter in response to an article published in a local

newspaper:

Pollution, as everyone knows, is a serious and complex problem. In the mid and
late 1970’s our company was active in contacting various state and federal
agencies and officials calling to their attention problems on the Chowan River.
Nothing significant was done.'^

James Carter, “The Course of the Herring : Every Spring Along The Chowan River A Natural
Phenomenon Takes Place That Most Have To See To Believe,” TTie 5/aie,_(Raleigh, North Carolina: April
1993), 22.

Lanny Cowan, “Gone Fishing,” The News-Herald, (Ahoskie, North Carolina: April 11, 1990),
9A.

James Carter, “The Course of the Herring : Every Spring Along The Chowan River A Natural
Phenomenon Takes Place That Most Have To See To Believe,” The State. (Raleigh. North Carolina: April
1993), 21.

Lee Wynns, Unpublished letter to The People’s Forum, in response to articles published by The
News and Observer. (September 2. 1994).
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Although various meetings were held, and discussions given, little was done to aid

pollution problems in area rivers during this time. Many locals believed regulations by

agencies such as the Environmental Protection Agency did not properly address issues,

rherefore pollution problems atllicted the Chowan for years to come.

As if the massive foreign fishing lleets, and pollution were not enough, the Perry-

Wynns Fish Company fought many battles with area storms and hurricanes. “When

Hurricane Hazel swept through Bertie County, the fishery sustained more than $100,000

in damages.”'^ As a result of the storm on October 15, 1954, a considerable number of

buildings were never rebuilt. Constantly dealing with damages from weather, the

company endured many storms. For instance, a 1980 snowstorm caused a roof to collapse
• . •17*

at the fishery, damage that resulted in an estimated 25,000 dollars in repairs. And while

these storms beat and battered the little company, they were merely prepping it for the

final blow, which came years later.

In the fall of 2003, in the midst of an Indian summer in peaceful North Carolina,

the wrath of Hurricane Isabel bared down on the east. Crossing Ocracoke and following

the warm sound waters towards Bertie, Isabel contained punishing winds and surf No

one in the area was able to anticipate the outcome. A state of emergency was issued, but

the storm completely ravished the county. Rising water on the Chowan River eroded the

shorelines and banks up to fifteen feet in many locations. The water was littered with

broken piers and broken homes. Because it was located directly on the water the Perry-

“Herring company hangs on through hurricanes and changing times,” The Senior Citizens Voice,
(Volume 21, issue 3, Fall/Winter 1999), 38.

“Work Progressing,” The Berlie-Ledger Advance, (Windsor, North Carolina: March 13, 1980).
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Wynns Fish Company experienced the damage firsthand. Isabel completely destroyed

many of the fish houses that extended over the river. The Perry-Wynns Fish Company

completely leveled by the hurricane, was reduced to a pile of rubble. Big blue barrels of

fish littered the ground. Boards, brick, and other remnants scattered haphazardly over the

area. As the Figures 16-19 illustrate, completely destroyed, the fishery was no longer

recognizable. While storms have come and gone, long time residents never would have

anticipated this fate. However, this storm was unlike anything the area had ever

experienced. During the following months, owners worked to have the site cleared. Only

two buildings remained, a small cinderblock storage building and the little café.

Everything else was gone. Fortunately at the top of the hill, high above the previous site

sat a building formerly used as an extra storage facility. The company moved to this

location and maintains remaining operations from this site. Vowing to return and

continue business, the company forged ahead.

Unfortunately, they did so with few fish in the Chowan River.

The highest annual landings for river herring since 1887 came in 1969, with a
haul of just under 20 million pounds. By 1990, the total landing was only 1.1
million pounds.'^

In later years, the majority of herring used in Perry-Wynns processing was

imported from Canada.With so little to process, only a few workers returned to the job.

A far cry from the booming business of earlier days, the Perry-Wynns Fish Company

forged into a new century significantly smaller, but just as determined. While it is

Heather White, First hand account during visit to the fishery, September 2003.
Renee Wolcott Shannon, “The Fate of a Fishery: Shad and River Herring at the Turn of the 2f'

Century,” (Coastwatch, Spring 2000), 8.
Norman Perry interview, HMW-004, December 15, 2003, (transcript page 11 ).
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Figure 16. The Perrj-Wynns h’ish Company after Hurricane Isabel ■'

21 Photo by Heather M. White, “The Perry-Wynns Fish Company,” September 2003
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Figure 17. The Perr>-Wynns Fish Company after Hurricane Isahel'"

22 Ibid.
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Figure 18. The Perry-Wynns Fish Company after Hurricane Isabel “

23 Ibid.
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Figure 19. The Perry-Wynns Fish Company after Hurricane Isabel

24 Ibid.
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doubtful business will ever return to the level of earlier times, it is refreshing to see the

tradition still continuing with later generations. Operating under the same families, sons

and daughters work diligently to keep dreams alive. 1 asked Norman Perry, an elder

owner of the fishery, about the title that Perry-Wynns once held as the world’s largest

freshwater fishery. Chuckling he remarks, “Yeah, I’ve heard that all my life but,” as he

pauses for a second in thought, “1 hain't been all over the world, and I wouldn’t say that

now, but you put in your report it might be the smallest now.”^^ Small indeed, but even in

the spite of declines beginning with the loss of female labor, with the grit and

determination backing it, it remains resilient. Bearing the slogan, “Old Taste For a New

Generation”, the Perry-Wynns Fish Company continues their attempts to keep this

distinct eastern North Carolina taste alive and kicking. Whether served fresh or as a salt

cured fried entrée river herring remain a taste that defines Bertie County. A daydream to

olden times, waking up on a crisp spring morning to a piping hot breakfast of herring roe

and scrambled eggs before entering a long day in the fields, serves as a recollection that

warms many of a Bertie native’s heart.

25 Ibid.
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APPENDIX A:
BERTIE COUNTY MAP

' Vireinia Electric and Power Company, “Bertie County North Carolina; An Economic Study,
(July 1965).
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APPENDIX B:
MARKETS WITHIN A 50()-MILE RADIUS OF BERTIE COUNTY, NOR Til
CAROLINA

2

2 Ibid, 30.


